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Editorial

A Good Year
for Skeptics
(fairly)

It has now been twenty-three years
since the Skeptic first saw the light
of day, and what an interesting journey it has been. The journal has
developed from a four-page tabloid
sheet, through many different manifestations, until it reached its
present size, format and high quality. During these years, we have
broadened the scope of our contents
to cover issues that were once outside our compass, and we have become more and more successful in
attracting contributors from many
different fields and parts of the
world. The Skeptic is now one of the
most influential journals of its kind
in the world.
It is also the first of them to have
been reproduced in electronic format
(The Great Skeptic CD ). We must
express our gratitude to the many
people who have contributed to the
success of the Skeptic ; and none
more so than you, our loyal subscribers. Thank you; we couldn’t have
done it without you.

Success
Over the years that Australian Skeptics has existed, we have taken
stands on many issues, none of more
importance than the effects of socalled alternative or complimentary
medicine. Our position has always
been that there is no such thing as
alternative medicine, only medicine
that works and other treatments
that do not, and that the only legitimate method of determining which

is which is to find evidence by conducting scientifically based clinical
trials.
Our aims have been to demand
that the regulatory authorities do
their job properly and to encourage
the general media to take the issue
seriously. These aims, reasonable as
they might appear, have not always
met with success and it has never
been easy.
The lobby opposed to the regulation and holding to account of the
alternative medicine industry is
largely driven by a mix of commercial self-interest and semi-religious
fervour. It is certainly well funded
and organised and by using feel-good
words and phrases like “choice”,
“taking control of your health”, and
“traditional evidence” (“my Granny
told me?”) they were often successful
in negating our efforts.
It took the Pan debacle to focus
the attention of governments and
regulators on the broader picture
and to start taking a closer look at
the unsubstantiated claims made by
the AltMed industry. It took the
death of a baby in Newcastle at the
hands of a naturopath to bring home
the real dangers involved in condoning unregulated pseudo-medical
practices. (These cases were covered
in earlier issues.)
As a result of these, and other
cases, the Commonwealth Government has now introduced legislation
to reform health regulations. Included are rigorous testing of product

claims, legally enforceable standards
for ingredients, provision of accessible information to consumers on the
effects of alternative medicines and
on their interaction with orthodox
medicine, a crackdown on dubious
advertising of alternative products
and greater authority for the TGA to
take legal action against manufacturers who fail to adhere to safety and
quality guidelines.
Responding to the proposal to
include more product information, a
spokesman for the AltMed industry
made the extraordinary claim, “That
would be a disaster for our industry”,
citing the increased compliance costs
involved and that it would “confuse
our clients”. This from an industry
that trumpets the concept of offering
consumers a more informed choice!
There are also encouraging indications that regulators, such as the
ACCC, are now more willing to take
legal steps to protect consumers of
health products. It might be a bit
late, but it is welcome despite that.
The signs are there that the position taken by the Skeptics over many
years has had an effect. That helps
justify the effort we have put into
the struggle, however, the battle is
not yet won, and we must maintain
our vigilance. Still, it’s nice to know
that reason and critical thinking can
occasionally have a victory.
My best wishes for the holiday
season to all our readers.

Barry Williams
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News and Views

Around the
Traps
The great debate

Among the beards
Our thanks to contributor David
Brockman who tells us that, on a recent trip to Rome, he experienced a
sense of deja vu while visiting a museum containing the busts shown in
the photo (above). He tells us:
They were among the loot removed by
the church, during the sack of Rome,
and generously donated by one or several popes who modestly had their
magnanimity chiselled into the bases
of many of the statues and busts.
David claims that, on viewing the
scene, he had the eerie feeling that he
had stumbled into a Skeptics meeting.
We know where you live, David.
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Speechless
Watching the 7.30 Report recently, we
were startled to learn that, during the
latter stages of WWII, Marcel Marceau
had been US General George Patton’s
interpreter.
We were curious to know how one
could convey an order like “The 45th
Tank Regiment will secure the bridges
over the Rhine, while the 375th Division will seal off the Panzers in the
Falaise pocket” in mime. However, one
friend did suggest that Marceau’s
famous “Man trapped in a glass box”
sketch would have been adequate to
describe the activities of the defenders of Bastogne during the Battle of
the Bulge.

On Sunday 24 August 2003, the
Northside Christian Church in Brisbane hosted a debate on the subject
"Does scientific evidence support a
literal creation?" The debate was
between Dr Paul Willis, palaeontologist and science journalist, proposing the No case, with Dr Carl
Wieland, a retired medical practitioner and CEO of the chief creationism marketer Answers in Genesis
(AiG), sponsoring the Yes case. The
debate, organised by the Northside
Church, was well attended with considerably more than a thousand people crammed into the large theatre. Apart from about twenty
skeptics, the audience comprised
mostly fundamentalist Christians,
many of whom had been thoroughly
indoctrinated with the creationist
message during the previous fortnight.
The debate was taped and DVDs/
CD are available from the AiG web
site. It is certainly worth a look and
any objective and scientifically literate observer will note that Paul’s
understanding of science left Dr
Wieland floundering and relying on
long discredited creationist pseudoscience. This fact must have even
penetrated the dim recesses of creationist minds (if that’s not too strong
a term) and they have been busy on
their site and in publications ever
since, justifying and rationalising
Wieland’s efforts.

In its publication Prayer News,
AiG reports on the debate saying,
inter alia:
Feedback tells us that very few were
convinced by Willis's confident performance.
And supporting this hopeful strawgrasp with a letter from a semianonymous source (signed only Mark
B) that simply compounds the errors
in the original creationist argument
and betrays no understanding of the
issues involved, apart from the
dogma. Paul Willis has responded to
this disingenuous twaddle, pointing
out its many errors on the No Answers in Genesis site
(home.austarnet.com.au/stear/
willis_wieland_debate.htm)
It was a great effort by Paul Willis, entering like Daniel into the lion’s den (to use a biblical analogy)
knowing ahead of time that no
amount of scientific knowledge, nor
debating skill would be likely to
change many minds in an audience
that was overwhelmingly steeped in
anti-science propaganda. It showed
again why Paul was a worthy recipient of our Skeptic of the Year accolade for 2002. Well done Paul.

Skeptics in antiquity
Skeptics might like to think that before we became organised in modern
times there were not too many public
challengers to widely held paranormal
beliefs. Yes, there were followers of the
ancient Greek Pyrrho’s Skeptical philosophy, who held that real knowledge
of anything is impossible, which is a
bit further than modern Skeptics are
prepared to go. But when it comes to
the general exposure of paranormal
phenomena to critical reason, we tend
to regard it as being a pretty modern
movement.
Not so. In 44BC, the Roman statesman and essayist, Cicero, published a
two volume work, De Divinatione, in
which he refuted all the then popular
methods of divination, including astrology. Cicero’s conclusion was that
putting faith in divination would give
believers no peace. Hear, hear to that.

We will be eternally grateful to contributor, Brian Baxter, for drawing the
following advertisement to our attention.
We have received invitations to lead
missions to Tanzania and Zambia in
Feb. 2004. If God wants you there and
you can intercede, minister healing,
raise the dead etc., please contact our
office for details.’
( Jubilee News, Sept 2003, )
Jubilee News is the mouthpiece of
Jubilee Ministries Trust Inc, a fundamentalist Christian group based in
NZ, with an office in Qld. Any of our
readers skilled in raising the dead *
and seeking gainful employment
should contact them at once.
* Using a crane is not allowed.

The game they play in Heaven?
Those lucky Skeptics who know the
difference between a ruck and a maul,
should have had their fill during the
recent Rugby World Cup, even if the
result might not quite have suited
their prejudices.
They should spare a thought, however, for poor old Uri Geller who, having publicly given his support to a couple of English Soccer clubs, saw each
of them plunge into the depths. If only
Uri had had the foresight to plump for
Rugby, he could have taken credit for
Jonny Wilkinson’s boot.

Apropos which, although this item has
nothing at all to do with paranormal
events, it nonetheless concerns a phenomenon so unusual as to almost
qualify.
The organisers of the Rugby World
Cup tournament achieved something
unique in the annals of sporting history. Before each match, the national
anthems of the competing nations
were sung. Nothing unusual in that,
you say. Yes, but the uniqueness lies
in the fact that those chosen to lead
the singing were people who could actually sing. When has that ever happened before?
And we didn’t hear a single player
giving credit for a win to his deity of
choice.

Ahhhhh!
Another of those cute animal pics we
have published of late (What is the
Skeptic coming to?)
Recently Pat, the Official Skeptics
Cat, waltzed into HQ looking strangely
discomfited. Investigation revealed
that he was playing host to a baby possum, tightly gripping his fur.
The upshot? Those admirable people from Wires came and took the baby
away to be nurtured and released back
into the wild. Pat, meanwhile, looks
very nervous whenever he walks under a tree.
Compliments of the season to our
readers.

Bunyip

An uplifting task
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Report

Proudly Supporting
Young Scientists
One of the greatest pleasures
that comes from belonging to the
Skeptics is the chance it gives us
to become involved in promoting
the ideas of critical thinking and
the scientific method to children
attending the nation’s schools.
Several branches have become involved in sponsorships of
awards, usually in cooperation
with their state’s Science Teachers Associations. NSW Skeptics
have been long-time sponsors of
the Young Scientist Awards
(YSA) organised by the
STANSW (see report below).

NSW Skeptics at YSA
Once again it was the privilege
of members of the NSW committee
to attend the Young Scientist
Awards, organised by the NSW Science Teachers Association. Skeptics
are delighted to continue to sponsor
this worthy event. Before presenting some of the awards, NSW Skeptics President, Richard Saunders,
spoke to the audience of young scientists and others including the
Hon Andrew Refshauge, NSW Minister for Education, and Dr Karl
Kruszelnicki, to remind them that
it was not so long ago in the history
of our species, that the world was in
the grip of the dark ages. He
stressed the importance of science
and the scientific method in combating superstition.
Another highlight came after the
presentation, when vice president
Alynda amazed the minister with a
demonstration of spoon-bending
(see photo). The minister expressed
his support for the Skeptics and
was presented with a Great Skeptic
CD and Water Divining DVD.
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Blok, was in residence at
our school for two weeks,
beginning in National Science Week in August. During that time she worked
with every class in the
school from Pre-school to
Year 7, a feat that involved
her in doing fascinating
science with 982 students
and 43 teachers.

Baffling the Minister at the NSW YSA

Victorian activity
The Victorian Skeptics recently
joined the Science Teachers Assn of
Victoria (STAV) in sponsoring Science Talent Search (STS) as well as
organising a stand at the STAV annual conference in late November.
Over 50 students from all levels in
the school system received bursaries
made in the name of the Skeptics,
and we have received many letters of
appreciation from young people who
received the bursaries handed out at
the STS Awards.

Success in Queensland
Cheryl Capra, a primary science
teacher and Queensland Skeptic,
recently received a grant from the
ASS&EF to sponsor a Scientist in
Resident at her school. Cheryl reported, in part:
Our Scientist in Residence Project
was very successful this year, thanks
to the $1000 grant from Australian
Skeptics’ Science and Education
Foundation. The scientist, Dr Jan

Students, teachers and parents were full of praise for
the work she did, especially
since she helped students to
understand the scientific
process and its demand for
evidence. She also addressed such issues as what is hard
evidence, how do we make certain
that tests are fair and why the opinion of our friends or relatives is not
evidence. In other words, much interesting, experimental science, scientific process and critical thinking
were practised during Jan’s residence. The valuable offshoot is that
our teachers had the best professional development in science they
could hope for and in school time, as
all teachers attended their classes’
lessons.
Just today I’ve had a call from Education Queensland’s Curriculum
Branch enquiring about the Scientist in Residence Project as they are
looking at the possibility of other
schools doing something similar as
part of a push to both upgrade primary teachers’ understanding of
science and how it works and enhance students’ science learning
from Pre-school, throughout the
primary and secondary years. I told
them that if they were going to use

our project to publicise the idea I
would require that the Australian
Skeptics should also be acknowledged as their grant alone had made
it possible.

Other states

and universities. Educators involved
in the development of innovative
The SA Skeptics also sponsor a couprograms designed to encourage
ple of awards, and the Gold Coast
critical thinking beyond the normal
Skeptics received a grant to purcurriculum are encouraged to conchase 100 copies of Helen Lawrence’s
sider entering the Skeptics prize.
book, Making Friends with Fossils
On behalf of Albany Hills State
Another relevant new prize in
(reviewed in the last issue) for presSchools’ staff, students and parents,
2004 will be for inspiring work by a
entation to schools in their region.
thank you very much for funding
secondary science
what was an exciting and
teacher, sponsored by
worthwhile project for the
Peter and Divonne
development of both sciHolmes à Court.
ence and skeptical educaThe Australian Mution in our school.
seum has announced
that it is already clear
[Stop Press: Shortly
that new records will
after Cheryl wrote this,
be set next year, with
Albany Hills SS Science
an unprecedented 22
Program, written by
prize to be offered
Cheryl and colleagues,
worth $220,000. Readwon a National Awards
ers of the Skeptic are
for Quality Schooling (in
encouraged to take a
Science) award of
moment to consider
$24,000. Well done to
possible candidates for
all.]
the range of Eureka
Prizes, and to alert
Abbotsleigh students destroying cutlery in a demonstration of scientific principles. others to the opportuSkeptics go back to
nities provided by the
School
Prizes.
Free offer
A troupe from NSW Skeptics, Ian
The Australian Museum Eureka
Bryce, Alynda and Richard SaunWe have also decided to make copies Prizes remain Australia’s premier
ders, recently performed a 90 minute of our Skeptics Water Divining video
national science awards. They reshow for 150 year 10 students at
tapes and DVDs available gratis to
ward excellence in Australian sciAbbotsleigh School in Sydney. The
any school that contacts us. The Tas- ence and science communication and
show covered all sorts of interesting
manian Skeptics brought this offer
raise the profile of science in the
issues dealing with the paranormal,
to the attention of that state’s Educommunity.
Astrology, Water Divining, Fire
cation Department, with the result
The Eureka Prizes are a unique
Walking, Predictions etc, relating
that many schools there have taken
and outstanding partnership beeach one to the scientific method. We up the offer, as have many in NSW
tween the Federal Government, the
received the following email from the who read about it in the STANSW
NSW State Government and a range
school shortly after the event.
newsletter. Other branches are inof institutions, organisations, compavited to make this offer known in
Thank you very much for the interestnies and individuals. Australian
their states.
ing talk on Tuesday morning. Your
Skeptics have been a long-time and
[Stop Press: At the STAV Conferefforts were very much appreciated by
stalwart supporter of the Eureka
ence, the Vic Skeptics hnded out 75
the girls and the staff, as later discusprizes, sponsoring a prize for critical
free copies of the Water Diving video/ thinking since 1996.
sions revealed.
DVD to schools.]
Entries/nominations in the 2004
The water divining way to demonEureka Prizes close on Friday 14
strate a ‘double blind’ trial was excelEureka changes
May 2004. Information and entry
lent and made it very clear to the girls.
One thing that has been reinforced
forms for prizes will be available
And nothing beats a good dose of
in all these activities is the imporsoon from the Museum’s website at:
‘magic’ spoons to get them hooked!
tance of recognising excellence in
www.amonline.net.au/eureka
science teaching. After discussions
We hope you are still in business next
or from eureka@austmus.gov.au
with the Australian Museum, we
year so you can come again to our next
have expanded the scope of the AusYear 10 group.
tralian Skeptics Critical Thinking
Thank you again.
Eureka Prize to specifically encourDenise Foot ,
age entries from teachers in schools
Assistant Head of Science
the Skeptic, Summer 2003 - Page 7

Health

Multiple Sclerosis

and Altmed:
Blame the Victim - If You Dare
Good intentions don’t make
bad advice better.

Jef Clark is a lecturer in Education at Griffith
University. His approach to teaching, learning and
assessment seeks to foster critical thinking skills,
as critical appraisal is an essential foundation for
skeptical enquiry and scholarly writing.
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I was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis in January of 1997 after a debilitating attack which began in
mid-December of 1996. My symptoms had developed rapidly over a
period of a few weeks — from mild
vertigo to significant difficulties in
walking, muscle weakness affecting
my arms and neck, deterioration in
fine motor coordination, and overwhelming fatigue. Fortunately, at
the time my neurologist broke the
bad news to me, I was already experiencing some remission — so my
general outlook was optimistic. I
was also comforted by the fact that
the definite diagnosis of MS ruled
out a variety of potentially much
worse medical problems — such as
stroke, malignant brain tumour,
and Motor Neurone Disease. Although MS is always a serious condition, it could be characterised as
“lifestyle threatening” rather than
“life threatening” or terminal.
My responses on diagnosis were
what might be expected from a
skeptical academic. I immediately
researched the peer-reviewed litera-

ture on the epidemiology and treatment of MS, and borrowed books
and other publications either published by recognised medical authorities, or approved or endorsed
by such authorities. I read widely in
such literature, and began a process
of self-education. Although I was
happy with the professionalism of
the neurologist who diagnosed my
condition, during my literature
searches I discovered that another
neurologist in Brisbane (my home
town) was a world authority on MS,
and an active clinical researcher. So
I asked my original neurologist to
refer me on to this peerless researcher-clinician.

Seeking answers
During this initial period of anxietydriven research I also logged on to
some websites maintained by MS
societies in Australia and overseas.
A useful feature of some such sites
was the opportunity to exchange
anecdotes, hopes and fears with
others who had recently been diagnosed, and with long-term PwMS

(People with Multiple Sclerosis –
the awkward but preferred “politically correct” label for... er... people
with MS!). The personal histories of
PwMS were always interesting, and
often compelling. At the extremes,
some individuals experienced a
rapid rate of progression to severe
disability, while others were very
active and in full time work some 20
or 30 years after diagnosis. My basic
statistical knowledge enabled me to
understand how such variable outcomes were possible. For example,
“average” rates of progression given
in information sheets, pamphlets
and the like are usually based on
the median time period after diagnosis to (eg) dependence on a wheelchair. But if the reader
looks beyond measures
of central tendency to
measures of dispersion
(eg, interquartile
range, mean deviation,
standard deviation) it
becomes obvious that
any responsible clinician breaking the bad
news to a PwMS could
not give a definite
prognosis — the progression of MS in a
particular patient is
literally a case of “only
time will tell”.
While I focused primarily on evidencebased information
about my disease, I am not a fanatical rationalist, so I did in part respond intuitively to my situation.
After all (and this is a genuine truism) not everything which is true
about MS has been proven to be
true. I was therefore interested in
the anecdotal experiences of PwMS,
and did not rule out a priori the
possibility that I might gain useful
insights from the experiences of
other individuals.
Perhaps the most useful insight I
gained was the widespread optimism and pragmatism of many
PwMS. Optimistic anecdotes and
positive sentiments registered by
PwMS on chatsites helped me to

cope with post-diagnosis shock –
“...life goes on...” “...focus on what
you can do rather than what you
can’t do...”. In a very short time, my
heartfelt grievance — “why me?”
became a more existential and composed “why not me?” I also gradually formed the view that I would
“take it easy” and wait for remission
rather than heroically striving to
overcome my symptoms. This decision was prompted in part by a
large number of anecdotes which
collectively suggested to me that
“heroic” PwMS had worse outcomes
over time than those individuals
(such as myself) who were more
inclined to sedentary or even supine
responses to incapacity.

So, after a few weeks, I had a
workable modus vivendi. I had also
finally accepted that I had MS, and
I was well on the way to dealing
effectively with it.

A disturbing trend
Then something unexpected and
ultimately very disturbing began to
happen. Friends, acquaintances and
relatives started offering gratuitous
“medical” advice. The advice was
never useful, as it was invariably
derived from a flaky source. At first,
I simply shrugged off such advice as
irritating but essentially harmless
drivel. A form of background noise
emanating from deluded well-

wishers. As an habitual skeptic, and
in my healthy past, I had always
regarded such deluded beliefs as an
amusing characteristic of popular
culture. On some occasions I would
take on the mantle of skepticism
and directly challenge such beliefs
— but I was not obsessive about it.
In my early career as a science
teacher for example, I used to have
my students rate astrological predictions sourced from newspapers or
magazines for accuracy. After they
had done so, (and the majority of
students were convinced of the accuracy of predictions for their own
star signs) I disclosed that it was a
bogus exercise, and that the predictions for all signs were in fact identical. I then explained
why I did this particular deception experiment — I pointed out
that I was a Scorpio,
and that Scorpios were
always trying to debunk astrology (some
of my less gifted students had to have the
whimsy in this statement explained to
them). I carried out
this, and similar exercises because I believed that the justification for teaching of
science in secondary
schools was more
about epistemology
than content. Debunking astrology
was a good way of introducing astronomy, debunking alchemy was a
good way of introducing concepts in
chemistry (such as the periodic table), debunking “auras” and mystical and unmeasurable human energy fields, meridians etc was a
good way of introducing concepts
such as entropy and the conservation of energy.
As a science teacher, I had a professional imperative to deal with
pseudo-science. Outside of my professional role, my normal way of
dealing with deluded flakes or mendacious ideologues such as hypnotists, journalists, palm-readers,
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M S and AltMed
opinion columnists, water diviners,
social commentators, faith healers
and political cartoonists was to look
on with amused detachment. I did
tend to challenge and criticise such
silliness, but my criticisms were for
personal enjoyment, often derived
from the discomfort felt by the acolytes of, or apologists for such flakes
or ideologues. My general attitude
was “live and let live.” But I did
maintain an active bullshit detector,
and a readiness to engage in vigorous argument.
All this changed utterly as a result of my experience when diagnosed with MS. As a skeptic who
was now suffering from a serious
illness, alternative medicine had the
potential to materially
and adversely affect my
quality of life. An example from my own experience (names changed to
protect the guilty) is the
best way to understand
this phenomenon...

and then rang off. A few days later
she rang back, and said that she
had seen Dennis again, and had
further enquired on my behalf about
treatment. According to Beryl,
Dennis had said that he could “cure”
MS, and that all I had to do was
eliminate all grains from my diet.
Beryl was insistent, and gave me
the phone number and address of
Dennis’ consulting room.
Her rhetorical stance was that if
I insisted on being obstinate, then
my condition was really my own
fault. I said I wasn’t interested in
consulting charlatans and hung up
the phone. This should have been
the end of it, but Beryl then began
to lobby my inner circle with the

Handling bad advice
Some weeks after diagnosis, and when my condition became known to
friends, acquaintances,
colleagues and extended
family, a helpful person
from within that milieu
(hereinafter known as
“Beryl”) suggested that I
consult her naturopath “Dennis”.
She indicated that during her last
visit to this practitioner, she had
mentioned that a friend of hers (me)
had recently been diagnosed with
MS. Dennis had responded by saying (in effect) that MS was known to
be “caused” by diet, and further,
that he could definitely help me and
that I should make an appointment
immediately. When Beryl reported
this to me, I thanked her politely for
her interest, and said that I would
confine myself to proven treatments
as necessary. I also indicated that I
was under the care of arguably the
best-qualified MS specialist in the
country. Beryl was slightly miffed,
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same claims, and much to my astonishment, some of my inner circle
took up the “blame the victim”
theme — I was not “open minded”
and was rejecting the chance to improve my prospects through the
ministrations of a naturopath who
could possibly help me. I attempted
to explain that an unproven draconian diet would be just as likely to
exacerbate my MS as lead to an
improvement. Further, that the
overwhelming likelihood is that it
would have no effect on the disease.
What was certain is that if I were
foolish enough to adopt the diet, it
would have an extremely negative
effect on my overall quality of life.

Active skepticism
While I was able to mount a defence
to the claim that I wasn’t “openminded”, it was very difficult under
the circumstances. I was being
badgered and harangued while I
was seriously ill, debilitated and
overwhelmed with fatigue and motor problems. I thought at the time
how vulnerable a less assertive person would be to bullying under such
circumstances, particularly if he or
she had a more serious illness. It
was then, in the depths of my illness, that I resolved to become a
more active skeptic, and to directly
challenge fatuous certainties propounded by all manner of quacks,
spivs and lurk-merchants. Hence this
article, the cartoons,
my membership of
Australian Skeptics
and my subscription
to the the Skeptic
journal. I was also
moved to write a
booklet on flawed
thinking (Humbug –
A skeptic’s guide to
spotting silly assertions — see footnote
for details).
My response to
pestilential flakes
during my most vulnerable phase was
abrupt, and at times
aggressive, dismissal. My testy tone
was understandable given that I felt
aggrieved, under siege and unwell.
Gradually however, as it became
clear that I was definitely on the
road to a full remission, I started to
develop a more detached, ironic and
playful set of responses to absurd
suggestions. The following dialogue
is a paraphrase representative of a
typical exchange...
Busybody Flake: Have you
thought of consulting a naturopath
or some other sort of holistic healer,
I’m sure if you saw my naturopath
he could offer some helpful suggestions...

Me: Thank you for your concern,
but I’ve already investigated alternative medicine, and I’ve rejected
naturopaths and homeopaths. I’m
actually now under the care of a
psychopath, and I find that he has
much more useful and interesting
suggestions than any other alternative therapist I’ve ever encountered...
The more earnest flakes sometimes fail to detect my attempt at
heavy-handed wit because of my
“dead-pan” delivery and their own
generally humourless outlook. Quiet
amusement at their bemusement is
some compensation for being a target of useless and unsolicited advice.

Advice from the fringe
Most suggestions put to me by my
insistent well-wishers had to do
with consulting their own
homeopath, naturopath or herbalist.
In such cases, the specific “therapy”
would be devised after clinical consultation. However many suggestions came directly out of the fringe
“literature”, and quite specific
claims were made for efficacy in
treating the cause or symptoms of
MS. They included:
♦
hot baths (actually disastrous
for MS patients, as raised body
temperature is known to exacerbate symptoms)
♦
cold baths (note direct contradiction with the suggestion above)
♦
bee stings (very unpleasant,
and potentially lethal)
♦
stone-age diet (meat, meat
and more meat)

♦
vegan diet (note direct contradiction with the suggestion above)
♦

removal of dental amalgam

♦
magnetic underlays
I recall with particular fondness
my inspired response to the couple
who tried to flog me a magnetic
underlay to treat my MS. Their suggestion was made publicly in a
somewhat crowded room. I knew
that they were involved in multilevel marketing of the device, and
that some of the others in the room
were either signed up, or were considering signing up within the next
marketing tier. I responded in a
voice which carried throughout the
room –
Oh really, a magnetic underlay...
you know that the magnetic field
from an underlay would perhaps be
millions of times greater than the
field caused by powerlines... some
people think that power lines cause
cancer... I hope they don’t find out
in ten years or so that everyone who
ever slept on a magnetic underlay
can expect to die of cancer.
If you think this deliberately vindictive sabotage of the marketers’
venal strategy was “over the top”
and morally repugnant, you’re
right. But don’t rush to judgement
until you’ve hobbled a mile in my
shoes.

Suggested responses
My advice to any skeptic who does
find him or herself in my shoes is
based on my own experience. A summary follows...
The appropriate initial response
to any well-wisher, (whether an

altmed enthusiast or not) is a courteous expression of appreciation for
their concern.
Any persistence from an advocate
of altmed should be met with a firm
refusal to take up their suggestion
— the reasons for refusal should
always be explained fully. Courtesy
is optional.
If the hint is not taken, and further pressure is applied by the advocate, you are fully justified in
making some explicit suggestions of
your own — suggestions which
would be anatomically difficult for
the advocate to carry out.
If you feel bullied and coerced, or
if the motivation of the advocate is
clearly self-serving or venal, “the
gloves are off”, and any means of
ego defence short of physical violence are clearly justified.
Footnote:
I wrote the original version of the
booklet Humbug: the skeptic’s guide
to spotting silly assertions as a resource for the exclusive use of my
own students at Griffith University.
It was a collaboration between my
son Theo and me, and could best be
characterised as a pocket-sized
“bullshit detector”. It is currently
being revised and can be made
available at modest cost to anyone
interested in purchasing a copy in
2004.

Contact me by email for further
details... Jef.Clark@griffith.edu.au.

Renew your subscription before the end
of January and receive a special gift!
(See p 69 for details)
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Article

Out of the
Bag
Is something nasty lurking
behind the woodshed,
or are the authorities
being sent on a wild
meerkat chase?

Sydneysiders have been alarmed (but
not necessarily alerted) of late by
reports of sightings of large black cats
in the areas of Kenthurst and Grose
Vale to the northwest of the city. The
Sun Herald quoted a report from
NSW Agriculture on the latest
sightings that said:
Nothing found in this review conclusively proves the presence of freeranging exotic large cats in NSW, but
this cannot be discounted and seems
more likely than not on available
evidence.

Sir Jim R Wallaby is a legendary (or is it
mythical?) figure wherever zoologists
foregather. His father reputedly knew Lloyd
George’s Russian Blue.
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So, what is the available evidence?
Let me state at the beginning that
there is nothing inherently implausible in the notion that a large exotic
predator might be at large in the
environment. Our history abounds
with examples of introduced fauna
that have become feral pests (rabbits,
foxes and lawyers are obvious candidates), and our cousins across the
Tasman can attest to the damage
wrought on their environment by the
introduction of our cute and cuddly
possums (their feelings concerning
Wallabies after November 15 do not
bear thinking about). However, this is
not simply the story of a large cat or
two that might have escaped recently,

the topic has a long history in this
country and it has attracted to itself
quite a lot of baggage that calls for
skeptical scrutiny. But first a bit
about cats in general.

Facts about cats
For reasons best known to zoologists,
the 36 or so species of cats that make
up the family Felidae are split into
three subfamilies, Felinae,
Pantherinae and Acinonychinae.
These are further divided into two
separate (and not particularly scientific) categories, Big Cats (BC) and
Small (or Lesser) Cats (SC). Those
labelled Big Cats are restricted to the
subfamily Pantherinae and the genus
panthera, which includes Tigers
(Panthera tigris), Lions (Panthera
leo), Leopards (Panthera pardus) and
Jaguars (Panthera onca), plus members of two other genera, Snow Leopards (Uncia uncia) and Clouded Leopards (Neofelis nebulosa). All the rest,
with one exception, are SCs. The exception, the Cheetah (Acinonyx
jubatus), is the sole member of the
subfamily Acinonychinae and appears
to be neither a Big nor a Small Cat.
Maybe a Quick Cat.
Curiously, this distinction does not
refer specifically to size; for example,

the Puma (Puma concolor — aka
Cougar or Mountain Lion), found
across the Americas is, on average, a
larger animal than the Leopard.
Therefore, although it is undoubtedly
a big cat, it rates as a Small Cat (confusing isn’t it — is it any wonder so
few people seek gainful employment
as zoologists?). The characteristics
distinguishing the BC from the SC
include a physiological feature that
permits the former, and forbids the
latter, to roar; also there are differences in claw sheathing and a strip
along the front of the nose of SCs is
hairless, while it is furred on BCs.
Other distinctions are behavioural —
resting SCs tuck their paws beneath
them with the tail wrapped around
the body — BCs place their paws in
front of their bodies and extend their
tails behind them; SCs crouch to eat
while BCs lie down (just as the Romans did). A once oft-quoted distinguishing feature, that BC have round
eye pupils, while SC had the oval
pupil seen in the household moggie,
is now thought to be untrue. (One
“fact” I came across — I have no
doubt that better informed readers
will delight in putting me straight if
it isn’t — that tickled my fancy, was
that Tigers can purr, but unlike the
common puss, only while breathing
out.)

Now back to the story
A quick search on the internet finds
many reports of large cat sightings in
most parts of Australia going back
many years, at least to gold rush
times in the mid-19th Century. Victoria is the location of more than half
the reports, with the Dandenongs and
Healesville being particularly infested, but with other sightings coming from as far afield as the Western
Districts, Alpine regions, Gippsland
and Wilsons Promontory. (There are
so many sightings that the state
seems to risk being labelled as the
Serengeti of the South.) Next comes
NSW, with sightings reported from
Lithgow, Blue Mountains, Pittwater,
Tenterfield, Lismore and Mudgee;
South Australia chimes in with
Cavendish and Mt Gambier, while in
Queensland there are reports from
over a wide geographical range which

includes Stanthorpe, Charleville, St
George and Cooktown. References,
but no details, are made to sightings
in both WA and the ACT, but none
that we can find from Tasmania (presumably the Thylacines saw off the
interlopers). (Let me stress that I
found these results after less than an
hour’s searching the internet and it
would be by no means a comprehensive catalogue of Big Cat sightings in
Australia.)
Most of these sightings have been
reported over the past 50 years. Subjects are most commonly referred to
as “Black Panthers” or “Pumas” and
the majority of reports are of
sightings of actual animals, though
other claimed evidence refers to paw
prints and damage to livestock.

A big black misnomer
The first thing we should clear up is
that there is no such animal species
as a Black Panther or, to put it another way, there are two different
animals that are sometimes mislabelled Black Panthers. Both the
Leopard and the Jaguar normally
have a brownish/yellow base fur colour, with rosettes (spots) of a darker
colour. However, each of these species
is known to produce occasional “melanistic” offspring in which the dark
melanin pigment of the fur predominates, giving the animal an overall
dark (or black) appearance. They are
not really black and the patterns of
spots, more readily apparent in their
traditionally coloured siblings, are
still there but not so easily seen. In
both species melanistic cubs are far
more rare than those of traditional
colours, and are usually born as part
of a litter containing normal coloured
siblings and from normal coloured
parents. They do not breed true — a
melanistic parent will not necessarily
produce melanistic cubs. In nonspecialist literature, both melanistic
Leopards and Jaguars have been
described as “Black Panthers”, but
the term really only applies to the
melanistic Leopard. In fact, it was
once thought that the Black Panther
was a distinct species, but that has
now been shown to be wrong.
While melanism is not uncommon
in these two BCs (and is very com-

mon among domestic cats) it is very
rare (or even non-existent) among the
other BCs. There have been some
historical reports of black Tigers and
Lions, but not a lot of solid evidence
in either case. The same applies for
the largest of the SCs, the Puma, and
while there is some reason to believe
that a now-extinct subspecies of this
cat might have produced occasional
melanistic offspring, it does not appear to be true for extant subspecies.
To confuse matters just a little more,
in some parts of the USA the Puma is
popularly referred to as a Panther,
which it isn’t.
One common characteristic of wild
cats is that they are generally spotted, striped, mottled or otherwise
camouflaged. The most prominent of
the exceptions to this among larger
cats are the Lion and the Puma, both
of which are normally of a single colour (athough Lion cubs do sport
darker spots while young). However,
if you review the sightings reported
on the ‘net, you will find reports of
spotted or striped cats to be rare to
the point of non-existence. This
should tell us something.

A matter of food
One fact of relevance to this question
is that cats are the most carnivorous
of all mammalian species ie, cats live
almost exclusively on meat, and large
cats require large amounts of it to
stay alive. As the most common candidates for sighting reports average
90 -120 Kg when fully grown, it is
reasonable to suppose that a lot of
other animals are being eaten to sustain them. Certainly there are some
reports of carcasses of livestock and
wild animals being found, but there
should be many more to sustain just
one large cat. As sightings have persisted in particular areas for far
longer that the average life span of
these cats in the wild (12-15 years),
this presupposes a breeding population of at least one male and one female, with occasional litters of replacement predators, which lifts the
meat requirement commensurately.
A further characteristic is the way
BCs kill their prey. Most of them attack the neck, closing off the airway,
bringing death by asphyxiation. The
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Out of the Bag
exception is the Jaguar; with proportionally the longest canine teeth of all
BCs, it uses them to bite through the
skull of the prey. These gruesome
facts might have some relevance to
our conclusions.
But, you might argue, it doesn’t
have to be a Big Cat that is being
sighted, it could be a “big enough”
Small Cat. Perhaps, but after the
Puma, the next largest in
size of the SCs, consist of a
group of 4-5 species (including two species of Lynx)
which fall into the 18-35 kg class,
ie, about the size of a medium to
large dog (Fox Terrier or German
Shepherd). Of these only the Caracal
has melanistic characteristics and it
is the smallest of them. The rest, and
majority of SCs, fall into a range of
3-15 kg, or the equivalent of a household moggie up to a medium sized
dog.

Sighting myths
With these fact to hand, let us now
consider the myths that have grown
up around these sightings. As the
budget of the Skeptic does not run to
equipping big game safaris with
strings of bearers, pink gins at sundown and elephant guns, our investigation will necessarily be of the “armchair” variety. Admittedly, this is not
ideal, but the application of reason
and logic, while not being definitive,
can do a great deal to shine light into
some of the murkier corners that
have developed about this topic.
The most common suggestions for
the introduction of BCs into our environment (Australia and Antarctica
are the only continents that have no
native members of the family Felidae)
attribute them to either escapes from
zoos, circuses etc, or to WWII American servicemen (or even 19th Century
gold diggers) freeing illegally imported mascots/pets into the wild.
Since most of the wild cats of the
world are now regarded as either
endangered or vulnerable species and
international trade in them is tightly
regulated, it seems pretty unlikely
that, if one of our major zoos did
manage to lose a big cat during recent years, it would remain a secret
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for very long. Circuses are no longer
as common as they once were and as
they, too, are tightly regulated, this
would not seem to be a plausible
source of escaped, unacknowledged
cats.

only during the mating season, or, in
the case of the female, during the
nurturing of her cubs. In the off-season most large cats jealously guard
their own turf and, although these
territories differ with the species and
environment, they typically
cover some hundreds of
square kilometres. This
would appear to pose
some difficulties to the
notion of breeding colonies of feral Big Cats, unless they are Lions.

Conspiracies and other theories

Curiosity about the number of BCs
known to be in Australia sent us to
Taronga Zoo for answers. The numbers, which refer to animals kept in
major zoos and parks, were quite
unexpected. These institutions have
just one Leopard and only five Jaguars. We also have 21 Sumatran or
Bengal Tigers (and are breeding them
successfully) and no less than 59 Lions. The ACT zoo also has two Ligers,
hybrids bred from a male Lion and a
female Tiger. Finally, nine Pumas are
kept in these institutions. (Australia,
as part of an international effort to
breed the endangered Snow Leopards
in captivity, has had some success,
but there appear to be no Clouded
Leopards in the country.)
Lions are a vulnerable species but,
unlike most of their cousins, they
breed readily in captivity, to such an
extent that contraceptive methods
are sometimes used in Australian
zoos to keep the numbers down. A few
years ago, and it may still be the
case, Australia was a net exporter of
Lions. There were quite a number of
Lion Parks around the country,
though these seem to have diminished in popularity in recent times.
One explanation of the relative
ubiquity of Lions is that they, alone
among the large cat species, are social animals living together in family
groups (prides). Leopards, Jaguars,
Tigers and Pumas are all solitary
animals, seeking each other’s company (as the Goons would have it)

So where does this leave us? As
stated at the beginning, several
of the reports mentioned are not
intrinsically implausible, but taken in
totality they paint a fairly unlikely
picture and we are right to be skeptical of them. This feeling is further
enhanced by the conspiratorial tone
taken in all too many of them; that
governments know very well that
there are Big Black Cats Out There
and they are keeping this knowledge
from the public. One breathless report in a Victorian newspaper even
carried the comment that it was a
“cover-up of X-Files proportions”
(probably true – The X-Files was,
after all, a work of fiction). While we
would all agree that any government
is quite capable of doing idiotic things
from time-to-time, it defies reason to
imagine why any of them would be
complicit in covering-up the fact that
there were dangerous wild animals
on the loose. Now if the claim was
that a government had over-reacted
to a perceived threat by, say, imposing a levy on all domestic cat owners
to pay for a new Dangerous Wild Life
Apprehension Bureau, it would be a
much more believable claim, and one
backed up by bitter experience.
Is it possible that US servicemen
might have released Pumas into the
bush during WWII? Yes, but as WWII
ended almost 60 years ago and as
Pumas in the wild have a life-span of
less than 20 years, there would have
to be a breeding pair at least, and if
only one pair, their descendants
would be terribly inbred by now.

Summary
Most sighting claims cite sizes being
“larger than a large dog” (one said
“larger than a dog but smaller than a
horse” which leaves quite a bit of latitude), which seriously restrict the
culprits involved to any of the BCs or
Pumas, if the reported sizes are accurate.
The sightings are almost invariably
of black cats. If they exist, and if they
are as black as reported, then they
really must be Leopards or Jaguars —
Pumas are not black and would not be
candidates.
Neither Leopards nor Jaguars have
been imported into Australia in large
numbers (we could find no figures to
suggest how many of each were of the
melanistic type). The black varieties
of each species form a small minority,
so if a Leopard or a Jaguar was to
escape from captivity (and remain
unreported) then the odds would favour it being a spotted variety, yet we
can find no reports of large spotted
cats being spotted (sorry) in the wild.
And if by some circumstance a breeding pair of these cats had escaped,
then the majority of their offspring
would also be spotted and again
should be more commonly seen.
As Lions are by far the most numerous and most widespread
Panthera species in captivity in this
country, statistically they would seem
to be the most likely candidate for any
BC roaming at large. Yet none of the
sighting of large cats we have found
suggested that it was a Lion. Indeed,
large animals sometimes do get loose
and we have been told of three cases
of Lions escaping from confinement in
recent years, and having been shot.
None of these escapes was covered up
— in fact they received wide coverage
at the time.
Reports of slaughtered livestock
tend to mention throats or flanks
being “ripped out” and of carcasses
being left — this is not normal Big
Cat behaviour. These animals kill by
asphyxiation and they kill to eat —
they do not kill for “sport”. In their
native habitats they often have to
defend their kills from other predators or scavengers, but in the Australian environment there are no native
predators large enough to threaten a

Big Cat in any way. (“Leopard
Savaged by Quoll” is not a headline
likely to grace our newspapers any
time soon. Come to think of it though,
given some of the wild stories written
about Black Panthers in our press,
maybe that is being a bit optimistic.)
This behaviour is, however, typical
of another animal, the Dog. Some
dogs, and not necessarily feral ones,
have a long history of attacking sheep
and the kill patterns cited are much
more characteristic of dog attacks.
Furthermore, dogs can grow to be
very large and they are not infrequently black.
Paw prints are also sometimes
cited as evidence of BCs, but many of
them mention “claw marks”. Cats do
not walk around with their claws
exposed, though dogs do. Cat and dog
paw prints are not really alike, cats
being round(ish) and dogs
triangular(ish), but if the prints are
only partial then misidentification
could easily result, at least to the lay
researcher.
Another group of candidates for the
sightings, often suggested by Wildlife
and Agriculture departments, are
feral domestic cats, which can grow
quite large and are more likely to be
black than any of their wild cousins.
Proponents of Big Black Cat theories might object that those sighting
these mysterious animals in the bush
can distinguish a cat from a dog, or a
Big Cat from a feral moggie, and so
can we all, under ideal viewing conditions. But the conditions in the majority of reported sightings are often far
from ideal. Terms such as, “at dusk”,
“brief glimpse”, “through scrub”, “in
the distance”, and others of similar
vagueness are common among sighting reports. (Skeptics should need no
reminding of how common misidentification is, particularly in regard to size, in unusual sighting .)
On a more speculative track, we
wonder just how much of the “blackness” in claims of sightings of Big
Cats is owed to popular literature and
media? Big black predators (or indeed
black non-domestic animals of any
kind) are not all that common in real
life; by contrast, in adventure stories
they tend to be thick on the ground.
For example, in film or TV adapta-

tions of the Sherlock Holmes story,
the eponymous Hound of the
Baskervilles is always depicted as a
large, black, slavering beast, with
glowing eyes. This is not the only
example, by far, and these characteristics also appear in many Big Cat
sightings. There seems to be a convention in popular entertainment that
“black” is synonymous with “sinister”
or “mysterious” animals, and the eyes
of such creatures tend to “glow”
whether or not there is an external
light source. Could it be that we are
conditioned by our culture to see such
things, whenever we make an animal
sighting? Quite likely.
To the questions:
♦ “Are there Big Cats at large in
Australia?” the only honest answer
we can give is, “Don’t know”. There
have been some well-documented
cases and there might well be others,
but the evidence is not strong for the
latter.
♦ “Are there Big Black Cats at large
in Australia?”, the answer must be
“Possible, but quite unlikely”, for all
the reasons elucidated in this article.
In summary, while any one reported case could be true, the likelihood of there having been several
solo, or breeding populations of, large
cats inhabiting widely dispersed
ranges across Australia, is remote
indeed. Those authorities who cite
feral domestic cats or dogs to account
for sightings are much more likely to
be telling the truth than engaging in
conspiracies to cover it up.

Author’s note
This article started out as a small
filler piece, intended to take a lighthearted look at reports of big black
cats roaming around the Australian
bush and suburban fringes, but the
more information I found about this
fascinating, terrible and beautiful
family of animals, the more I wanted
to know.
No cats (or any other animals)
were harmed in writing this report.
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Health

My Very Own
NDE:
a Skeptical Look
An inside look at a strange
phenomenon.

Martin Bridgstock is a Senior Lecturer at the
School of Science at Griffith University and is
a Life Member of Australian Skeptics.
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Introduction
Near-death experiences are among
the most sensational of paranormal
claims. They imply that, close to the
moment of dying, some people gain a
privileged glimpse into what follows.
The content of these near-death experiences strongly suggests that we
each possess a spirit quite separate
from our physical selves. Often —
not always — people report that they
float away from their bodies and look
down upon them. In some cases they
are drawn down a dark tunnel, into
a light place. They may be greeted
by friends or relatives, or some entity who asks them to account for
their lives. Then, often sadly, they
find they must return to their bodies.
Raymond Moody, in 1975, published a book describing the neardeath experiences of fifty people. His
‘ideal’ near-death experience had all
the elements mentioned above.
Moody’s work met with a good deal
of skepticism, but other research
seems to corroborate his findings.

For example, Schoonmaker (1979)
found that 60% of the 2,300 cases he
studied reported near-death experiences similar to those of Moody.
The view that near-death experiences are telling us something about
the hereafter obviously depends
upon the similarity of the reports. If
everyone has similar near-death
experiences, there might be a case
for believing that they are reporting
something important. However, European researchers Knoblauch,
Schmied and Schnettler (2001: 1718) argue that this is not so:
Whereas Moody mentioned 15 elements, Michael Schröter-Kunhardt
(1993) found 11; Sabom (1982) identified ten elements, as did George
Gallup and William Proctor (1982);
and Ring (1980) found NDEs to be
comprised of five phases.
Knoblauch, Schmied and
Schnettler carried out a large-scale
survey of near-death experiences in
Germany. They found that, in many
cases, the experiences differed from
the ones described by Moody and the

others. They also found that there
were marked cultural differences,
with East Germans reporting different experiences from West Germans.
This certainly raises questions about
the whole nature of the reports.
Skeptic Susan Blackmore (1991)
has worked to explain such cases in
terms of the brain trying to make
sense of what is happening, and the
beginning of the process of death.
Because the brain has no information, it is forced to use its own
memories. Endomorphins may be
released, leading to feelings of wellbeing. Increasing noise in the nerves
of the visual cortex may give the
impression of moving down a tunnel.
Skeptics Schick and Vaughan (2002)
review a range of theories and conclude:
On balance . . . it would appear that
Blackmore’s theory provides the best
explanation of the near-death experience. Schick and Vaughan (p293)
In this paper, you will hear about
a skeptic's near death experience. It
is quite different from the classical
ones but, in its own way, may be just
as interesting. I certainly found it so!

Preliminaries
The facts are very simple. Late in
March 2001 I was having tea with
my family. Nothing seemed amiss.
Then, slowly, a crushing pain developed in my abdomen, just below the
level of the ribs. I became concerned,
as the pain relentlessly increased
until it felt as though my organs
were being crushed inside. We hustled the children off to bed, and I
crumpled up, screaming, on our back
deck.
After various complications I
ended up in hospital1. I was diagnosed as having acute pancreatitis,
quite a nasty disease2. For three and
a half weeks I lay in intensive care,
kept in a coma by morphine and
midazolam. I fed and breathed
through tubes up my nose, and assorted monitors were attached to me.
A nurse watched me all the time,
and there were always doctors in
attendance.
Was I close to death at this time?

Definitely. Once, while my wife was
visiting, all the monitor readings
began to decline. Nurses and doctors
converged, and my wife was banished for thirty minutes until they
had brought me back. Perhaps I
grazed death at other times too,
when my wife was not present. The
doctors could not give my wife much
reassurance at this time; they told
her she would simply have to wait
and see what happened. But here is
the strange thing. While I lay, apparently inert, in intensive care, I
dreamed — oh, how I dreamed! In
normal life, I forget my dreams
quickly, but these were different.
Years after my illness, the dreams
are as vivid and detailed as real
memories. I did amazing things in
my dreams. I visited Germany, Britain, Russia and the USA. I wrote an
exposé of a worldwide health scam,
fought a legal case over my adopted
children and taught on Griffith University’s Sunshine Coast campus3. So
vivid were these dreams that later
on I had to discuss some with my
wife, to sort out what had happened
and what had not.
Most memorable of all, though, I
dreamed about my own mortality. I
remember that my wife was in my
dream. She showed me a book I had
written. I could not remember any of
the contents, but apparently it was
very profound, and dealt with
death4. For some reason, it had also
been turned into a video.

The railway to death.
The central image of the book was
this. The journey to death is like a
spiral railway5. We travel down this
railway, plunging and turning, on
our way to final oblivion. And, as we
travel, we can see what lies ahead,
on the next turn in the spiral. Then I
was on the railway. I was unable to
move, only able to look ahead, to see
what was going to happen. And I
saw death, in many forms. I saw
bodies decaying. I saw a field of people who had been massacred — in
Russia, I think — and I saw their
awareness flickering out, and their
bodies merging with the earth. I saw
bodies in tanks of preservative,

robbed of all consciousness. I knew
that soon I would join these dead
people.
Strangely, there was no fear at all.
I could see what would happen, and
after a while I desired it. I wanted
the plunging and whirling to stop,
and to be at peace like those ahead
of me.
Of course, I never reached the
end. Other dreams replaced the railway, and finally I woke up, confused.
Some neurologists asked me where I
was. I replied “London?”— I had
been there, in my dream. My wife
finally convinced me I was still in
Brisbane, and I began the slow route
to recovery. It took an operation and
two procedures. Eventually I was
strong enough to leave hospital.
They discharged me three times, and
each time, savage bursts of vomiting
brought me back. Finally I left and
did not return. The tubes were taken
from my abdomen and some of my
strength returned. “You will be normal” my surgeon had promised and I
am, near enough.

A skeptical view
So what would a skeptic make of my
near-death experience? It is completely unlike the ones touted in
books. There was no tunnel, no light
at the far end, no beloved relatives
calling me on. I didn’t leave my body
at all. What does my experience tell
me about death? Not much, directly.
In the first place, there is no evidence that I was actually near to
death when I had the dream. I was
unconscious for more than three
weeks. The railway dream might
have happened at a time when I was
far from death, or past the crisis
point. There is simply no way to
know. Even if the dream happened
near to death, there is no reason to
think that it gave any particular
insight. It is just as plausible that
powerful drugs made me feel dizzy,
and my half-conscious mind interpreted this as being on a spiral railway.
Indirectly, I learned a good deal. I
know that death might strike at any
time, and for the sake of those I love
I should have a will and other direc-
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tions ready. I also learned that I
have good, capable people around
me. My colleagues simply shouldered
my workload6 and my supervisor
kept the paychecks coming until he
learned I had enough sick leave to
cover my absence. My wife ran our
household, caring for our children
and coming to see me every day.
Now that I am cured, I have
learned to enjoy each day as it
comes, and to leave a positive trace
in the world whenever possible. I try
hard to do this, because I know one
further thing: at some time in the
future, I will ride that railway right
to its very end.

Notes.

digestive fluid. As my surgeon told
his students “Inside, this man is one
giant burn.” Ouch.
3. There isn’t one.
4. I’ve co-edited one book, with Dr
Ken Smith (Bridgstock and Smith
1986) and co-authored another with
colleagues (Bridgstock et al 1998). I
am quite proud of both, but very
profound . . .?
5. A spiral like a helix or a corkscrew. Not a flat, widening curve.
6. I tried to thank one of them, and
he simply said “Well, you’d do the
same for us.”
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The Great Skeptic CD - 2
Three years ago, Australian Skeptics
produced The Great Skeptic CD, a
compilation of the first 20 years of
the Skeptic (1981-2000) plus the text
of two books, Skeptical and Creationism: An Australian Perspective, for a
total of over 4000 pages of text. This
was a world-first for the Skeptical
movement and, we believe, it is still
the only such electronic compilation
available world-wide. It has been by
far the best selling item we have
produced, both in Australia and
overseas, and we have now almost
sold out of our original pressing.

Announcement
We are therefore delighted to announce the forthcoming release of
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The Great Skeptic CD 2. This new
CD will not only contain all the content from the original best-seller, but
it will also come complete with 12
more issues of the Skeptic (right up
to the issue you’re reading now), new
books on creationism and other skeptical goodies. Technical updates will
make searching the over 4500 pages
easier than ever.
We hope to release this new CD in
time for the next issue of the Skeptic
together with a special upgrade offer
to owners of the original CD.

Request to CD owners
In any project of such complexity it
is inevitable, despite conscientious
proof reading by our loyal volun-

teers, that some small errors were
overlooked and included in the original CD. We have found some and
readers have found others, and they
have been corrected in the new product, but there are probably still some
in there.
If you have the original Great
Skeptic CD and have noticed any
typos or other errors, please email
your findings to:
skeptics@bdsn.com.au
or mail them to :
PO Box 268, Roseville 2069,
before the end of January 2004, so
we can correct them in the new edition.

Health

Existing with
Depression
A chronic depressive casts a
sceptical eye on treatment
and therapists.

Nigel Sinnott is a writer with interests in
mycology, radical and social history,
genealogy and place-names. He is the
author of a book on the place-names of the
Alexandria (Vic) area.

This is mainly an account of my
journey along the long, lonely and
gloomy road of depression, and of
what I tried and found on the way. I
hope that some of it may offer
pointers to other people with this
mood disorder, particularly to those
with hard-to-treat depression.
I have suffered from depression
since 1962 for certain, but I suspect
I have probably had depression
since 1952, when I was eight years
old. So I have had to endure depression for forty — maybe fifty —
years or more.
From time to time I hear journalists and glib doctors announce:
“The good news about depression is
that it is treatable.” Everything is
treatable, even terminal illnesses;
but what matters is whether treatment is effective. By effective I
mean clearly causing major improvement that is either long lasting or permanent. What is rarely
mentioned is that between eight
and fifteen per cent of depressives
do not respond effectively to known
methods of treatment.

Drug therapy
Writers and speakers on depression
often claim that an antidepressant
drug will help about 60 per cent of
patients, and that certain types of
psychotherapy (particularly cognitive behavioural therapy) will also
have about the same rate of effectiveness.
Antidepressant drugs can, I am
sure, help a lot of people, but drugs
can also do harm. I went without
treatment for years because of doctors and psychiatrists who doled
out tricyclic antidepressants to me.
The worst hell I know is severe depression compounded by the sedation caused by tricyclic drugs.
Other antidepressants can cause
anxiety, impaired balance, sexual
malfunctioning and raised blood
pressure. However, this does not
mean that antidepressant drugs are
not worth trying.
I first saw a psychiatrist in 1962,
but the first time any treatment
really helped me was in 1996, when
I asked to try moclobemide, if only
because it had a side-effect profile I
reckoned I could tolerate. Much to
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my surprise, moclobemide raised
my mood, but only for about six
weeks, and then packed up rapidly.
Fluoxetine worked for about as
long, but not nearly as well.
Mirtazepine was as good as
moclobemide, and lasted longer, but
it too packed up after a few
months*.

Psychotherapy
Psychiatrists vary in their views
about whether people with depression should try psychotherapy. Most
mental health professionals, however, regard a limited range of psychotherapies as being beneficial for
depression. Over the years I have
tried group psychotherapy, Freudian psychoanalysis, Jungian psychoanalysis (briefly), hypnotherapy
(twice), family therapy and what
was supposed to be cognitive
therapy. Experience of psychoanalysis changed me from true believer
to convinced sceptic.
From all these forms of therapy I
discovered nothing new or of value
about the inner workings of my
emotions, except perhaps that I was
not paranoid or deluded, and could
trust my memory and judgement.
On the other hand, I learned a fair
amount about the thinking and
preconceptions of psychotherapists.
Yes, I was probably very introspective by temperament, but in some
instances I was shocked by the
therapist’s lack of empathy, imagination and insight. The last psychotherapist I saw asked me to write
down how I hoped my life might
differ if I were no longer depressed.
I produced a detailed and careful
list. The therapist looked at the list
and remarked “It would have been
better if, instead of writing ‘If I
were not depressed I would’, you
had written ‘When I am not depressed I will’.” I realised that this
man put a low value on truthful* Since I first wrote this account I
have been kept comfortable for
nearly six months by a drug called
paroxetine.
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ness; and the more I got to know
him, the less trustworthy I found
him. He was full of easy slogans
and facile promises that lacked
substance: his methods were “all
gong, no dinner”!
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)
rarely gets a mention nowadays.
This is probably because it was
overused and misused in the past
for treating depression and a
number of other illnesses. It is now
used very sparingly, under careful
supervision, for certain types of
drug-resistant depression, and a
qualified anaesthetist has to be
present. I tried a course of ECT in
2002. It certainly did not reduce my
depression, and it caused shortterm memory loss and unusually
high levels of anxiety. The memory
loss was sometimes rather farcical,
occasionally a bit scary. However, I
am glad I was given the chance to
try ECT.

Exercise and alcohol
Exercise is often mentioned as good
for depression. In my case, however,
it generally has the opposite effect:
it increases suicidal feelings, often
markedly, because when exercising
I cannot normally occupy my mind.
The things that help me, when very
depressed, are writing, reading,
and watching something engrossing
on television. These are partial anodynes or escapes and, of course, as
soon as I stop doing them I am fully
aware again of the depression.
In recent years evidence has
been mounting of a link between
depression and heart disease,
though the connexion may be indirect rather than direct. Depression
is often triggered by stress, and
depression itself is very stressful.
Also some depressives appear to
have had childhoods that were
more stressful than normal.
Chronic stress is an obvious factor
in heart disease. Whatever the nature of the link between depression
and heart disease, this is further
grounds for not neglecting depression.

Mental health professionals
regularly warn against the use of
alcohol as a form of self-medication
for depression. Alcohol may give
brief and partial relief from depression, but it certainly does not “fix”
depression, and I am sure that alcohol abuse will exacerbate any mood
disorder or mental illness. Nevertheless, I can think of a couple of
occasions when moderate alcohol
use has probably stopped me attempting suicide, by making me
relaxed and sleepy, and dampening
down suicidal ideation. However, it
is quite possible that alcohol may
have the opposite effect on some
people with depression. If I have
learnt nothing else in the last forty
years, it is that what helps one person with depression may be harmful to someone else. I am aware of
the risks of using alcohol too freely,
and I decided some years ago (when
I started driving regularly) not to
drink alcohol earlier than 5:30 p.m.
(even on Christmas Day). I also try
to limit my consumption to two or
three glasses of wine in the
evening.
I have also learnt that, in my
case, congenial employment correlates (usually) with low levels of
depression, and unemployment and
uncongenial employment are invariably linked with high levels of
depression. I do not think this requires detailed explanation, but
depression has, of course, markedly
limited my employment prospects,
so I have at times been in something of a vicious circle. Even as a
young man I realised that, unless I
could get my depression really under control, my life would be
wrecked. Well, I have spent a lot of
time, money and effort both on
treatment and self-help measures
(like major changes of lifestyle), but
I have to say that my life since 1962
has not been worth living.

Bad experiences ...
I have been less than impressed
with a significant minority of mental health professionals I have en-

countered over the years. One psychiatrist kept me waiting for seven
months for group psychotherapy,
despite my saying I doubted if it
would work because I would feel
inhibited in a group. Another psychiatrist told me I did not look very
depressed as I was wearing my best
suit. (I had a family party to attend
afterwards, but I had been feeling
suicidal for months.) A third psychiatrist decided I had “existential”
depression.
I have a report on file by a young
psychiatric nurse who opined that
my poor response to antidepressants was proof I did not have clinical depression. (I was later referred
to an eminent specialist psychiatrist who diagnosed that I had moderate to severe chronic major depression.) A doctor at a psychiatric
hospital gave me a lying definition
of depression in order, I presume, to
convince me I was not “really” depressed. The chief nurse at the
same hospital told me how little
regard he had for most of the patients because (he believed) they
had made themselves psychotic
through excessive use of cannabis.
This fellow had probably not
stopped to ask himself why people
might abuse cannabis to this extent. (I have never been psychotic
and I have never used cannabis.)

... And better ones
I am fortunate now at least in having a psychiatrist who is completely
trustworthy: no “good news”, no glib
assurances. He admits that I am
very hard to treat. In addition I
have been impressed with books on
depression by people who suffer
from it, particularly David Karp’s
Speaking of Sadness (1996) and
Lewis Wolpert’s Malignant Sadness
(1999). Professor Karp discovered
that people with chronic depression
in the United States did not usually
get better: they went from professional to professional, looking for
“the right one”, and finally — gave
up!

I also admire the work of people
like Leanne Pethick, herself a depressive, who runs DepressionNet,
a Melbourne-based on-line information service. I have probably learnt
more about depression from people
who suffer from it than from people
who claim they can fix it. What
then can I say to other people with
depression? First, beware of those
who talk about “beating” and “conquering” depression. You may be
fortunate in having a single bout of
depression from which you make a
complete and lasting recovery; but
for many sufferers depression recurs or, in varying degrees, persists.
It can very quickly turn living into
mere burdensome existence, as can
arthritis, a medical condition to
which depression has been likened
by some writers. So seek methods
to lighten the burden. You may or
may not be able to shed the burden
entirely, but living with a lightened
burden is better than a burdensome
existence.
I know what it is like to feel suicidal for years on end. I also know
how it felt to try — unsuccessfully
— to prevent someone I cared about
committing suicide. Yes, you have
the right to commit suicide, but
doing so without trying a range of
treatments for depression is a needless waste of your life. Treatment
may not only help you, it may indirectly help others, such as the people you live with or other
depressives. Even if you cannot
reduce your depression below intolerable levels, remember that
clumsy attempts at suicide can
make things very much worse. If
you jump off a building, you may
still be alive at the bottom — but in
a wheelchair for the rest of your
life.
Seek help from professionals who
are trustworthy. Professionals who
give you just the “good” news, who
lie to you, or who persist in treatments that are endlessly drawn out
(without any benefit to you) or that
make you worse, are not worth
bothering with. If your psychiatrist

or psychologist behaves like a bombastic creep, trust your own judgement (yes, sometimes very hard
when you are miserable and desperate) and try to find someone else
who is better!
Remember that even the best
professionals are fallible. A good
psychiatrist may try you on a drug
that makes you worse simply because it is very hard to predict reliably how a drug will affect you. Put
up with the drug for a reasonable
period, then ask to stop it. A good
professional will accept this; a bad
one will say you have not tried hard
or long enough, or that the drug or
treatment helps “everybody”. If you
get the chance, talk to other people
who have — or have had — depression. They may help you put your
own problems into perspective, and
they may be able to give you helpful
advice. Remember, however, that
what is right for someone else may
not be appropriate for you.
Finally, beware of the notion
that, for some reason, you deserve
to be depressed: that you must have
done something to be depressed, or
that depression is some sort of cosmic punishment. Nobody volunteers
for depression, nor are people depressed because they are in some
way unworthy of happiness. Look
around, and you will occasionally
find on the one hand cruel scoundrels who seem to live happy, prosperous lives without a moment of
depression, and on the other hand
good, kind, generous people whose
lives are blighted by bereavement,
disability, disease or early death. In
the real world horrible and unfair
things happen to good people. Having depression is a grave misfortune but, once you realise you are
depressed, you do not have to be
fatalistic and do nothing about it.
N. H. Sinnott
5 Moira Street, Sunshine, Vic. 3020.
e-mail: sinnott@netlink.com.au
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Intelligent Design
for Dummies
Pseudo-scientific biblical neo-exegesis
Reconciling science with the
Bible? First you need to
know something about
science.

Mark Perakh, Professor Emeritus of Physics,
California State University, Fullerton, has
written extensively on intelligent design.
Author of four books and many scientific
articles, his latest book is Unintelligent Design
(Prometheus, 2003).
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If one visits the Amazon.com
website, it is easy to find that the
literature propagandizing various
forms of creationism comprises several tiers differing in their sophistication. At the top are found publications oriented toward a fairly well
educated audience, such as books
arguing for the so-called Intelligent
Design, like those by William
Dembski or Michael Behe, the first
using seemingly sophisticated
pseudo-mathematics, and the second capitalizing on his background
in biochemistry. There also are
many books that belong to what can
be called “poor man’s Intelligent
Design,” which are oriented to readers with a lower level of education,
correspondingly arguing in favor of
creationism in a less sophisticated
way.
The authors of the books in the
latter category, unlike those in the
higher tier, often do not disguise
their religious motivation; they
frankly claim that the main thrust
of their production is to prove the
harmony between the biblical story
and the facts of science. The argu-

ments offered by these authors often are identical, or at least quite
similar. They routinely try to prove
that all seeming contradictions between the Bible and science are just
an illusion, and the stories told, first
and foremost in the book of Genesis,
but also in the rest of the Bible, can
be given a rational explanation
based on a certain interpretation of
both the biblical text and of scientific theories.
There seems to be a clear demarcation between two groups of such
neo-exegesis enthusiasts. One group
includes authors approaching the
contradictions between the Bible
and science from the vantage point
of Christianity (Ross,1,2,3 Heeren,4
Stoner,5 Glynn,6 Jeffrey,7 Broom8
and many others), while the other
group includes the authors approaching the problem from the
vantage point of Judaism (Aviezer,9
Schroeder,10,11,12 Engelson,13
Spetner,14 Kelemen,15,16 Gottlieb,17
and many others). There are also
religious apologists approaching the
problem from the standpoint of Islam (Nursi,18 Yahya,19 and others).

(The Islamic sources, such as Yahya,
often have an additional feature
testifying to their lack of reliability
— they promote Holocaust denial.)

Two views, one story
In this essay I will discuss the books
by two prolific and quite popular
authors, both representing the newest version of biblical apologetics.
This trend has a long history. It has
changed its argumentation and
style more than once, adapting to
the changing social environment,
but at the core it always has been a
sometimes bluntly explicit, and
sometimes more or less disguised,
attempt to prove the Bible’s
inerrancy. The two authors I have
chosen to target in my critique have
formally little in common. Indeed,
they never refer to each other while
often suggesting arguments which
seem to be mirror reflections of each
other. The reason for their ignoring
each other despite the similarity of
their positions and of the arguments
they use to support those positions
is easy to understand. While they
both defend the same biblical story,
one of them (Hugh Ross) does so
from the vantage point of evangelical Christianity while the other
(Gerald Schroeder) from the standpoint of Judaism.
One of the reasons for choosing
Schroeder and Ross as the subjects
of this critical review is the popularity of their literary production.
Schroeder’s books were translated
into many languages, from Russian
to Hebrew, and are often referred to
as allegedly reliable sources when
the compatibility of the biblical
story with science, especially with
physics, is discussed. Ross also is a
prolific writer whose output includes a number of books, articles,
and web postings often acclaimed as
scientifically substantiated argumentation in favor of his assertion
of the Bible’s inerrancy (see, for
example, readers’ reviews of his
books on the Amazon website).
Another reason to choose these
two writers for critique is that they
claim to speak from authority.

Whereas such advocates of the Bible’s inerrancy as Heeren or Jeffrey
on the Christian side and Gottlieb
or Kelemen on the Jewish side do
not claim to be scientists and
frankly admit to being professional
preachers (Jeffrey), rabbis (Gottlieb)
or journalists (Heeren), both Ross
and Schroeder possess PhD degrees,
one in astronomy and the other in
physics, from prestigious institutions, and never forget to remind
that to their readers.
Both have participated to a limited extent in a research work,
Schroeder in the field of the measurement of radon concentration,
and Ross in astronomy, but both,
having produced just a few insignificant papers, abandoned such work
many years ago. While parading
their degrees at every occasion, neither Ross nor Schroeder have done
any scientific research for decades.
Schroeder is a lecturer at Aish
HaTorah, which is an organization
whose aim is to induce non-observant Jews to return to the fold. Ross
is the head of an organization
named Reasons to Believe. Neither
Aish HaTorah nor Reasons to Believe has anything to do with scientific activity.
Moreover, reading the books by
either Schroeder or Ross reveals
that both either have forgotten the
basics of science or perhaps never
knew them properly. In his
website20 Schroeder tells us how he
met the prominent physicist, Nobel
laureate Leon Lederman, with
whom, Schroeder informs us, he “of
course, talked science.” Given the
actual level of Schroeder’s understanding of physics, which will be
illustrated later in this essay, it is
hard to believe that Lederman could
indeed talk science with Schroeder
in any substantial way. Lederman is
a highly competent physicist while
Schroeder’s record includes such
pearls as his ludicrous assertions
that masers are devices shooting
atoms11 (in fact masers emit a monochromatic electromagnetic radiation
in the microwave range), or that
kinetic energy is proportional to

velocity,10 (in fact, it is proportional
to squared velocity), or that mass
and weight is essentially the same
thing10 (the difference between mass
and weight is discussed at the very
beginning of elementary courses of
physics).

Scientific incompetence demonstrated
Schroeder’s incompetence in physics, the field in which he is supposed
to be an expert with a PhD degree,
is sometimes amazing. In his latest
book12 he suggests the following
formula for a particle:

mc2=hf…………..

(1)

where m is a particle’s mass, c is
speed of light, h is Planck’s constant and f is the frequency of de
Broglie’s wave.
This formula is absurd. A formula
looking like (1), but having a meaning completely unrelated to
Schroeder’s discussion would be
legitimate for the case when a particle and its antiparticle (for example,
an electron and a positron) encounter and annihilate each other.21 In
such a case m is the mass of the
electron (and also of the equal to it
mass of the positron) and hf is the
energy of each of the two gamma
photons born in such an encounter,
while f is the frequency of the
gamma waves associated with the
photons in question.
Contrary to Schroeder’s presentation, this f has nothing to do with de
Broglie’s wave of a particle. In formula (1) as presented by Schroeder,
the left side is the rest energy of a
particle, which is a constant for a
given particle. The right side of (1)
is the energy of the particle expressed through the frequency of its
de-Broglie’s wave. It is not a constant but a variable depending on
the particle’s momentum. What can
be said about a physicist who does
not seem to see the absurdity of an
equation wherein a variable quantity is assumed to be equal to a constant?
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Ravishing relativity
In his attempt to reconcile the biblical story, which asserts that the
universe was created in six days
roughly 6,000 years ago, with scientific evidence pointing to the age of
the universe being roughly 12 to 15
billion years, Schroeder tries to invoke the concepts of the theory of
relativity. Both special and general
theories of relativity assert the relativity of time. According to the special theory of relativity (STR) the
time interval between any two
events has no absolute value but
depends on the frame of reference.22
STR is applicable only to what is
called “inertial frames of reference.”
This term denotes frames of reference (ie, physical bodies) which mechanically move relative to each
other with constant velocities.
In his first book10 Schroeder
maintained that the “six days” of
creation can be interpreted as conventional days if measured in a
frame of reference used by God only
during those six days. Since then,
suggests Schroeder, God switched to
a new frame of reference in which
the age of the universe is indeed
billions of years, and that is why the
scientific data point to the latter.
While Schroeder is entitled to
suggest any hypothesis he wishes,
the only common point between his
“explanation” of the six days of creation and STR is that in both cases
the term “relativity of time” is utilized. Otherwise there is no connection between STR and Schroeder’s
hypothesis. To apply STR to the
interpretation of the six days of
creation according to Schroeder’s
hypothesis one needs to assume
that (a) God is a physical body and
(b) that God rushed with an enormous constant speed past the universe he was creating.
Apparently having realized that
his hypothesis was too arbitrary to
convince a skeptical reader, in his
subsequent publications Schroeder
switched to another, no less ridiculous hypothesis allegedly reconciling
the biblical story with scientific
data. Now he refers to the general
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theory of relativity (GTR). The latter tells us23 that the rate of time
flow depends on the strength of
gravitation at a given location. In
his new hypothesis Schroeder invokes the concept of the big bang.
He suggests the following scheme:
At the very first moment of the universe’s “creation” an immense
amount of energy appeared out of
nothing. At that moment there were
no masses in existence, and therefore there was no gravitation. In the
course of the universe’s expansion
from the primordial fireball, conversion of energy into mass proceeded,
accompanied by an ever increasing
level of gravitation. As gravitation
increased, the rate of the time flow
slowed down according to GTR.
Schroeder does not stop at simply
suggesting his idea of the gradual
deceleration of time caused by the
increase in gravitation. He suggests
detailed data according to which,
from the standpoint of our present
time scale, the first day of creation
lasted eight billion years. By the
end of the first day gravitation
reached a higher level and what
lasted one more day (the second day
of creation) from the standpoint of
our present time scale lasted four
billion years, and so on through the
six days of creation.
Although Schroeder did not explicitly write a formula for calculation of the durations of each of the
six days of creation on our present
time scale, it is easy to figure out
that his calculation implied the following formula:

Tn = 1.6x1010 /2n…

(2)

In formula (2), n is the consecutive number of a particular day of
creation ( n=1 for the first day of
creation, n=2 for the second day,
etc.), and Tn is the duration of the
day of creation number n as measured from the standpoint of our
present time scale. Thus calculated,
the six days of creation, on our
present time scale, are equivalent to
15.75 billion years. Voila!

Of course, Schroeder is free to use
any formula he wishes, but to make
it reasonably believable we need
some rational foundation. Schroeder
has offered none. His implicitly used
hypothetical formula (2) is an arbitrary assumption which has no justification, either factual or logical,
except for his desire to reconcile the
biblical story with science at any
cost and by whatever means, however arbitrary they may be.

Faulty hypothesis
Moreover, regardless of the above
formula, Schroeder’s basic hypothesis in itself is egregiously faulty.
The concept of time in both STR and
GTR denies the existence of an absolute time. For any two physical
bodies subjected to different gravitation, the time interval between
any two events will be different. In
other words, any two clocks, if located in two frames of references
which are subjected to different
gravitation, count time at different
rates. If, though, according to
Schroeder’s hypothesis, the rate of
time flow was decreasing along with
the gradually increasing overall
level of gravitation in the universe,
this should have equally affected all
clocks in the universe. Therefore the
effect of the time slowing down
would be undetectable. To detect
that effect, we would need a reference clock not affected by the changing level of gravitation, ie, a clock
showing absolute time to which we
would be able to compare all other
clocks affected by the changing
gravitation. Such a clock is not
known, and, moreover, absolute
time in itself, according to both STR
and GTR, has no meaning. Therefore Schroeder’s scheme is meaningless.

Thermodynamic illiteracy
In Ross’s books we don’t see analogs
to the above hypotheses by
Schroeder. There is, though, an idea
both share (without ever referring
to each other): the suggestion that
the universe cooled down after the
big bang because it expanded.

Schroeder formulates that idea,
saying11 (page 180), “The cooling effect of
an expansion is logical. It is the
dilution of a given amount of heat in
an ever larger volume.” Ross expressed the same idea as follows2
(page 135)
, “When the heat energy of a
system fills a greater volume, there
is less energy per unit volume to go
around.” There is obviously a heartwarming agreement on this point
between the Christian apologist
Ross and the Jewish apologist
Schroeder.
Unfortunately for both of them,
their assertions betray their illiteracy in some seminal concepts of
physics, or, more specifically, thermodynamics. If Ross and Schroeder
refreshed their memory by looking
up the discussion of heat in any
introductory college physics course,
(for example Halliday et al21) they
would have found that physics does
not view heat as a substance which
a body can possess and which can be
diluted if the volume increases.
Heat is the term denoting a
measure of either energy transformation from one form (eg electric,
mechanical, chemical, etc.) into any
other form, or of the energy transfer
from one body to another, if such
transformations or transfers occur
via random interaction of the particles (molecules, atoms, ions) constituting the bodies in question. Expansion of a system does not in
itself cause a temperature decrease.
In the process of expansion, the
system’s temperature can increase,
remain constant, or decrease, depending on conditions. For example,
if an ideal gas expands into vacuum,
its temperature remains constant
(the process is isothermal). Moreover, if, in the process of expansion,
there is energy influx into the system, its temperature may increase
despite the system’s expansion.
Temperature is a measure of the
kinetic energy of the particles constituting the system. The temperature decreases if and when the rootmean-square speed of the particles
decreases, which can (but not necessarily does) happen in the course of

The book of Genesis does not say
anything about the ages of the descendants of Adam’s other son Cain,
but simply lists all of them from
Cain to Tuval-Cain. Schroeder assumes that there also were nine
generations between Cain and
Tuval-Cain, so that Tuval-Cain
must have been a contemporary of
Noah. Furthermore Schroeder concludes that, according to the Bible,
Tuval-Cain invented bronze. This
conclusion is based on a sentence in
Genesis 4:22 which literally translates as “And Zilla gave birth to
Tuval-Cain, the sharpener of all
tools of copper and iron.” Hence,
says Schroeder, according to the
Bible, the Bronze Age started about
4,400 years ago and, therefore, concludes Schroeder, the biblical story
regarding the onset of the Bronze
Age is in a full agreement with archaeological data.
Schroeder’s explanation shows
that he is not only confused regarding the seminal concepts of physics,
but also failed to accurately read
Biblical ignorance
the text of the Bible which he
endeavored to interpret. His count
Since Schroeder and Ross share
of nine generations between Cain
such an absurd notion as that of
heat diluting in increasing volumes, and Tuval-Cain is contrary to what
what credibility can be given to any is plainly said in Genesis. Schroeder
erroneously counted Yuval and
of their statements? Indeed,
Schroeder is no better in his discus- Yaval as the father and the grandfather of Tuval-Cain.
sion of the biblical story than he is
The text of Genesis (4:20 to 4:22)
in interpreting physics. In his first
indicates, though, that both Yuval
book10 Schroeder tells the readers
that the data of modern archaeology and Yaval were consanguineous
are in full agreement with the bibli- half-brothers of Tuval-Cain since all
three were sons of Lemach (but had
cal story. To prove that statement,
Schroeder refers to the book of Gen- different mothers; the mother of
Yaval and Yuval was named Ada).
esis wherein the genealogy of AdHence, according to the Bible, there
am’s descendants is given. Accordwere not nine but only seven gening to the biblical story, there were
erations between Cain and Tuvalnine generations between Adam’s
Cain.
son Seth and Noah. The Flood took
This shifts the lifetime of Tuvalplace, the Bible tells us, when Noah
Cain
and with it also the alleged
was 600 years old. Since the Bible
onset
of the Bronze Age to a subalso provides the ages reached by all
stantially
earlier period than
Seth’s descendants, from Seth to
Schroeder
suggested. Therefore all
Noah, when their sons were born, it
Schroeder’s
calculations and his
enabled Schroeder to calculate that,
assertion
of
the agreement of the
according to the book of Genesis, the
biblical story with archaeological
Flood occurred about 1350 years
data collapse. Moreover, Schroeder
after Adam’s creation.
seems to have not noticed that ac-

expansion, but only if the system
performs work against external
forces. Ross asserts2 (page 103) that “Under adiabatic expansion the temperature will drop due to the expansion alone without loss of heat from
the system.”
This statement is egregiously
wrong. If the process of expansion is
adiabatic (ie, there is no exchange of
energy between the system and its
surrounding) the system’s temperature, contrary to Ross’s assertion,
does not necessarily decrease. Indeed, for example, the process of
expansion into vacuum is both adiabatic (because it is very rapid) and
isothermal, which is contrary to
Ross’s (and Schroeder’s) naïve explanation. In order for the temperature of a system to drop in the process of expansion the system must
overcome, in its expansion, the resistance from external forces (ie, to
perform work, the latter being another measure of either energy
transformation or energy transfer).
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Intelligent Design
cording to Genesis 4.22 Tuval-Cain
was not only “sharpening” tools
made of nkhoshet, (the Hebrew
word for copper, which in the biblical text could possibly mean bronze
as well) but also made of barzel (the
Hebrew word for iron). Apparently,
reading the text of the Bible,
Schroeder only saw whatever
seemed to fit his agenda and remained blind when the Bible’s text
pointed away from his goals. The
Iron Age started at least fifteen
hundred years after the beginning
of the Bronze Age, and this makes
ridiculous all Schroeder’s calculations allegedly proving the harmony
between the biblical story and archaeological data regarding the date
of the Bronze Age’s onset.

Hebrew misinterpretation
Besides the assertions of heat diluting in increasing volumes, which
illustrated the illiteracy of both
Schroeder and Ross in elementary
concepts of thermodynamics, Ross’s
books do not seem to contain any of
the other preposterous statements
by Schroeder regarding physics.
However, Ross has his own areas
wherein he displays a lack of necessary ken combined with audacity in
discussing matters he has little
knowledge about.
For example, since, unlike
Schroeder, Ross is not fluent in Hebrew, we find in Ross’s books many
elementary misinterpretations of
Hebrew words, wherein he tries to
utilize such quasi-interpretations to
support his thesis. Here is just one
example. In his book2 Ross offers his
translation of the Hebrew word
behema (which is spelled in Hebrew
as four letters Bet, Hey, Mem, Hey).
As Ross tells the readers, behema is
a plural form of the word behemot
(spelled in Hebrew as Bet, Hey,
Mem, Vav, Tav). In fact, the opposite is true; behemot is the plural of
behema. Ross obviously does not
know that behema is a collective
noun in the singular meaning cattle, exactly as this word is a collective noun in the singular in English.
With such a lack of knowledge of
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Hebrew (and apparently of grammar in general) Ross is hardly
qualified to offer his interpretation
of this or that Hebrew word in the
Bible’s text.
Besides a number of mistranslations and misinterpretations of
Hebrew words, Ross reveals his
ignorance of Hebrew which he purports to interpret, when on page 65
of his third book3 he says, “Hebrew,
however, with its tiny vocabulary
(more than a thousand times
smaller than English) must manifest more flexibility.” Ross should
have looked up some Hebrew dictionary before submitting to print
such preposterous statements. Since
the largest English dictionary in
existence, the ten-volume Oxford
Dictionary, comprises about 700,000
entries, then, according to Ross, the
Hebrew language must have less
than 700 words. In fact, even the
abridged Hebrew dictionary by
Even-Shoshan24 contains about
70,000 entries. Its full, unabridged
version in seven volumes certainly
contains many more entries. If,
though, Ross implied that his assertion related only to the biblical Hebrew, it seems appropriate to point
out that the Hebrew text of the Pentateuch alone contains 14,963 distinctive words, of which 7,654 words
are nouns.25
There are many more errors, misrepresentation of scientific data,
and arbitrary statements in the
books by Ross and Schroeder. The
above examples seem, though, sufficient to demonstrate the lack of any
evidentiary value in the popular
literary production of these two
supposedly qualified scientists
whose assertions of the Bible’s
inerrancy are nothing more than
expressions of their beliefs not
based on evidence.
There is one more difference between Schroeder and Ross. The
former is not interested in the war
between the young earth creationists (YEC) and the old earth creationists (OEC). Ross is very active
in that war. It is amusing to note
that, while often displaying a lack of

understanding of some seminal concepts of physics (as in the above
discussed example of heat dilution
in increasing volumes) or in some
other topics he chooses to discuss
(as in his misinterpretation of Hebrew words), Ross vigorously fights
on the side of science against the
pseudo-scientific theories of YEC.26
In that fight Ross often uses arguments borrowed from genuine
science. However in his own attempts to prove the Bible’s
inerrancy, he often distorts science
in a way not much better than his
YEC opponents do. Unfortunately
for Ross, although the views of his
adversaries in the YEC crowd are
patently absurd, he has nary a
chance of changing their minds.
Their position, while ludicrously
wrong, cannot be disproved by scientific arguments because it is
based not on reason but on faith,
and faith is immune to arguments
of reason. Ross should have known
this because his own blind faith in
the tenets of Christianity is as well
shielded from arguments of reason
as the convictions of his YEC adversaries are.
The literary production of other
advocates of the Bible’s inerrancy
(Jeffrey, Stoner, Heeren, Engelson,
Spetner, Kelemen, Gottlieb, Glynn,
Broom, and many others) is characterized by similar misrepresentation and misinterpretation of both
data of science and sometimes of the
biblical story. A detailed critique of
many of those writers can be seen,
among other places, both in print27
and on the Internet.28, 29, 30
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Fundamentalist Protestants and
traditionalist Catholics profess to
hate what they term ‘the occult’.
They devote much time and energy
to attacking its manifestations including Satan worship, New Age
flummery, ‘back-masking’ in rock
music and even poor old Harry Potter.
But, if the dictionary definition of
the word is anything to go by, Christians of this kind are themselves
deeply ensnared in the ‘supernatural, mystical, magical’ world of the
occult. They live in a world of gods
and devils, angels and demons, afterlives, faith-healing, invocations and
miraculous appearances; and their
rejection of other occultic forms and
practices seems to be a hatred of the
‘almost the same’. (Berman, 1994,
per Cuneo, 1999)
It seems trite but it needs to be
said from time to time: ultraconservative Christians have no more
right to claim an intimate acquaintance with the supernatural than
you, I, a Siberian shaman, Sun
Myung Moon or the most transparent fairground trickster. To any who
object that ‘the life and work of Jesus are historically-attested events’
or similar, all I can say is that you’re
about 150 years behind on your
reading.
What these Christians believe in
is magic, pure and simple.

Catholic magic
Casting around for reasons to explain the appeal of Catholic traditionalism in America, Michael Cuneo
attributes partial responsibility to
‘the allure of magical certitude’:
For generations prior to [the Second
Vatican Council], much that counted
as popular devotionalism in the
Catholic world carried the strong
imprint of magic. Holy pictures and
statues; votive candles, relics and
medals: all of these objects were
thought to possess a supernatural
efficacy or potency. If approached
properly, with the right piety and
incantations and so forth, they could
(presumably) assist in bringing
about a miraculous healing or some
other tangible benefit.
As Catholicism in the United States
and Canada became more modernised and more rationalised in the
years following the council … the
magical dimension of popular
devotionalism was gradually suppressed. And for many people, this
was undoubtedly experienced as a
great loss. (Cuneo, 1999, 150)
The response of a large group of
Catholics was to support so-called
Marianist seers, who claimed to receive visions and instructions directly from the Virgin Mary herself.
One of these, Veronica Lueken (d.

1995), would examine photos you
had taken during one of her visions,
point to a light splotch, a dark
splotch, or practically any splotch
and interpret its meaning for you.
Perhaps the best piece of advice Veronica received from the Virgin was
to collect adequate funds from her
followers. By the late 1970s,
… [i]n addition to the Virgin Mary,
Jesus and St Michael and several
other heavenly beings had also
started making frequent appearances to her … [W]orkers were forced
to rig up a system of lighting so that
pilgrims could keep track of the
incoming celestial traffic. A flashing
blue light signalled that the Virgin
Mary was on the grounds, and a
flashing red one signalled the arrival of Jesus. [ibid, 163]
I defy anyone to make a logical
distinction between this sort of thing
and a primitive magical invocation
ceremony. You have your priest or
priestess; your god, or close approximation thereto, depending on which
coloured light is flashing; and your
miraculous utterance or divination.
It’s magic!

Protestant magic
Australia’s own Rev Fred Nile talks
to God. And God talks right back to
him. Even tells him riddles sometimes. In fact, it’s owing to one of
these little colloquies that Nile took
the helm of the Festival of Light
back in the early 1970s.
According to Fred Nile: An Autobiography (2001), a woman told him
one day that she had had a dream
about him. For all their rejection of
Freudian ideas, fundamentalists and
their kin are very interested in the
content and meaning of dreams and
‘visions’, doubtless recalling certain
biblical occurrences. In this case, the
woman told Nile that she had seen
him receiving an important invitation from God and that Fred ‘must
accept it, because it’s God’s will for
your life’. Fred discussed the dream
with his wife Elaine and a few days
later received an invitation to lead
the Festival of Light.

Fred prayed and before you could
say ‘Abracadabra’,
… God showed me a modern parable. God was standing in front of a
great barrel filled with the names of
many prominent Christians. One by
one God picked out a name on a
piece of paper and asked the person,
‘Will you do it?’ But each one had an
excuse … Eventually the barrel was
empty and God looked with disappointment. Then He noticed, caught
in the bottom, a small piece of paper
with a name printed on it. God
looked at the name and then said,
‘Well, it looks like I’m stuck with
Fred Nile!’
Putting to one side the self-serving nature of this ‘modern parable’,
it’s impossible to miss the strong
magical content inherent in Nile’s
approach to most issues. Like others
of his kind, he enjoys ‘putting God to
the test’:
I was like Gideon, who put a fleece
out three times to make certain the
Lord was with him … I prayed for
the Lord to confirm that it was His
will for me to serve Him through
[NSW State] Parliament by three
clear signs.
Naturally, Fred received the three
signs in short order (one was merely
the discovery that he was not the
first ordained minister to serve in
Parliament). To me it looks more like
sheer superstition garnished with
numerology, but try telling him that.
In other parts of his autobiography, Nile wonders whether two men
he happened to meet were really
angels, whether lesbians in the Sydney Mardi Gras parade are possessed by demons, and he thanks
God for placing the Southern Cross
in the sky above Australia ‘so the
shadow of the cross of Jesus Christ
falls across our land’. I opened a copy
of his Family World News the other
day and found myself reading about
a boy who had cast a spell on his
younger brother, making him forget
how to walk.
Fred would have been very much
at home in most of the civilisations

of yesteryear and in many that exist
today. A good dose of unrelieved mysticism spread the length and breadth
of society was really all he needed to
keep him happy. What a pity for both
him and us that he fetched up in
modern-day Australia.

Creationist magic
C’mon guys, these people believe in
dragons. No, they don’t just think
that primitive folk dug up some dinosaur bones and said, ‘Aar, these be
dragons’. Many creationists believe
in actual fire-breathing dragons —
indeed, all Bible literalists must
believe that such a creature once
existed (see Job 41, esp. 19-21). As
Ken Ham of Answers in Genesis
(AiG) tells us:
Leviathan … seems also to have
been some form of fire-breathing
dragon. For those who wonder about
this, remember that the living Bombardier beetle can shoot out superheated gases in its own defence. So
therefore why not Leviathan?

We could discuss many magical
creationist beliefs here. We could
talk about things like the streets of
heaven being paved with gold, or
the creation of earth preceding the
creation of the sun and stars, or
Cyclone Tracy as God’s vengeance
on blasphemously-named Darwin.
Were you aware that carnivores
such as lions, crocodiles and piranha were formerly vegetarians, a
theory that gave rise to one of my
all-time favourite creationist quotes
— ‘[L]ions were created to eat plants
— they have chosen to attack people.’
That’s all we need — immoral lions!
But then Adam had to go and eat
the apple. John Mackay of Creation
Research assures us that in his preFall state, Adam was evidently immune to disease, poison, and best of
all, to alcohol. He’d have enjoyed
some of the company at a Skeptics’
Annual Dinner.
But the superlative piece of creationist magic is their invention of
the ‘Biblically impossible’ category.
This is one of the best ‘stoppers’ I’ve
ever seen: ‘your argument cannot
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succeed as it contradicts my reading
of the Bible’. Jonathan Sarfati uses
it quite a bit, and it must be right
because he’s a chess champion, as
AiG never tires of telling us. Some
people might think the argument
loses a bit of gloss as Gerardus
Bouw also pushes it when promoting his idea that the sun revolves
around the earth (‘The only reason
I’m a geocentrist is because the
Scripture demands it’), but then you
can’t have everything.
Creationists freely admit that
their version of Christianity is ‘a
religion of miracle’ ie that they systematically attribute many extraordinary events to a supernatural
agency. So if they agree that their
approach to life, the universe and
things in general is essentially
magical, why bother straining for
pseudo-naturalistic explanations?
The magic often breaks through
at unexpected times, as when Carl
Wieland of AiG was once asked why
human fossils were never found
mixed up in the same rock layers as
dinosaurs. Carl hypothesised that
since God intended to destroy mankind at the time of Noah’s Flood he
may have deliberately removed all
traces of our existence. In other
words, God miraculously removed
all human skeletal remains from
rock strata rich in the remains of
other creatures. Some vanishing
act!
I once read an article in an evangelical magazine advising Christians not to ascribe everything good
that happened in their lives to the
miraculous powers of the Almighty,
‘including events like finding parking spots’. A querulous fundamentalist immediately retorted that he
thanked God every day for finding
him miraculous parking spots, including some right outside city
buildings.
Some might feel that this is devaluing the currency just a shade,
but the point here is that ultraconservative Christians who form the
support base of creationist groups
like the idea of miracles. They really
don’t need to be jollied along by the
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idea that creationism is scientifically, as well as biblically accurate.
Creationist Brenton Minge of
Queensland put it well, when he
wrote:
Just as Christ’s turning of water
into wine at Cana, and His stilling
of the storm on Tiberias … overruled the laws of fermentation and
meteorology, so no hydrological
model can do justice to the action of
God in the Flood. An economy of
miracles is one thing, but their complete absence is quite another, and
surely unacceptable to a creationist
mind committed, a priori, to the
involvement of God in history.
That’s fine, Brenton, but why even
bother to economise on allowable
miracles in explaining creation? If
you’re going to permit one magical
step, why not a thousand?

Magic vs Magic
So what’s a poor fundamentalist to
do in this naughty, spirit-ridden
world? The Evil One is perpetually
hurling his fiery darts at you and
yours, and you blunder along in fear
and trembling towards an uncertain
salvation.
According to the Oz Challenge
ministry, what you do is this. Get
down on your knees and pray something like the following:
Lord, I find myself under horrific
spiritual attack and therefore desire
to put on the Armour of God. I
tightly place around my waist the
Belt of Truth. I place over my breast
the Breastplate of Your Righteousness because my own righteousness
is as filthy rags. I place on my head
the Helmet of Salvation and now
bind all spirits that would try to
destroy my mind …
(Warning: you may have left this
too late.)
… Spirits of mind control, antiChrist, death and hell, condemnation, oppression, depression, shame,
guilt, unbelief, confusion and mental
anguish — I bind all these spirits in
Jesus’ name. I take the Sword of the
Spirit and now would seek to cut off

from me all demonic spirits and
activities from my life, all watcher
and listener spirits, blockers, scramblers, principalities and powers, all
rulers in high places and all strongholds.
Now conclude the prayer with a
flourish:
I cut and negate all curses that have
come through prayers, spells,
chants, hexes, incantations, words
spoken against me and my family
through witchcraft, New Age,
Satanism, voodoo and astral channels. I command all demons and
spirits to leave me at once and to go
to the pit. I grind all cords attached
to us into dust and throw them into
the pit, in Jesus’ name.
Repeat this prayer once daily, or
more often if the blockers and scramblers are having a real dip.
Or you could always try donning
the Underpants of Repulsion. Works
for me.
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Skepticism
and the

Unexamined Life
Looking at ourselves. The
first in a regular series.

Tory Shepherd is currently working as
managing editor of an arts and social issues
magazine and doing her Masters in Social
Science. She also has a completely irrational
hatred of trying to sum herself up in fewer
than 50 words.

‘The unexamined life is not worth
living’ – Plato
The inspiration (justification?) for
this column came from pondering
the following:
The Skeptics have an image problem — we are often thought of as
being closed-minded cynics.
This perception comes about because Skepticism is frequently misunderstood. BUT there is an element
of truth to the accusation, because of
the way that individuals within any
group have a tendency to become
insular; ie, form a discourse that is
inherently exclusionary, ie, stop critically examining themselves; ie; become smug and self-righteous.
How do you prevent insularity
within a particular discourse? I
think that one way of combating this
trend is to look outwards; to ensure
that we remain in touch with the
‘other’ that we are discussing, and
understand that by defining an
‘other’, we are, by comparison and
contrast, defining ourselves.
OK, to proceed in a logical fashion, let’s look at number 1 first.
Many people think of Skepticism as

inherently negative. I assume this is
as a result of thinking that claiming
something as true (This Amazing
Magnetic Thetascope will permanently remove excess weight AND
make you smarter) can be seen as a
positive claim, while questioning the
validity of something (10 reasons
why a bit of metal on the end of a
rubber band is unlikely to solve all
your problems) can be seen as negative. It’s a misconception, but it exists.
Why is this a problem? Well, it
depends what you want. Personally,
I want the world to be a better place,
and I think that reflexive, exciting,
adventurous, rational thought is a
very good way to do this (if you disagree, please skip to number 4). So, if
Skepticism has something beneficial
to offer the world, then it is important that it explains its philosophy
clearly. Most people who have the
patience to listen to a clear explanation of Skepticism appreciate it for
what it is. If this encourages just a
few more people to critically examine
the dubious claims in the world
around them, then it is worth taking
the time to worry about our reputation.
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are smug cynics. Skeptics are
bearded, tweed jacketed academics
To me, Skepticism is a philosophy
who scoff at the dearly held beliefs of
that is relevant in everyday life.
others. Dawkins and Dennett want
Relevant, insightful, exciting and
to determine a way to unite the didamn important, because if I am
verse Skeptics around the world.
choosing a course of action, then
They have proposed that we need to
being a Skeptic means I try to learn
lose the name ‘Skeptic’ altogether,
something new and to find the best
and all Skeptics/secular humanists/
approach possible. Should I try
etc, etc, should rename themselves
Echinacea? What’s tea tree oil good
‘Brights’ to reflect an intelligent,
for? Is Australia responsible for the
inquisitive, unified outlook.
imprisonment, deaths and
Now, I think that a group with a
deportations of hundreds of legitiname like ‘Brights’ would probably
mate refugees? The questions range
have one of those awful smiley faces
in importance, but it is the approach
as a logo, and if I ever saw one I
that matters.
would think it needed a bullet. But
I once went through a stage of
they have a point, which brings us to
university-induced relativism; the
the second thing I wanted to say.
idea beloved by some sectors of the
Skeptics can be, and often are insusocial sciences that there are not
lar, and the line between Skepticism
better or worse ways of knowing the
and cynicism can be very thin.
world — they are merely different.
Cynicism is intellectual laziness.
Therefore, every philosophy is as
Skepticism is a lively method of ingood as every other philosophy. Of
quiry leading to deeper understandcourse, the logical follow on from this
ing of many areas of life. Skepticism
is that every philosophy is as bad as
is taking assumptions that people
every other philosophy; overall, this
live their lives by and shaking them
is an extremely unhelpful way to
up — asking questions, demanding
view the world, and sounds like an
proof. Skepticism is the realisation
easy excuse to lie on the couch and
that the unexamined life is not
watch TV all day. So, I think that
worth living; that too many people
there are better and worse ways to
accept too many things at face value
view the world, and Skepticism is
— they skim the surface of things. If
the best one I’ve come across so far.
skeptical discourse becomes too self
But what is a Skeptic?
involved, it can be lazy, boring, and
unconstructive — it can be cynical. If
What is a Skeptic?
we stop trying to understand, we are
There’s currently much discussion
equally guilty of living the
over exactly this question. According unexamined life. The key is to conto the Australian Oxford Dictionary, tinually reflect on and critique what
a sceptic is ‘one who doubts the truth you are doing and saying, to ensure
of religious doctrines’. According to
you are not falling into patterns of
Roget’s Thesaurus, the synonym for a thought that can form a channel,
sceptic is an ‘irreligionist’. These
and eventually a chasm.
definitions seem simple and vague
and unable to capture the Skeptical
Debunking
approach. To me, doubting the truth
Skeptics debunk. This is important
of religion is the dubious grunt that
work. This is absolutely crucial when
someone makes when awoken by
it comes to fraudulent medical cures,
Mormons early in the morning .
harmful religions (or sects, or cults,
So, what is a Skeptic? Much of the
or whatever term you choose), and
current debate has sprung from Rifinancial scams. We should never
chard Dawkins and Daniel Dennett
stop doing this – there aren’t enough
— very respected and popular scienSkeptics in the world to face the
tists, and high profile Skeptics —
scams and scans and rip offs that
who are concerned about the way
affect countless lives in every counthat Skeptics are perceived. Skeptics
try in the world.

Relevance of Skepticism
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But, debunking is not enough and
often leads to the self-satisfaction of
insularity. Which is my third point. I
think we need to delve deeper, and
understand why people actually believe in God, or aliens, or fraudulent
claims or misleading statistics. People are not being educated well
enough, or they are not looking for
the truth hard enough. I’m not
claiming a set of absolute truths
exist — just that we should bloody
well get as close as we can. Skeptics
have a very important role to play in
this process, one that demands a
constant vigilance against complacency, and a striving for constructive
understanding rather than derogatory dismissal.
People did not fall for the Nigerian email scam because they were
stupid or gullible, or forgot to renew
their subscription to the Skeptic.
They fell because too many people
experience a gap between their aspirations and reality — a gap that
they try to fill however they can. I
am not so different when, once every
couple of months, I buy a scratchie,
although I know at best I may win
just enough to buy… another
scratchie…
Very few people are innocent of
erroneous beliefs. And we wouldn’t
be human if we were 100% rational
100% of the time. I found it hilarious
that a UFO cult I studied once sat
out in a field, after having denounced their families and given up
all their worldly possessions, and
didn’t blink an eyelid when the rescuing aliens stood them up. The explanation? They had obviously miscalculated the time of day. And soon
after that, when a boy didn’t ring
after he’d said he would, it was quite
clear to me that he’d lost my
number. It is easier to admit a human error than to rethink your entire worldview — which is why debunking is often preaching to the
converted.
It is fascinating to learn about the
way that people selectively interpret
the world around them — finding
evidence for their own beliefs.
There’s a (fairly unfunny) joke that
goes:

Sheila from inner city Sydney asks:
‘Why are you taking those awful
smelling tablets?’

pies just back from Byron! It’s a matter of perception of the world around
you.

Bloke: ‘They keep the flamin’ crocs
away’

Degrees of irrationality

Sheila: ‘But there aren’t any crocs
between here and flamin’ Noosa’
Bloke: Tablets must be bloody working then.
(I originally heard this joke as
being about a Punjabi in New York
and an elephant, but I thought this
version was more PC). [I first heard
it on the Goon Show in the 60s and it
was tigers. Ed]
Now, you’d have to agree that the
bloke is a bit (flamin’) irrational —
finding evidence a little too easily —
but think about the ‘Car Effect’. I
don’t drive a car, but I’ve noticed
that whichever car I’m in, I notice
more of the same cars. It’s amazing!
If I’m in a big white manly ute —
there’s big white manly utes everywhere! And I live in the CBD! And if
I’m cruising around in a Kombi —
the streets are suddenly full of hip-

OK, there are degrees of irrationality, of selective evidence, maybe even
self-deception. The point is, people
are constantly interpreting the world
around them; and often in a way
that suits their own perceptions.
Beliefs are not simply a matter of
‘believing the wrong thing’. It’s much
more complex than that. People construct their beliefs, themselves and
their worlds bit by bit. It’s a process
that involves creativity, imagination,
and attachment. They are committed, which is why showing them exactly physically how the spoon is
bent when Uri leans on it is instructive, but not going far enough.
People will always get angry if
you try to bring down their entire
world. So I think Skeptics need to
understand more about why people
believe what they do. Beliefs are
amazing! There are scientists who go
home and practice Wicca — they can
compartmentalise their beliefs and

hold opposing beliefs at the same
time! There is a plenitude of academic theories; this is an exciting
area of research. And pseudo-science
is an amazing sociological phenomenon — it works both within and
against the dominant ideology — it
is a fabulous indicator of the world it
emerges from. So this column is going to be about how to make sure
Skepticism never stagnates into
cynicism, how to look keep looking
out at the world — and the people
around us.
To conclude, after having written
1500 words on the subject, I found
that Phillip Adams put it more
gracefully than I ever could, in The
Weekend Australian, November 8-9
2003:
Scepticism is healthy. Far more than
jogging, meditating or bran eating,
it is conducive to mental, political,
scientific and religious wellbeing.
Whereas cynicism – something frequently confused with scepticism – is
not simply unhealthy but frequently
malignant.

Another day, another ‘Psychic’
Psychic Encounters – Margaret
Birkin, hosted by Mark Kirstain,
22
Oct 2003; CanterburyHurlstone Park RSL Club.
It’s like some sort of weird torture,
like being trapped in a time-loop. I
keep going to see these stage ‘psychics’ only to find the some thing
over and over. Bad cold reading. I
will not bore readers with all the
details of Margaret Birkin’s act, it
was the some shtick Skeptics have
seen many times and I was able to
dissect every routine she pulled.
However there were a few disturbing moments with unsuspecting au-

dience members reduced to tears
when convinced they were getting
messages from the dear departed.
Birkin also went out on some very
strange and disturbing tangents, at
once point explaining that cot-death
is nothing more than a soul using up
the left over years from a previous
life that also ended too early. (You
figure it out.) Margaret Birkin is also
known as a channeler, channelling
an entity called “Maitreya” although
on the day she stuck to cold reading.
A pity as I have yet to see
channeling in action. I wonder if
Maitreya knows Carlos?
The question that always remains

unanswered with these stage ‘psychics’ is, do they actually believe in
this drivel themselves? I can only
guess. One thing was certain, at no
time was any psychic, clairvoyant or
paranormal ability displayed.
I end with a plea to all stage ‘psychics’. Please, PLEASE improve your
acts. For heaven’s sake, buy Ian
Rowland’s Full Facts of Cold Reading book. At least try to give us some
entertainment. And a plea to any
real psychics out there. Please do
something about all these bad cold
readers muscling in on your turf!

Richard Saunders
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Skepticism
and

Morality
A new look at an old
question leads to
an interesting
conclusion.

Should one be skeptical of absolute
morality? There are many skeptics
who are deeply suspicious of the
idea that morals are objective. They
think that the claim that some action is immoral only means that one
dislikes the action or that it is
frowned upon by the society in
which one happens to be living. In
short, they are moral subjectivists.
One eminent skeptic who holds to
this view is Michael Shermer (the
publisher of Skeptic magazine). He
wrote:
Male ownership of females was once
thought to be moral and is now
thought immoral. The change happened not because we have discovered this as immoral but because
our society has realized that women
should have rights and opportunities denied to them when they are in
bondage to males. (Emphasis
mine.)

Michael Lucht is a mathematician with a
philosophical bent, who resides in northwestern Tasmania.
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Why should females have rights?
Can we later change our minds and
decide that they should not have

rights after all? Is there anything
objectively immoral about male ownership of females?
This essay will make the case
that there is no conflict in a belief in
objective morality and being a
skeptic.
Religion and absolute morality
There are at least two reasons why
a skeptic may be wary of claims for
objective morality. The first is historical — claims that morality is
objective have traditionally been
advanced by religion. The irony is
that religion has little to contribute
to the topic. This was known back in
ancient Greece. Socrates (as reported by Plato) brilliantly encapsulated the argument within a single
question:
Is conduct right because the gods
command it, or do the gods command it because it is right?
If conduct is right because the
gods (or God) commands it then
there is arbitrariness to ethics be-

cause God could equally well have
decided that the same conduct was
evil. For example, the Old Testament prophet Isaiah promoted the
murder of children and rape of
women. The ‘conduct is right because God commanded it’ position
would explain the apparent paradox
of how such behaviour can be both
good (back in the days of Isaiah)
and wicked (in our own age). God
simply changed the rules of morality! Unfortunately taking this position makes the statement “God is
good” true by definition and therefore devoid of all significance.
On the other hand, if the gods
commanded certain conduct because
it is right then we are back to
square one. We still have to look for
the source of the objective morals
that even God is subject to.
Absolute morality — prelude to a cult?
The other reason why some skeptics
are wary of objective morality is the
fear that it leads to fanaticism. One
attempt to create an objective secular system of ethics has led to just
that. Ayn Rand’s Objectivism soon
had excommunications and dogma
to rival that of the most enthusiastic cult. Laying claim to be the discoverer of objective morality Ayn
Rand didn’t hesitate to condemn
people for minor infractions of her
‘objective’ code. This led Michael
Sherman to conclude:
the great flaw in her (Ayn Rand’s)
philosophy is the belief that morals
can be held to some absolute standard or criteria.

So, is it true, will a belief in objective morality turn a mild-mannered
skeptic into a wide-eyed fanatic?
Must we abandon any pretence that
our moral judgments are anything
other than our own preferences and
those of our society? It must be
hard to live like that. Bertrand
Russell, another moral subjectivist,
admits as much:
I could not bring myself to believe
that Auschwitz was wicked only
because Hitler was defeated.

method. Therefore, even if one were
Of course, disliking moral subjecconvinced that Objectivism (or any
tivism by no means implies that it is
other system of morality) was corfalse.
rect, one should always consider
A scientific approach towards morality one’s certainty to be a matter of
probability and not of absolutes.
Fortunately there is a path between However, that doesn’t mean that
subjectivism and fanaticism, which
objective morality does not exist,
extends the approach taken by scijust as uncertainty in science does
ence to matters of morality.
not imply that there is no objective
Consider the statement: “Stalin
universe “out there”.
was evil.” Depending on one’s attiAdmittedly, discovering moral
tude towards ethics the statement
principles is not as “easy” as discovcould mean any one of the three:
ering scientific principles, because
1) “I am 100% certain that Stalin
in morality we have no reliable
was evil.” or
methodology of testing belief
against reality via experiment. But
2) “I am 99.99% certain that Stalin
the fact that we have no excellent
was evil.” or
way to discover moral principles
3) “Stalin was evil. But that just
does not imply the absence of the
means that according to the standprinciples. Besides, we are not comards of the society in which I am
pletely without apparatus to help us
living his behaviour is disapproved. discover them. These tools are
If I were living in a different society primitive compared to the tools of
with different mores, then accordscience, but not using them would
ing to that society Stalin may not
be equivalent to suggesting to the
be evil.”
ancient Greeks that they should not
For many practical purposes peo- have speculated on scientific matple who believed in 1) or 2) would
ters because they lacked experimenact the same. However philosophi- tal science. These tools are:
cally there is a world of difference
♦
Reason and Philosophy
between the two viewpoints. Richard Feynman has beautifully illusSure, what constitutes a rational
trated this difference with regards
argument can be somewhat subjecto the topic of telepathy,
tive (the methodology of philosophy
is not as rigorous as that of mathTo be prejudiced against mind readematics) but given a group of people
ing a million to one does not mean
who are willing to be swayed by
that you can never be convinced that
well reasoned arguments (and who
a man is a mind reader.
have no hidden agendas) there is
Given enough demonstrations
always the possibility of rational
under different conditions one could persuasion.
be convinced. But this is not possible if one was 100% prejudiced
♦
Sociological Experiment
against mind reading.
It is probably unethical to experiFeynman further asks:
ment on vast numbers of human
beings, but building a society
around certain ethical principles
and seeing how it turns out is as
close to an experiment on ethics as
we are likely to get. It is obvious for
I think it is. If you believe 1) then
all to see how well “from each acnothing could change your mind. On
cording to their ability, to each acthe other hand, if you believe 2)
cording to their needs” worked out.
then there is always the possibility
With the acceptance of uncerof changing your mind given enough
tainty (even if only a tiny percentsound evidence. Statement 2) is
age) comes the willingness to listen
consistent with the scientific
So the question is whether it is possible to do something analogous
(and work my analogy) with moral
problems.
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to alternative opinions. And that,
ultimately, whether by making us
realise our mistakes or forcing us
to find evidence to back up our
pet beliefs, is the only way in
which there can be progress in
ethics. Yet, this acceptance of a
certain measure of uncertainly in
moral issues is a long shot away
from believing that Nazis are
only evil because they lost the
war. They are objectively evil!
(Alas, only with 10 billion to one
certainty, but that is the price to
pay to avoid fanaticism.)

sponds as closely as possible to
reality. It is our only protection
against ending up like Bruce.
How to build this model? Why,
through rationality and critical
thinking of course! Or as
George Bernard Shaw put it:
The fact that a believer is happier than a skeptic is no more to
the point than the fact that a
drunken man is happier than a
sober one. The happiness of
credulity is a cheap and dangerous quality.
Like Barry, one may still
choose to side with evil; but at
least then the choice will be
made with both eyes open and
no excuses.
This leads to the surprising
conclusion that skeptics are (at
least potentially) the most
moral people on earth!

Ethics and epistemology
Finally, I want to highlight a
fundamental issue that any rational theory of ethics has to address — the connection between
ethics and knowledge. Consider
two inquisitors, Bruce and Barry,
who travel from village to village
during the Middle Ages in order
to uncover and burn witches.
Bruce believes that witches really exist and is convinced that
the evidence that he finds (warts,
milk gone sour, etc) proves the
guilt of the women that he sends
to their horrible deaths. Barry, on
the other hand, doesn’t believe in
witches. However he considers the
death of a few innocent strangers an
acceptable price to pay for the privileges that he enjoys from his dubious occupation.
Certainly Barry is evil (with
99.9999% certainty, to be precise),
but how about Bruce? If anybody
ever convinces him that he was mistaken about the existence of witches
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then he would bitterly regret his
past actions. It is the route by which
good men do acts of unspeakable
evil. There are probably many more
Bruces than Barrys in this world.
Yet what if Bruce was not mistaken
and the women really were demons
out to do eternal harm to pious
Christian souls?
Clearly our first moral duty must
therefore be to form a model of the
world within our minds that corre-
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The Lead Balloon

Seminar
Hucksters
Want to get rich without
working? The balloonaut
tells you how not
to do it.

Richard Lead, as well as being Treasurer of
NSW Skeptics, is a treasure in his own right,
though his detractors complain that he has
not been buried yet.

Would the reader like to earn a taxfree $35,000 per year? Does the concept of making money while you
sleep, instead of while you work,
have any appeal? Would you like to
generate a $4,500 per month cash
flow? Would you like to earn 60% per
annum from blue-chip shares risk
free, and spend just 15 minutes per
month doing so? And finally, would
you like to develop the mindset of a
millionaire?

Welcome to the world of the getrich-quick seminars.
But if you lack ethics and a conscience altogether, I have a shortcut
to the wealth promised at these
seminars. Despite the fact that your
ancient Toyota Corolla is rusting
and in urgent need of an oil change
that you can’t afford, simply advertise that you are a self-made multi
millionaire. Your only wish is to
help your fellow Australians become
rich, and you will reveal to them the
secret. Relax — your victims will
never know how broke you really
are, because they won’t know how to
find this out even in the unlikely
event that they think of doing so.

In the last week of November
2003, Australian newspapers
prominently reported the financial
demise of one Henry Kaye, the
most notorious of the get-richquick seminar sharks. Kaye came
out of nowhere in 1999, advertising in the press that he had
bought 201 investment properties
(worth over $88 million) in the
previous 18 months. And for a very
modest sum (usually less than
$50) the public was invited to attend one of his seminars, where he
would reveal the secret of how
everyone could do this too. Well,
surprise surprise — the initial
seminar was just a recruitment
exercise for the scam — the actual
course cost anywhere from $15,000
to $55,000.
Some two years ago I was
briefed to advise an accountant’s
client who had just completed a
Henry Kaye $15,000 course. The
three-day course ran from 7am to
10 pm, with minimal meal breaks
— a classic cult mind-control technique. It was a sad meeting. The
client, his wife, and I sat around
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the accountant’s boardroom table.
The client was on fire, and told me
he was about to quit his job so that
he could buy residential real estate
full time! His wife had tears in her
eyes, and looked at me pleadingly to
stop her husband from this folly.
And as so frequently happens, the
voice of reason had no hope against
the voice of the huckster, and that
client is now staring at bankruptcy.
Scamsters cannot copyright their
tricks, and Kaye quickly attracted
many imitators. The opening paragraph of this article is a brief summary of a video produced by one
Jamie McIntyre, a young Australian
who claims to have gone from being
$150,000 in debt just three years
ago to being a self-made multi millionaire today. No evidence of this
claimed wealth is given in his free
three-hour video (worth $99!). Modestly, he claims he can make you a
multi-millionaire as well, but in a
more realistic seven years. And the
first of his courses costs just $5,000.
Henry Kaye must be quite cross
that his apprentice is undercutting
him. To quote from the back cover of
the video:
In just 3 short hours you will discover how to instantly get access to
cash, dramatically increase your
investment returns on your shares
and property, unlock money out of
thin air, create a passive income in
just months and learn how to become wealthy by being generous
and helping others. As well as being
able to give more money to charities
than you ever thought possible.
And yet when I phoned the advertised number to order the free

video (worth $99) I was greeted by
the free Telstra voice mail service.
Multi millionaire Jamie can’t afford
a secretary.
The video is cheaply produced,
and consists of a talking head spouting financial fairy tales. Jamie
makes much of the fact he was
nominated as Young Australian of
the Year. If any readers would like
to be nominated for Young Australian of the Year, or indeed for the
Nobel Peace Prize, please contact
me at Skeptics Central and you will
be so nominated. You are unlikely to
win, but you can boast you were a
nominee.
Readers may have seen advertisements for a Roy McDonald, who
boasts he can turn $1 into $1 million in 7 years. His company, Strategic Management Works, conducts
regular free evening seminars telling ordinary Australians how to
become fabulously wealthy in a few
short years, with no money down
and no risk. Several years ago, on a
wet and windy winter’s night, I attended a Roy McDonald seminar,
and it was quite an experience.
McDonald must have uttered the
words ‘I am a wealthy man’ 100
times in the course of the three
hours. Sure, that’s why he was out
working on a cold winter’s night
instead of sitting by a nice fire with
his family. He had the audience of
some 300 people chanting ‘tax is
optional’ and other inspiring stuff
over and over again. It reminded me
of a religious service, with money
replacing Jesus.
But I can sense you are all wondering how Roy can turn your $1
into $1 million in 7 years. It’s quite

simple really, and you will marvel
that you didn’t think of it yourself.
Here we go: In the first year you
turn the $1 into $20,000. Then you
become really conservative, and
merely double your money each
year for the next 6 years. You now
have $1 million!
But how do you turn $1 into
$20,000 I hear you mutter. Well,
first you pay $4,000 to Roy for the
first of many courses! You don’t
have a spare $4,000? No problems,
Roy will arrange finance for you,
just sign here. The courses carry
such inspiring names as Born Rich,
Instant Property Wealth, and similar.
During the three-hour presentation it became clear to me that Roy
is a babe in the woods when it
comes to the world of finance. But
he is a smooth and glib presenter,
and his future victims cheered
wildly and chanted ‘tax is optional.’
There is no doubt the audience
contained paid actors. At question
time virtually everyone who
grabbed the microphone was
smoothly articulate and recounted
how Roy had dragged them from
their life of poverty into untold
wealth. So what were they doing in
the audience of an introductory free
seminar?
It is a sad reflection on our consumer protection laws that these
sharks can scam large sums of
money from people who can scarcely
afford it. Even worse, can fool them
into dangerous investment strategies which have made thousands of
people bankrupt.

Convention 2004
November in Sydney
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Nutrition Myths

Organic Food
is

More Nutritious
Our nutritionist gets his
teeth into another food
myth.

That is, more nutritious than conventionally grown food. This is
certainly a common view, with
91% of Australian purchasers
choosing organic fruit and vegetables because they are ‘more
healthy’ (Pearson 2003). In fact, all
foods are organic based on the
original meaning of the word (carbon-based, as are protein, fats and
carbohydrate), but ‘organic’ now
refers to food from crops or animals farmed such that regular
fertilisers, pesticides, growth regulators and feed additives have
been avoided.

Nutritional quality
Unfortunately there are very few
studies comparing the nutrient
profiles of organic v conventionally
grown foods and those studies
have been interpreted in different
ways, often depending on a political point of view. A Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO 2000)
report states that:
Glenn Cardwell is a dietitian and nutritionist
specialising in sport nutrition and is based in
Perth. He is a regular Skeptic columnist.

Many of the studies that have so
far been carried out to compare
the nutritional quality of organi-

cally grown foods with those produced by conventional methods
have suffered from experimental
design.
Most of the studies have been done
on cereals and vegetables, while
there is very little on milk and
meat.
In both Australian and international studies, no significant difference was found in the mineral,
trace element or B vitamins of vegetables and cereals grown either
organically or conventionally. There
were no differences in the vitamin A
or beta-carotene levels of the vegetables. The FAO report states further:
In several cases, even when differences between the content of certain
nutrients are statistically significant, they are of only minor nutritional importance.
Although there is general scientific agreement that there is little
nutritional difference between the
two farming methods, there are a
couple of interesting nutritional
side issues.
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Organic Foods
Vitamin C
There has been consistent evidence
that the vitamin C content of organically grown potatoes, oranges
and leafy vegetables is higher than
found in conventionally grown. The
main reason for this in the case of
the oranges and leafy vegetables is
probably because they generally
have a lower water content, so the
vitamin C has been ‘concentrated’.
This concentrating effect may also
explain why some people feel that
the flavour of organic food is superior.
According to Professor Christine
Williams from the School of
Biosciences, University of Reading,
the clearest difference between the
two types of farming is that conventional produce was higher in nitrate
levels and lower in vitamin C, although this was not an unanimous
finding.
The FAO mention that the concern with nitrates is that under
certain conditions they can be converted to nitrosamines, which are
carcinogenic. Unfortunately, the
20th Australian Total Diet Survey
(ATDS, 2003) did not include the
analysis of foods for nitrates, but I
have been assured by Food Standards Australia New Zealand that
the 21st ATDS includes the analysis
of foods for nitrates as well as a
number of other preservatives. The
21st ATDS will not be published
until early 2004 as they are still
going through the results.
The finding of higher levels of
vitamin C is not that exciting as it
is an abundant vitamin in fruit and
vegetables, but it may mean that
other antioxidant compounds may
also be higher in organic produce.

Phenolics
A 2003 study of blackberries, strawberries and corn revealed that the
organically farmed produce had
higher levels of phenolics than the
conventionally grown version. It is
well known that plants produce
phenolics in response to insect at-
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tack, hence they are nature’s insecticides.
“If an aphid is nibbling on a leaf,
the plant produces phenolics to
defend itself” says Dr Alyson
Mitchell, University of California,
who was responsible for the research. “Bitter or harsh phenolics
guard the plant against these
pests” she added.
These same phenolic compounds
may also offer antioxidant protection against heart disease and cancer in humans. Could organic produce be better for our health based
on its non-nutrient compounds
rather than its essential nutrients?
Excuse the cliché, but further research is required. Potentially, on
the down side, the little holes made
by the insects also allow fungal
growth, possibly leading to greater
food spoilage in organic produce.
Indeed, fresh produce commentators believe many organic growers
are trading more on the term ‘organic’ than on the eating qualities
ie too much is of poor quality.

The future
Much of the world is not the least
concerned about organic produce (or
genetically modified foods) as their
goal is purely to get enough food.
We must recognise that, for the
moment, organic farming is not
going to feed the world as it cannot
create enough yield per hectare of
land. The organic ‘debate’ can only
be held in societies that have abundant food and have the luxury of
not being concerned about the origin of their next meal. Maybe, at
the end of this century when the
world population stabilises and
possibly decreases, will organic
farming actually become mainstream.
While organic produce often costs
20-100% more than conventional
produce, clearly it will be within
the budget of only the well-to-do.
We can say quite confidently that
organic farming is not a passing
fad. The foundations began about
70 years ago and organic farming is

here to stay, although only 1.5% of
Australian food production is organic.

My tip
If your philosophy in life is to consume foods that potentially have
minimal effect on the environment,
and you have enough money, then
organically grown foods are for you.
For those who are happy with affordable conventionally grown fruit
and vegetables — get your best
buys at the supermarket or greengrocer. Nutritionally, you will be
just as well off.
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Announcement

Introducing

The Australian Council
Against Health Fraud
Sydney has the best weather in the
world, which is why it takes nine
pages in the Yellow Pages directory
to list all the swimming pool installation companies. The nine pages
include several full- and half-page
advertisements. The federal government has just announced that it will
spend 2.4 billion dollars over the
next four years to improve people’s
access to health care.
To put these statistics into perspective, it also takes nine of the
Yellow Pages to list the chiropractors
in Sydney, and that’s without any
full-page advertisements. The
amount of money to be spent over
four years to enhance Medicare is
about the same as is spent each year
on alternative and unproven medicine in Australia.
There are various industry bodies
and consumer deception organisations in Australia which purport to
offer a form of self-regulation of the
alternative medicine industry. They
all claim to be opposed to outright
medical fraud, but their actions
when the house of cards is threatened tell the truth about their real
objectives. An example was the hysterical response to an attempt by the
NSW government to set up a committee to investigate the more egregious quackery, where the reaction
from the industry was not to encourage the weeding out of dangerous
and insane practices but to start
immediate ad hominem attacks on
anyone who was doing any investigating.

The official reaction to the Pan
debacle was not to say that it was
good that proper manufacturing
standards should be applied to all
therapeutic products, but to represent the issue as an attack on all
non-conventional medicine. The reaction to a recent suggestion of industry regulation was to claim that
asking suppliers to provide evidence
that their products worked would
destroy the industry. Laws and regulations requiring truthful labelling
and advertising have been resisted
because of the inconvenience it
would cause to people who want to
be able to sell snake oil without restrictions.
A spokesperson for an alternative
medicine association, which claims
to want only the best for consumers,
has stated that she was unaware of
the advertisements for magnetic
healing devices which appear daily
on television and also said that she
was not aware that magazines like
Nexus, Informed Choice and others
carried advertisements and promo-

Peter Bowditch

tions for untested and unregistered
products. In any case, these would be
of no concern to her organisation.
Until now there has been no body
or organisation with the specific
objective of countering quackery.
Groups like the Australian Skeptics
have done a lot, but they have other
agendas and other interests which
compete for time and resources. The
Australian Council Against Health
Fraud has been set up to focus exclusively on the protection of consumers
against the sorts of “alternative”
medical products and practices
which endanger lives, impoverish
people, and distract people from
seeking real medical advice. ACAHF
is not opposed to alternative medicine as such, only to that part of it
which is scientifically unsupportable
and unproven. Anything which is
safe and which can be shown to work
is not a problem or a concern for
ACAHF. Unfortunately, too much of
it is either unproven or cannot ever
be proven to work, and much of it is
actually dangerous.
The ACAHF was registered as a
non-profit association on October 20
and will gradually come to life over
the next few weeks, with the official
launch planned for January 2004.
More details can be found at the
prototype ACAHF web site at
www.acahf.org.au (the site will
evolve and expand over the next few
weeks.). I encourage everyone who
has an interest in defeating quackery to help ACAHF to bring some
sanity to the debate about alternative medicine.
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Investigation

Wise Woman
and

Wise Men?
Further findings of our
roving investigator.

Karen Stollznow, a postgraduate linguistics
student at UNE, is an inveterate investigator
of alternatives to medicine.
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In the days of early medieval medicine, a wealthy person of noble birth
might consult a physician for their
ailments. Town folk might visit an
apothecary, a medieval pharmacist,
who would mix a cordial or unguent
for various complaints. Villagers
would seek advice from their local
‘wise woman’, variously known as
spae wives, medicine women,
curanderas, (the less than flattering)
crones or even witches. While the
physician might prescribe bloodletting or leeching, the wise woman
recommended herbal remedies or
superstitious folk remedies such as
wearing a dead mole around the
neck to ward off tooth-aches, or that
the touch of a hanged man’s hand
could cure goitre and tumours. The
village ‘wise woman’ fulfilled a
myriad of societal functions, many
acting in roles as diverse as midwifery, nurses to the elderly and
dying, counsellors, weavers of protective spells and charms, herbalists
and soothsayers. While there were
also village ‘wise men’, often the
‘wise elders’ of a community, they
were historically associated with
magick rather than healing.
The social prominence of ‘wise
women’ diminished following the

‘witch crazes’ of Europe, although
the tradition can be found in present
times, from the tribal ‘wise women’
of various African communities
through to a modern incarnation, the
self-fashioned ‘wise women’ or ‘white
witches’ of the western world. In the
Anglo-Australian culture the closest
relative of the historical ‘wise
women’ or ‘wise men’ are those alternative practitioners who practice
herbal medicine. I decided to investigate the two most prominent forms
of this practice, where East meets
West, Chinese Herbal Medicine and
Western Herbal Medicine.

East is East...
First up was a visit to a place that I
have long kept an eye on. ‘Wise man’
Peter Chen, specialist of Chinese
medicine, owns and operates a ‘Chinese Medicine Centre’ on
Parramatta Road, Annandale, offering instant diagnosis. You can’t miss
the premises, a large, bright yellow
sign screams out in capital letters to
passers-by:
DON’T TELL ME WHAT’S WRONG
WITH YOU, BECAUSE I WILL
FIND OUT AND TELL YOU.
The verbose title of Chen’s busi-

ness has been considerably shortened since I last visited Sydney and
once included the rambling:
ask me any question about any disease. I will explain to you how it
happened and how to treat it. It will
make sense to you and work!
This has since become an addendum on his business card and a leaflet, including the promise:

13. Heart disease, high cholesterol,
weight loss and diet.
14. Stopping smoking, stopping drug
addiction (no drug & narcotics).
15. Women’s disease, infertility, period pain, heavy bleeding.
16. Improving man’s sexual ability,
healthy diet and more energy

I can find out the cause of the disease and explain it to you in simple
terms you will understand. I can
cure both the symptoms and causes
of the disease.
Who could resist such a guarantee?
Chen’s clinic promotes ‘Natural
Therapy – Making Sense of Logical
Medicine’ and in his loquacious style,
boasts this to be “very safe and effective for the following diseases and
symptoms”:
1.
Depression, poor memory, nervous disorder, anxiety, sleeping disorder.
2.
ADD syndrome, improve memory
and concentration & brain functioning
to increase learning ability.
3. Migraine headaches, dizziness,
stress, neck and cervical pain.
4.
Sports injuries, arthritis, back
pain & sciatica pain, knee pain, chest
pain.
5.
Pain in the shoulders, numbness
or pain in hands and feet.
6.
Poor blood circulation, cold
hands and feet, chilblains, bruising.
7.
Eating disorders, irritable bowel
syndrome, constipation, dihorrea [sic].
8.
Food allergies, indigestion, gas
and acid reflux, heart burn.
9.
Allergies, asthma, hay fever,
sinusitis, eczema, red rash.
10. Poor immune system, chronic
infections, chronic bronchitis and
coughing.
11. Chronic fatigue syndrome, skin
diseases, hot flushes or red face.
12. High blood pressure, palpitation
and irregular heart beat.

The shop in question.
Phew! An impressive list there
with something for everyone. However, most of the listed complaints
seem to be non-specific or symptoms
of a larger problem. I wondered at
what the menacing sounding ‘women’s disease’ could be. Perhaps it is
the adult variety of the playground
‘girls’ germs’!
I visited the wise man’s clinic
without an appointment. He offers a
ten-minute initial consultation for
$10. According to Chen, he became a
qualified orthopaedic surgeon in
China where he practised for several

years before immigrating to Australia. Unable to practice in Australia without further training, he
decided to specialise in traditional
Chinese medicine. His treatments
include acupuncture with herbal ion
transfer, herbal massage and herbal
tablets.

One-track circulation
Chen’s technique involves visualbased diagnosis without patient input. He briefly looked at my tongue,
checked my wrist pulse, examined
my hands and finger nails and
promptly announced that I suffered
from “poor circulation, this is the
cause of your symptoms”. Without
naming these ‘symptoms’, Chen told
me that he could cure them with a
“simple remedy”. Before he could
satiate my curiosity, the telephone
rang and Chen began a conversation
and I couldn’t help but eavesdrop. It
transpired that the female caller had
suffered a miscarriage. Chen’s pat
diagnosis was now forming a distinct
pattern. “Miscarriage is caused by
poor circulation.” And his solution?
“The treatment for this is a course of
herbal massage.” An appointment
was duly made and we resumed my
consultation. Chen continued that
my ‘poor circulation’ would be the
source of any niggling symptoms I
may have, the occasional headache,
stress, infections, etc. Chen suggested ten sessions of, you guessed
it, herbal massages, to improve my
circulation, at a cost of $45 per appointment. That’s a mere $460 in
total to cure a specious condition!
Nor could I see the correlation between ‘poor circulation’ and miscarriage. There ended the consultation
unceremoniously.
An obvious theory was evolving
that Chen was a one-diagnosis, onetreatment man. A month later I persuaded a friend to visit the Chinese
Medicine Centre. The 20-something
male took a complaint of a more aesthetic nature, inherited male pattern
baldness; a receding hairline and
gradual loss of hair on the crown of
the head. Would Chen’s counsel be
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Wise Woman
appropriate or would he offer a stock
response?
Predictably, Chen attributed the
hair loss to ‘poor circulation’! However, there was some variability in
his proposed method of treatment.
Poor circulation-related baldness is
apparently curable with a course of
acupuncture with herbal ion transfer! The explanation of this noninvasive method sounded similar to
acupressure with the use of herbal
creams, which is a roundabout way
of explaining herbal massage! I have
heard of many treatments and quick
fixes for hair loss, from Minoxidil
and Finasteride to transplants, wigs,
toupees and infomercial ‘spray on
hair’ but massage… and body massage at that? What better way to end
this circumlocutory part of the investigation than to reveal the delicious
irony that Chen himself is balding!
A recent study into traditional
Chinese medicine (TCM), conducted
by the University of Western Sydney
Macarthur and Southern Cross University, produced the report Towards
a Safer Choice. The report determined that the practice of acupuncture and Chinese herbal medicine
carry both inherent risks and risks
associated with poor practitioner
training. Of the 2000 Australian
practitioners of TCM, this study
surveyed over 1000 medically and
non-medically trained TCM practitioners practising in Australia, who
reported a significant number of
adverse events from treatments,
including 19 recorded deaths. The
report cites that cases of injury and
death associated with the practice of
TCM, in Australia and overseas,
have included:

♦

adverse reactions to toxic
herbs and herbal combinations;

♦

the contamination of herbal
medicines with pesticides, heavy
metals, etc;

♦

the adulteration of herbal
medicines with western pharmaceuticals; and the failure to detect
serious underlying disease, result-
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ing in delayed diagnosis and appropriate treatment.
The report also uncovered significant black market activity in the
importation of unlisted and/or unregistered patent medicines.

... and West is West
Western Herbalists are known as
Medical Herbalists or
Phytotherapists and base their professed conventionality on the role of
herbal medicine in the evolution of
orthodox medicine. Most arguments
for the legitimacy of herbal medicine
are based on the assertion that the
practice ‘has been around for thousands of years’, without acknowledgment that the average life expectancy has increased considerably with
the advent of modern medicine.
Herbalists, like other alternative
practitioners, promote their brand of
therapy as a ‘natural’ alternative to
orthodox medicine, claiming their
treatments are a safer, non-synthesised option with ‘no side effects’.
These claims attract their usual demographic, those discouraged by
conventional medicine, those seeking
a ‘natural’ alternative and those with
chronic or non-specific conditions.
Armidale’s Inner Path Natural
Therapies (www.innerpath.com.au)
offers a wide range of alternative
services, including Naturopathy,
Homeopathy, Ear Candling and
practitioners of both Chinese and
Western herbal medicine. The clinic
doubles as a store and herbal dispensary, selling Unique Water, Bach
flower remedies, ear candling kits
(not a safe treatment to attempt
yourself or otherwise!), vitamins,
dried herbs and New Age accoutrements. Upon entering the store, one
is dazzled by the impressive array of
bottles of liquid extract herbs with
exotic names such as Bastard Cinnamon, Donkey Ass Hide, Dog Meat,
Stinky Turnip, Bird Rape, Dutch
Man’s Breeches, Judas Ear, Dragon’s
Blood, Devil’s Gut, Winter Crooked
Neck Squash and Cow Soapwort.
Inner Path’s resident Western
herbalist, modern day wise woman
Leigh, boasts a diploma of natural

medicine, a diploma in iridology and
like most people in Armidale, a
Bachelor of Education. Typically,
these therapists practice naturopathy, homeopathy or iridology in conjunction with herbal medicine. This
mishmash of techniques assures that
there is no consistency in methods of
diagnosis or treatment by these
practitioners.

Haphazard regulation
A National Herbalists Association of
Australia was founded in 1920.
While full members must be ‘qualified’ herbalists, there are no standards for the qualifications necessary
to practice herbal medicine. Indeed,
anyone can currently set up a practice regardless of non-membership
with the NHAA, whether they have
a diploma of natural medicine from
Southern Cross University, an
unaccredited diploma of questionable origin or merely an interest in
the practice. At present, there are no
regulations for the training of herbalists and the regulation of herbal
medicine is a separate issue in itself.
Whereas traditional Chinese
herbal medicine advocates the use of
varied techniques such as acupuncture, moxibusture (the burning of
dried herbs above acupuncture
points), massage, breathing exercises (Qi Gong) and cupping (using
suction to ‘loosen tight muscles’, a
process that often causes significant
bruising), in conjunction with herbal
infusions, powders or pills, Western
herbalists specialise in the use of
ghastly smelling and vile tasting
herbal elixirs. Do these herbal potions really work, do they merely
have a placebo effect in patients or
are they solely effective in inducing
vomiting?

Consultation
My initial consultation with Leigh
lasted for one hour and cost $50.
This involved a thorough assessment
of my medical past but did not involve diagnosis, “doctors do this
much better. I leave it to them”.
However, Leigh’s technique was a
cross between Naturopathy and Irid-

ology, with some diagnosis and dietary advice thrown in for legitimacy.
Most of Leigh’s counsel made
clichéd good sense, ‘drink more water’, ‘eat more fruit and vegetables’
and ‘get plenty of sleep’. Does anyone
need to pay $50 to hear these old
chestnuts? Then came the alternative tips. ‘Wear magnetic jewellery
for any pain relief ’, ‘take colloidal
silver and Unique Water to prevent
infection’ and ‘you should make an
appointment with my husband who practices Chinese
medicine’. And the suggested treatment for a host
of common, non-specific
complaints from headaches
to infections? A herbal elixir!
Tonics to herbalists are as
vitamins to naturopaths.
Leigh prescribed a ‘general
liver tonic’ to enhance my
liver function because my
eyes are hazel coloured and
therefore I have a predisposition to liver dysfunction! I
was also warned that the
correction of imbalances in
my body might result in
changes in the colour of my eyes. I’ve
heard that one before!

Safety?
With current figures showing that
approximately half the nation is
using alternative medicines in some
form, issues of efficacy and safety
are of great importance. The use of
herbal remedies can pose a number
of risks. It is a misconception that
herbal remedies are ‘natural’ and
therefore ‘safe’. Contrary to popular
belief, herbal medicines can indeed
cause adverse side effects, from
stomach aches through to lethal allergic reactions. Known substances
that can cause major side effects and
negative reactions include ephedra,
DHEA, ginseng, kava, star anise,
gingko biloba, valerian, bee pollen
and echinacea. Many of these products are contained in seemingly innocuous foodstuffs as herbal teas,
soft drinks, breakfast cereals and
chocolates.
Herbal medicines can have seri-

ous drug interactions when taken in
conjunction with prescriptive medication and without medical supervision. The reported efficacy of most
herbal medicine is mainly anecdotal
and when these products are readily
available without prescription some
people have a tendency to self medicate, occasionally with dire consequences. Herbal medicines can interact with a wide range of prescriptive
medications, most notably the combined use of prescriptive antidepres-

sants with herbal equivalents, especially St John’s Wort, hailed as ‘nature’s Prozac’, that can lead to the
severe serotonin syndrome, a toxic
state caused by excessive serotonin
in the central nervous system.
Herbal medicines can also reduce
the effectiveness of other medications, as evidenced by recent cases in
the UK and Sweden. Last year the
Swedish Medical Products Agency
issued a warning about St John’s
Wort after two women took the herb
in conjunction with the oral contraceptive pill with unexpected consequences. The herbal tablets reduced
the efficacy of the pill and unprotected intercourse resulted in pregnancy in both cases. St John’s Wort
is also known to reduce the effectiveness of HIV-medications, blood thickening drugs and cyclosporine, medication to prevent the rejection of
organ transplants.
As with the lack of standards in
training for herbalists, herbal medicines are still subject to less strin-

gent regulations than orthodox
medicines. The infamous Pan Pharmaceuticals debacle of April 2003
brought this issue to the forefront.
The current situation allows for the
advertising of products with vague,
unsubstantiated claims, that a
herbal medicine is ‘balancing’ or
‘detoxifying’, can ‘improve immunity’
and ‘promote wellbeing’, without
requiring evidence to prove claims of
efficacy and safety of the product.
Herbal remedies are a complex mixture of many chemicals,
making it difficult to
determine which particular elements in one
herb may have an effect.
Issues regarding the
manufacturing standards of herbal medicine
and vitamins include
problems of product
quality, possible contaminants and adulteration, poor labelling and
strength variation, with
the actual process of
production often altering
the strength of the ingredients. None of these
concerns have affected the popularity of herbal medicines and vitamins.
At the other end of the scale some
herbal medicines may at best have a
placebo effect on patients or simply
be ineffective!

Reforming the system
How do we stop pouring fuel into this
runaway train? In the week of writing this article a number of the country’s major newspapers announced
that extensive reforms have been
recommended to regulate Australia’s
alternative medicine industry. This
proposal is the result of an investigation into the industry, commissioned
by Parliamentary Secretary for
Health, Trish Worth, following the
Pan fiasco. If introduced, the reforms
will include more rigorous testing of
product claims, strict and legally
enforceable standards for product
ingredients, providing accessible
information to consumers regarding

Comtinued p 48 ...
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Psychic
Implosion
Forcing a psychic to rely
on psychic powers —
results negative.

Having a mother who quite readily
believes in psychic phenomena, I’ve
had my future foretold numerous
times during my mother’s visits to
psychics of different kinds. As expected, they could provide a plethora
of information about my past (which
my mother strongly insisted she did
not as much as hint to), but as time
has repeatedly shown, scored very
poorly on the predictive aspects of
the readings.
Examples include:
my predicted marriage at the age of
26 (I married at 28);
dying of a heart attack at age 38
(I’m 40 and going strong, but I’m
sure my mother’s description of our
family history helped make that
prediction a likely winner);
having one child (they could always
claim I did have one child until the
second one was born);

Eran Segev does esoteric things to computers,
lives in Sydney and recently joined the NSW
Committee of the Skeptics.
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and having daughters (no such
luck).
If my familial ties with the psychic world have not done enough to
make me susceptible to psychics, I
have had several friends exclaim
that one, Catherine, from North

Avalon is an amazing psychic reader,
with “almost 100% accuracy”.
My attempts at explaining what
cold reading was all about fell on
deaf ears. The strongest point my
friends made was that Catherine
records her sessions, and they therefore had recorded proof of her accuracy. To this day I have not heard
any of these recordings, but I was
intrigued enough to think of taking
some action.

Ready
Before going to see Catherine, I
wanted to be ready. One can not be
any readier than one would be after
reading Ian Rowland’s excellent
book, The Full Facts Book of Cold
Reading. Most notably, the chapter
on blocking is a must before visiting
a psychic. The amount of fun increases dramatically when you can
expect the next move. As I have
promised my friends, I intended to
give Catherine a fair go; this meant I
would not lie to her, but also not give
her a chance at cold reading. She’d
have to have genuine powers or a lot
of luck to pass the test.
Setting up the test included calling from a friend’s phone, after

blocking caller ID (it may seem a
trifle paranoid, but I wanted to remove any doubts in case of success);
using a fake name; not providing any
other details; and parking a few
streets away from Catherine’s house
so that she couldn’t see my car. I also
brought my own empty audio cassette, which I was told would be used
to record the session.

Get set
As I arrived a few minutes early, I
had to wait outside while a previous
sitter was finishing off. I sat too far
away to hear all the details, but it
was quite obvious that the sitter was
doing most of the talking. I could
also hear Catherine say things like
“She is telling me things will turn
out well”. So far, it sounded like an
excerpt from Ian’s book.
As the previous client was walking out, I was invited in. The atmosphere was conspicuously un-spiritual. Catherine was wearing plain
clothes, and we sat down next to a
dining room table with none of the
usual psychic decorations — not
even incense! She took my cassette
and put it in a small cassette recorder she had on the table.

Go!
Catherine asked me for either a
watch or a piece of jewellery that I’d
been wearing for at least a week, so
she could communicate through it
with deceased loved ones. I presented my watch and wedding ring
for her to choose from. She chose the
ring. She then started recording,
closed her eyes, and started the
reading:
Catherine: Whose initial is P that
has passed over?”
I hesitated for a while, trying to
think of someone I knew who was
dead and matched a P. It was worth
waiting, because I got more details:
C: It’s a male, and it’s definitely a P.
I see him drawing a P with his
hand.
While saying that, Catherine was
demonstrating drawing a P in the
air.

This would be a good time to divulge some information about myself: I spent most of my life living in
Israel. All the people I know who
have died had Hebrew as their first
language. It is highly unlikely any of
them would have resorted to English
if they couldn’t remember their full
names. In any case, no one with an
initial P or its Hebrew equivalent
came to my mind.
Me: What’s his name?
C: I’ll wait for him to tell me some
information, because that’s how I
connect to them. At the moment I
can see a P and I feel a male energy
around him. (Seconds earlier she
saw him drawing a P.)
Me: (shaking my head. )
C: OK, I’m not good with my timing,
but have the last couple of years
been quite an emotional struggle?
Quite the contrary. At the time of
the reading I had completed a whole
year of being at home and spending
a lot of time with my children; probably one of the best times of my life.
And note the apology — it would
come in handy later.
Me: Not at all.
At this point, something that
should not have surprised me happened: Catherine pressed the pause
button on the recorder. I insisted
that she start recording again before
we continue. I explained that I’m
very pedantic, and wanted to be sure
that what I would hear later was
exactly what I’d heard during the
reading. She explained that she
paused while she concentrated to
avoid recording silence, but I insisted that I didn’t care, so the recording started again:
C: I’m seeing a female. There’s depression. Who’s depressed?
I was trying to think of a match, and
was rewarded with more information:
C: Definitely depressed. And I’m
seeing tears.

Oh, I see — depressed and tears.
Wow! That should help me identify
the culprit!
C: She’s got longish hair, so it’s not
real long, it’s not going right down
the back, but there’s some length
there, and there’s a reddish tint.
Who is this person I’m picking up?
Me: Reddish tint?
C: Yes, it’s brown, but with a reddish
tint. They’re not a redhead, and the
hair is quite straight – no curl in it.
Who is this person?
Me: Is this person alive?
C: The spirit is speaking of someone
who is definitely mortal. There’s
tears around them and there’s depression.
Now this one’s very good, as I
could immediately think of at least
five women I knew who matched the
hair, but none had been depressed,
as far as I knew.
Me: I can’t think of anyone.
C: But not depression where they
need drugs.
Me: No.
C: Whose initial is M? It is connected with the brown hair.
Me: Perhaps a W? (hey, I was there
to have fun!)
C: No, it’s definitely an M. Could be
Mum or something, but it’s definitely
an M. (apparently, she was also
trying to have fun)
Me: No.
At this point the recording was
paused again. I will not tire the
reader with a full script of the reading, and the numerous times that
the recording was paused when
things didn’t quite work (the session
was 30 minutes long; the recording
is less than 15). The more she tried
to get hits, the worse things got.
Claims that could vaguely have
matched someone were quickly
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modified by additional information
until they matched no one.
She tried my watch (that ought to
have helped!), but my dear old deceased friend Mr P kept showing up.
It was not going well, and we both
knew it. Not a single hit is quite poor
by anyone’s standards. Someone had
to do something.
C: I’m probably not getting in touch
with the right spirit. It’s rare but it
can happen.
Me: That’s strange — I’ve had quite
a few close people die; one of them
should’ve shown up! (The first part
of the sentence was true. I’m not
sure about the second part).
There was no response, so I decided to start baiting.
Me: Is this woman with the M close
to me?
C: Yes, and this depression could be
due to health reasons.
Me: Look, I don’t think my wife is
depressed, but she could be hiding it
well, because we have been trying to
have children for a long time without success.
Here came more explanations about
the physical appearance of the P
drawing spirit (she could see him
again, I guess), and then:
C: Does your partner have greenblue eyes?
Me: Yes (NOT!)
C: Does her eye colour change with
what she’s wearing? (I have green
eyes. We green-eyed folk tend to be
affected by the clothes we wear).
Me: No (I just had to say this)
C: What’s the problem with the left
side of her body? Has there been a
problem with the left ovary? (hook,
line and sinker!)
Me: I don’t know.
C: Because he’s taking me to the left
side.
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I did not respond, so at this point,
the recording was paused again, and
the Tarot cards came out.
C: Have there been three deaths in
the last five years?
The mention of my dead friends and
relatives earlier has obviously
worked, but the timing was way off.
Me: No.
C: You haven’t had two males and a
female die in the last five years?
Me: No. Not in the last five years.
C: Well, I’m not good with timing
(told ya!) but it doesn’t feel like they
have been around for a long time.

The end is nigh
More baiting attempts failed.
Catherine was obviously not connecting to the right spirit and
couldn’t gain information about me.
She decided to end the reading, and
did not take payment. As I was
about to leave, she said that often
things seem wrong at time but people then get back to her a few
months later telling her how things
she said came true. She warned me
that I could lose two males and a
female within the next few months.
Apparently, the wrong spirit told her
that too.

Epilogue
There were two possible hits out of
all the many claims made. One was
that my wife had a weak left ovary,
and the other was that she could still
have children, because there is nothing wrong with her right ovary. Last
August, we had our first ultrasound
scan on a baby which we are expecting in March 2004. Modern ultrasound devices are a marvel of technology. Among the many things they
do, they can show which ovary the
egg which produced the embryo
came from. As it turned out,
Munchkin (temporary name) came
from the left ovary.

... from p 45
the effects of alternative medicines
and their interaction with orthodox
medicine, a crackdown on dubious
internet advertising of alternative
products and greater authority for
the Therapeutic Goods Administration to take legal action against
manufacturers who fail to adhere to
safety and quality guidelines. The
review also demands the introduction of legislation regulating practitioners of TCM. Currently, Victoria is
the only state that registers Chinese
medicine practitioners.
The introduction of these requirements for the alternative medicine
industry would make Australia’s
regulatory processes the most stringent worldwide. Just what the doctor
ordered!
But have the proponents of alternative medicine welcomed this opportunity to prove the validity of their
products and establish themselves as
a legitimate industry? Various industry spokespeople have responded,
mostly with criticism of the recommendations, with Marcus Blackmore
threatening that the requirements
would increase product costs! Surprising that price hikes would concern Blackmores, considering the
sudden price increases that mysteriously affected their products, coinciding with the Pan affair! Moreover,
surely genuine price increases would
be a small price to pay for product
safety and efficacy.
The popularity of herbal medicine
is a bitter pill to swallow. Perhaps,
with the introduction of regulations
for herbal products and vitamins and
the scientific study of claims in this
area, we might be able to harness the
capabilities of certain herbs. However, as the industry currently
stands, is it the ‘wise’ woman (or
man) who prescribes herbal remedies
or the wise person who eschews
them?

The Good Word

World of
Words
More explorations of the
linguistic badlands.

Mark Newbrook, linguist Englishman and
Rugby League fan, recently returned to his
homeland in time to see them defeated once
again by the Kangaroos.

The Earth Mother speaks
The diffusionist legacy of Barry Fell
(see earlier entries) includes the
‘epigraphic societies’ of the USA.
Associated with the Midwestern
Epigraphic Society site is another
site (http://www.ancientscitech.com/)
run by John White. White promotes
an unsystematically reconstructed
Ursprache (primeval ancestor language) called ‘Earth Mother Sacred
Language’, rather along the lines of
Ior Bock’s Rot/Van, Edo Nyland’s
corrupted Basque, Polat Kaya’s corrupted Turkish, PN Oak’s corrupted
Sanskrit, etc. He gets to EMSL by
making many inadequately supported proposals and assumptions
about primeval linguistic structures
and meanings. This renders his proposals more or less immune to empirical disconfirmation and gives
him a virtually free hand. Except
where they contradict known philological facts, that is! And they often
do, although he seems oblivious to
this. I wrote to White. In reply he
sent me only copies of MES publications containing more of his work
and a huge list of his articles in the
fringe journals, but still no supporting evidence or argumentation. He
had complained that no linguist had
responded to his claims (even nega-

tively) since he launched EMSL in
1996. Well, that had changed, and,
as I told him, the ball was now in his
court. But after this I heard only
from his archaeologist associate Cyclone Covey [sic], who does know
some linguistics but has nothing to
say that unsettles me. White admires John Cohane’s methods in The
Key, by general consent one of the
craziest works in this genre. But he
arrives at utterly different analyses
from Cohane! Does this not tell him
something?

Sparks fly in the house of diffusion
(apologies to the Bull sisters)!
Another busy American diffusionist,
revisionist & epigraphist calls himself ‘Sparky’. His site (http://allez.com/epigraphy.htm) promotes a
vast range of ideas in this area,
many of them linguistic: another
attempt to identify Turkish as the
Ursprache, nationalistic claims
about the vast antiquity of (Slavic)
Macedonian and Greek and the early
influence of their widely diffused
speakers, crazy decipherments galore! Some of these claims contradict
each other, and even Sparky himself
can’t believe they’re all true — unless he’s a relativist!
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They Yahoo too!
There are also various ‘historical
linguistics’ discussion groups on the
web, not announced as supporting
specific non-standard ideas. But
nuttery can easily intrude. The
postings often come predominantly
from amateurs asking each other
questions and trying to answer
them.
In some cases, one or more committed amateurs with idiosyncratic
ideas start a group or come to dominate it. Much of the discussion then
revolves around their positions and is
more obviously fringe in nature.
Some of the comments are critical
and indeed well-informed, but most
participants know less than the main
figures. The general shape of the
discipline proper does not emerge at
all clearly; indeed, some seem to be
hardly aware that it exists!
One of the Yahoo groups illustrates these effects. The two leading
figures are ‘Dave’ and ‘Bengt’. Dave’s
theory in particular involves morphological reanalyses of Egyptian
and Biblical Hebrew (again seen as
close to the Ursprache!); he believes
that both of these languages and
their scripts are seriously misunderstood at present. He knows some
linguistics, but he understands very
little of some basic areas like phonology and is confused in various ways.
For instance, he thinks that the
ideas of Nichols (controversial but
mainstream) offer him support but
inconsistently accepts Ruhlen’s
much more extreme (near-fringe)
approach to cladistics. In his view of
Hebrew, the basic roots of words
consist of one phoneme each (as in
Rot/Van, and very implausibly again;
my Hebraicist friend at Liverpool
Uni was astounded!). Bengt knows
some archaeology but very little linguistics; he misunderstands most of
what he reads.
Anyone can join these groups, usually for nothing. Details and URLs on
request. I am trying to have a useful
influence on my main group and I
have even agreed to bounce Dave’s
ideas off fellow scholars if he writes
them up properly (I am helping). It is
all a bit alarming, though!
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Diffusion to the Americas again: still
flawed!
Paul Devereux occupies a position
intermediate between orthodoxy and
the fringe. His 2002 book Mysterious
Ancient America is informed by
many of the most recent developments in the various relevant disciplines; it focuses heavily on some of
the cases which genuinely suggest
diffusion in early historic times.
However, Devereux’s linguistic material is relatively poor. He has little to
say about recent ‘shallow fringe’ and
near-fringe diffusionists — many of
whom have made heavy use of epigraphic and philological material —
or their opponents.
His treatment is useful in places:
for instance, in discussing alleged
Ogham inscriptions and the Bat
Creek Stone, he refers to the openminded skepticism of Peter Reynolds
and Anne Ross on the former and to
Lowell Kirk’s relatively little-known
skeptical work on the latter. But
neither the names of key
diffusionists such as Barry Fell,
David Kelley and Bill McGlone, nor
those of their skeptical critics such
as Ken Feder appear in his index. In
addition, Devereux accepts as at
least plausible some diffusionist
positions on language matters which
are supported only by amateur enthusiasts. For instance, no linguists
have been persuaded by Michael
Xu’s claims of links between the
Olmec and the Shang Chinese
scripts. Xu does not appear to be
familiar with epigraphic or historical
linguistic methodology, and
Devereux is too easily impressed.
Three key points here are:
a) The meanings of Olmec symbols
are not known, as Olmec has not
been persuasively deciphered; thus
one cannot be sure that any pairs of
Olmec and non-Olmec symbols have
the same meanings.
b) Many of the symbols used by Xu
are pictographic and as such liable
to be independently invented.
c) As regular readers will know, the
odds in favour of short words and
simple symbols — even non-

pictographic ones — being independently invented are demonstrably much better than writers like
Xu and Devereux believe. (Many
anthropologists would argue that
similar errors vitiate many of
Devereux’s non-linguistic
diffusionist arguments involving
legends, artefacts etc.)
In fact, all linguistically-based
claims about migrations in the more
recent but pre-Viking past are on
very dubious footings and are typical
of the fringe — as are claims about
more recent links between specific
Asian and American language families (remember Wells?). And some of
the other diffusionist proposals discussed are not (or no longer) to be
seen as dramatic. Mainstream scientists, not fringe diffusionists, identified Kennewick Man as probably
non-Amerindian and thus anomalous. And many mainstream scholars
now believe (because of convincing
evidence) that humans were in the
Americas long before 12,000 BP.
General linguistic patterning that
supports the non-linguistic data
pointing that way (as cited by
Devereux) is not threatening.

Deeper into the American past!
DE Tyler, a urologist, has published
various books arguing that objects
found in the western US represent
human artefacts up to eight million
years old. This leaves in the shade
the claims of amateur archaeologists
of varying degrees of fringiness —
partly endorsed by one leading pro
— about humans at Calico in southern California several hundred thousand years ago (ie, well before even
the earliest dates accepted for arrival in the Americas). As usual, it is
not hard to see problems here.
In less than a page on the possible
linguistic aspects of the case, Tyler
says that speech and writing are
closely associated, so that absence of
writing indicates absence of language. So how does he explain the
fact that most spoken languages —
including even that of the Incas with
their impressive civilisation — have
never been written? Then he implies
that ‘talking’ birds — he means the

familiar imitative utterances of parrots and mynahs, not Irene
Pepperberg’s arguably more interesting material — are displaying essentially the same ability as humans
using spoken language. He regards
them as more highly linguistic than
apes, which may be able to handle
some aspects of language but are
prevented by their physiology from
uttering human speech sounds. This
is the usual lay confusion of phonation with spoken language as a
whole. Another of Tyler’s books announces in its title that it is ‘opposed
to evolution’ and apparently proposes that life arose from ‘volcanoes
and petroleum’. I think he can
safely be ignored!

Amerindians and aliens on Egypt: the
wild case of Ann Walker
I hesitate to include this item, since
the content is so outrageous. Ann
Walker and her followers get away
with it because in the normal course
of things no one who is professionally involved in the relevant subjects
will come across the stuff or look at
it if they do.
Walker claims to be in contact
with another of those Native American spirit entities; hers is called
White Arrow. Originally White Arrow sent her seven key symbols, and
later he and various alien entities —
one of them called Zipper — met her
in visions and gave her platitudinous
messages of the usual kinds (‘Stop
polluting the planet!’). Walker came
to believe that all this involved the
highly contentious theories of Gilbert and Bauval about links between
Orion and the Giza pyramids, and
Gilbert wrote an interpretive appendix to her book The Stone Of The
Plough. The key event is an imminent and fairly large minor-planetlevel catastrophe.
I will confine my detailed comments to my own discipline, where
things are if anything even worse!
Walker’s entities have sent her messages allegedly written in various
ancient scripts/languages, which she
reproduces. Some are in what she
identifies as the demotic and hieratic
Egyptian scripts. These are the

names given to the simplified scripts
that were used for everyday purposes, as opposed to the more formal
hieroglyphic system. But the characters given by Walker bear no resemblance to genuine demotic or hieratic! Elsewhere, she finds Koine
(Hellenistic) Greek; but her versions
of the relevant words do not correspond with Greek expressions carrying the relevant meanings. Indeed,
the sequences given as if in Greek
script are meaningless as Greek, and
some parts of each individual sequence are unpronounceable as
Greek. Then she finds Coptic, Portuguese and early Arabic sequences,
but again these are not genuine.
More generally, Walker’s comments about linguistic (and historical) matters are naïve, confused,
misconceptualised, wrong or all of
these. Her only identifiable sources
in Egypt are themselves fringe. I
challenged Walker to list her expert
advisers and to justify herself, but I
received only a vague initial reply
and then no more. Everyone should
ignore her. But the publisher surely
has to take some responsibility for
peddling this palpable nonsense.

A linguistic side to Sheldrake
Back in the UK, I have been catching up on developments of interest to
a skeptical linguist which had hitherto evaded my attention. For example, in 1999 The Skeptic (UK) reported an incident in which the
psychologist Zoltan Dienes sought to
test Rupert Sheldrake’s theory of
morphic resonance by determining
how far subjects’ ability to distinguish real English words from nonwords written in the Roman alphabet is enhanced (as Sheldrake’s
theory would predict) when the
words (presented again and again in
successive runs) are shared across
groups of subjects rather than being
presented only to one group. The
non-words used were intended to be
pronounceable; they were formed by
changing one letter in each of a set of
real words which were not otherwise
used in the experiment.
My linguist’s mind got to work on
this, and I asked for Dienes’ test

items, with a view to determining
how far these non-words really met
the constraints of English phonology.
A word that is pronounceable at a
pinch need not necessarily be a possible novel word in the relevant language. For example, English speakers can easily pronounce the
pseudo-word doont, but there is a
phonological principle which excludes -oont in English words. This
form could at best be an incompletely assimilated foreign loan. In
contrast, dant is a perfectly possible
English word which merely happens
not to exist but could; it could for
instance be comfortably adopted as a
brand-name. Forms such as dant are
called sniglets by linguists after a
famous sniglet!
It is easier to judge that a nonsniglet (even if pronounceable) is not
an English word. (In some blatant
cases, such as kvob or sjeln, this
judgement is very easy.) In contrast,
for all one knows, a sniglet might be
a real but rare word which one happens not to know. One might take
some time to decide that such a word
does not exist — even on repeated
exposure — or might eventually
guess, wrongly, that it did.
If there had been different proportions of sniglets in the sets of shared
and non-shared words used in
Dienes’ study, this might have affected the results. If there had been
proportionally fewer sniglets among
the non-words in one set, those nonwords would have been easier to
recognise, as a group, than those in
the other set. This would have altered the size and possibly the direction of any difference between the
success rates for the two sets. However, it emerged that both sets (50
words each) had approximately the
same proportion of sniglets (predictably a large majority) and nonsniglets. So there cannot have been
any significant interference effect
along these lines.
Initially, a significant effect was in
fact found (only for recognition of
non-words, not of real words). But
this result was not replicable (it is
possible that this involved different
proportions of sniglets in later runs,
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but this has not been checked); and
eventually the study ended without
affording Sheldrake any real support. Dienes reports an associated
study in Germany comparing unfamiliar alphabetically spelled words
(German) with (unfamiliar) Japanese kana. I find any comparison
between the two studies highly suspect, chiefly because kana (syllabic)
are individually meaningless (except
where a syllable happens to correspond exactly with a morpheme).

Aboriginal origins again!
Reverting to the Big Brown Land, I
became aware of some linguistic
claims made by a would-be contributor to a journal, who used Aboriginal
languages to reconstruct 62 basic
words allegedly used by Mungo Man
40,000 years ago. On this reconstruction, this Proto-Australian language
had 10 consonants. Some modern
Aboriginal languages have 14 consonants, and this writer apparently
regards this as true for all or at least
most of the family (if it is one family;
see below). Asserting that one consonant was added every 10,000 years,
the author concluded that the date of
40,000 BP for Mungo Man is correct.
This argument is, of course, full of
holes. For a start, all claims of this
degree of specificity about early language in Australia are highly contentious. Even the number of protolanguages is disputed. One of the top
authorities, Bob Dixon of La Trobe,
altogether rejects the ‘standard’ classification of Aboriginal languages
into two families. Reconstructions of
any details of a common ancestor
language are thus premature.
Aboriginal languages certainly are
more similar to each other than the
long period of settlement and the
size of the continent might suggest
they would be; convergence has
clearly been a powerful factor in
Australia. But there is no single
Aboriginal consonant system. In any
case, most Aboriginal languages
have around 20 consonants rather
than 14. And, even in cases where
the evidence of past linguistic forms
is better than it is here, no historical
linguist (other than mavericks such
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as Ruhlen) would accept that reconstructions are reliable more than
10,000 years into the past at most.
The paper also referred to the
recent findings which suggest that a
genetic mutation some 120,000 years
ago or earlier was essential for
changes to the larynx that made
speech possible. But this was before
humans reached Australia, and it is
thus largely irrelevant to the present
case. Language very probably existed in much like its present form
when the Aborigines arrived. In the
period during which diversification
must have occurred within Australia, there is no evidence of increasing phonological complexity in
human languages generally. There is
certainly nothing like decisive evidence that one consonant has been
added to systems every 10,000 years
(either in Australia or generally).
Any changes in the sizes of consonant systems in this period would be
within the normal limits of variation
(which are wide: some modern languages have seven consonants, some
100). General increases in complexity from very simple origins would
probably be a feature of the earlier
period when human language as
such was evolving out of earlier systems (the ontogeny of language). Of
course, very little is known of that
period — although more is being
learned all the time.
Overall, proposals of this kind
require much more sophistication if
they are to become at all persuasive.

Another against Chomsky
I referred last time to opponents of
‘nativism’ as proposed by Chomsky,
Pinker et al, the currently trendy
view that the general principles of
human language are specifically
‘hard-wired’.
Geoffrey Sampson is the best
known linguist to attack this position. But he is far from alone, and a
new ally from the ranks of psychology is Vilayanur S. Ramachandran
(University of California, San Diego),
who gave the BBC Reith Lectures for
2003 (http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/
reith2003/). Ramachandran believes
that the language faculty initially

involved large amounts of sound
symbolism (remember Eekeekee?); it
probably arose out of very specific
effects of an essentially non-linguistic nature involving phenomena such
as synaesthesia (where senses are
mixed, with sounds being smelled
and such) which he thinks may once
have been much more widespread
than they are now. Such theories
have some plausibility.
The biggest problem I can see (not
the only one) is the relative weakness of Ramachandran’s account of
the origin of syntax, which many
linguists regard as the real distinguishing feature of human language.
He proposes crucial links between
perceptions of semantic roles in actions and processes in the world
(agent-process-goal, as in men spearing deer) and ‘functional’ categories
in clause structure (subject-verbobject etc, as in men spear deer).
Clearly this has more going for it on
this front than the proposal involving imitation of musical hallucinations which I discussed last time; but
it still appears seriously inadequate.
It can hardly account for non-‘functional’ aspects of syntax such as
‘parts of speech’ or even for other
basic word orders (after all, in some
languages the object comes first).
And it seems to overstate the parallelism between functional syntactic
categories and semantic roles. If
Ramachandran is correct here, much
water later flowed under many
bridges before language reached
anything like its present form.

Spelling reform and linguistic
awareness
Roy Blain presents a proposal for
reform of English spelling called
‘Saispel’. He and other commentators bandy technical linguistic terms
such as phonemic as if they know
what these words mean. The evidence is that they do not. And, like
most reform advocates, they seem to
imagine (wrongly) that a system can
be both largely phonemic and largely
accent-neutral. Blain analyses English as having 43 phonemes. Accents
such as Cultivated Australian have
44 phonemes, which superficially

suggests reasonable accuracy on his
part; but in fact his focus is upon the
rather different accents of North
America, which have only around 40
phonemes. And in any case the similarity of the totals is accidental. Relying on the traditional spelling
(ironically!), Blain includes two nonphonemes and omits three phonemic
contrasts, one of them very obvious
indeed. Etc.
Whatever the merits of Saispel,
there is no evidence that Blain understands what a phoneme is. If he
wants to get technical — as all reformers should, in their thinking if
not in their popularisation — he
should learn the basics of phonetics,
phoneme theory and English dialectology as it applies to accents. I
wrote to him, making these points.
There was no response, even though
I am on the relevant emailing list
and known to many reformers who
use it. Blain and other such people
complain that linguists do not take
them seriously; but when we do comment we are ignored.
Of course, attention per se is not
usually what amateurs really want.
They are typically happy only if their
ideas are endorsed! Objections, even
if obviously based on careful examination, are often met with accusations of establishment bias.

What is Laz? Is Aymara Etruscan?
Laz is a geographically isolated but
otherwise unremarkable South Caucasian language spoken by a minority group around Batumi in northeastern Turkey. Some Laz-speakers,
noting the sharp differences between
their mother tongue and Turkish
and apparently knowing nothing of
the other South Caucasian languages, believe that they are linked
with a known ancient Greek settlement in the area. Considerable numbers of Greeks still live around
Batumi; but in fact Laz is no more
like Greek than it is like Turkish.
Seeing a false mystery, linguistically untrained Laz-speaking writer
Sirman Celayin speculates as to the
origin of Laz (http://www.angelfire.com/

fl5/asterpro/zd-laz.htm). He recognises
that it is not Greek, but he does accept a link with Greek — and with
Latin — on the strength of a few
words (mostly personal names)
which in fact are transparently late
loans. He believes, however, that
Laz’s most important links are probably with Etruscan, the genetically
isolated and still poorly understood
language of ancient Tuscany, and
that Laz’s (bogus) ancient links with
Greek and Latin may involve borrowing via Etruscan. The only ‘solid’
evidence he gives for all this is the
fact that the Laz word for ‘five’ is
roughly similar to the Etruscan for
‘six’! His thinking seems to be that
two genetically unidentified languages, each located either in southern Europe or in Anatolia, must
surely be related! (To be fair, there
are unconfirmed suggestions, of
which Celayin is aware, that the
Etruscans may have originated in
Anatolia.) Celayin also attempts a
grammar of Laz. This must have
involved a great deal of effort; it is a
pity that the language has already
been well described by linguists.
All in all, the specific case of Laz
is of limited interest to most people.
I admit that I had barely heard of
the language before coming upon
this material. But, as just intimated,
there is a point of more general significance here. Lay participation in
linguistics is most welcome; but —
other than as a methodological exercise — there is no point in trying to
reinvent the wheel and not doing a
very good job of it! (Especially if this
leads towards nuttery!) Of course,
any isolated or otherwise mysterious
language is a prime target for amateur philologists. Arysio dos Santos
focuses on Etruscan; the Phaistos
Disk has been read as Etruscan, as
was Linear B before Ventris. There
are web sites in Spanish suggesting
links between Aymara (Andes) and
Etruscan. We know enough about
reconstruction and Etruscan to dismiss that idea, on current evidence
at any rate!

Adiemus!
To hear an admittedly invented ‘language’ beautifully sung by choirs,
listen to Karl Jenkins (Adiemus, etc).
After he had done this work, Jenkins
(who had known no Latin) learned
that some of his ‘words’ were close to
Latin words not unsuited to his intended message. He was wise
enough not to ascribe any mystical
significance to this coincidence
(consilience?). In fact, his ‘language’
has no grammar as such; it is mainly
phonology. Great stuff, though. (I
think so, anyway!)
Another invented ‘language’ featured in this year’s Eurovision Song
Contest! Like several other countries, Belgium struggles with its
ethnic and linguistic identity and
has three official languages plus
high levels of English. Choosing one
language for such events is a political issue. Singapore uses Malay for
symbolic purposes and mainly Chinese and English in most practical
domains. Switzerland has Latin on
its stamps and on those oval white
plates on cars. In this case, Belgium
went for another piece of euphonious
gibberish. It almost paid off, as the
song came second behind the rather
bizarre Turkish winner and ahead of
a very professional effort from the
already famous and controversial
‘teenage lesbian’ duo from Russia,
Tatu.

In the journals
See Fortean Times 171 (pp 8-9, 5457) on alleged talking animals and
an alleged talking sponge (yes, really). (Skeptics should subscribe to
FT. It does not take itself as annoyingly seriously as do most anomalist
journals, and — as noted earlier — it
features increasing amounts of skepticism.)
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Letter from Nigeria

Critiquing
Nigerian Scams
More scams from Africa, but
is the end in sight?

Over the years, Nigeria, Africa’s
most populous country, has acquired
an international notoriety for fraud
and financial crimes. Nigerian
fraudsters, sometimes with the collaboration of foreign nationals, have
brought so much pain, anguish and
suffering to many individuals
around the world through their
crafty swindling and marvellous
scams. This article takes a critical
look at some of the scams perpetrated by Nigerians, particularly
how these shady deals are carried
out, and why people fall prey to
them.

Advance Fee Fraud

Leo Igwe, head of the Nigerian Skeptics, is a
regular columnist for the Skeptic.
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This is the most popular of all Nigerian scams. Known as “419” after the
relevant section in the Nigerian
criminal code, this fraudulent
scheme requires victims to pay some
money in advance in order to facilitate a business transaction, money
transfer or a government contract.
This money is said to go into settling
the administrative costs-paying
taxes, bribing government personnel,
etc.
To start with, the victim receives a
mail by post, fax, or an e-mail allegedly from an official of a large Nigerian institution like the Nigerian
National Petroleum Corporation,
Central Bank of Nigeria, Ministry of

Solid Minerals etc. In most cases,
the mail is sent using the name of an
important personality, politician or
government official on official letterhead. The letter contains an urgent
request, sometimes in the name of
God, for help in transferring some
millions of dollars trapped in a local
bank. It could also be an invitation
to come and execute a huge contract,
oil exploration or marketing, refurbishing of national stadia, airport
etc. In the case of money transfer,
the victim will be promised up to
30% of the amount if he/she could
provide an account into which the
money will be wired.
Afterwards, people posing as Merchant Bankers from the International Banking Division of the Nigerian Central Bank will contact the
Victim. They will assure him/her
that the said money will be transferred immediately if he pays a certain amount to cover the administrative expenses. The scam will
continue with the victim being asked
to make one payment or another
until he/she becomes bankrupt.
Sometimes, to facilitate the payment, the fraudsters will invite the
victim to visit Nigeria. While in Nigeria, they will introduce him/her to
persons posing as officials of the
Nigerian Central Bank or relevant
establishment. The scammers go to

the extent of decorating certain
buildings in the cities to look like
Nigerian Banks, Ministries or Government Houses.
In 2002, the Nigerian press reported the case of Mr Nelson
Sakaguchi, a Brazilian banker who
was duped to the tune of $254 million by Nigerian scammers. In the
course of the scamming, Sakaguchi
was invited to visit Nigeria where he
was introduced to one Mr Paul
Ogwuma, “the Governor of Central
Bank” (Nigeria’s top bank) and other
officials. Sakaguchi’s undoing was
that he used his position as the International Director in his bank to
withdraw money from the bank’s
safe; an amount he could not repay.
Sakaguchi’s bank went bankrupt. He
was sacked, prosecuted and is now in
jail.
Even after a person has been
duped, some fraudsters claiming to
be important personalities, top politicians, retired army generals, etc
will come forward promising to assist the victim to recover his/her
money. They will send fax messages
using fake letterheads of (sometimes) nonexistent government agencies or commissions for the recovery
of stolen funds. Again, they will require the victim to pay some money
to cover the cost of the investigation
— paying of security personnel, bribing government officials, this tax or
that duty. And this is how the
fraudsters will continue to sap and
squeeze the victim till the fellow is
fed up, financially exhausted and
drained.
Now the latest tricks of Nigeria’s
419 scammers is that they take advantage of crisis situations around
the world like the September 11 attack, conflicts in Angola, Liberia,
Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone etc. They
send e-mails to individuals claiming
to be wives or sons of prominent
victims — Jonas Savimbi, Foday
Sankoh, Sanni Abacha.
In his book, 419 Scam: Exploits of
the Nigeria Conman (2001) Charles
Tive, an investigative specialist with
the US Embassy Secret Service and
former Deputy Superintendent of the
Nigerian Police, notes that financial

crimes are common among citizens
of different nations, but that “419” is
peculiar to Nigeria. Also that 419
scams are effective because they
appeal directly to two human traits
— greed and assumed superior
knowledge. According to Tive, while
the majority of Nigerians suffer the
stigma of the 419 scam, less than 1%
of Nigerians are involved in this
ignominious trade. And I quite agree
with him.

Counterfeit cheques
The issuing of fake cheques is also
one of those ways Nigerians
scammers get gullible and unsuspecting individuals to part with their
wealth. This is how it is done.
A scammer buys something (let’s
say a car for $5000) on-line and overpays-by issuing the seller a cheque of
$10,000. He tells the seller to deduct
his money and wire back the balance
to him. Of course, he gives several
reasons for this unusual transaction.
The seller now goes to the bank,
cashes the cheque, and wires back
the $5000, only for him/her to be
contacted later by the bank to refund
the entire $10000 because the
cheque was fake!
Related to the above scam is the
floating of fake banks and financial
institutions by Nigerian fraudsters.
These financial outfits are most often based on the Internet, with web
addresses. In some cases, the
fraudsters make use of names of
existing banks and financial firms.
Some of the reported fake financial
institutions set up by Nigerian
scammers include: Monarch International Bank, Guarantee Finance Ltd,
Kapital Securities, Crown Securities,
Biao Bank, First Pacific Bank etc.
Scammers have used the names of
these banks to approach individuals
and organizations for business deals
and financial transactions.

Credit card fraud
This is also another of Nigerian
scams. Incidentally, Credit Card is
not accepted for business transactions in the country, but its equivalents, such as Eco Cards, Travellers
Cards, Value Cards etc, are accepted

in specified places. Therefore, the
Credit Card scam targets foreign
business particularly those of them
that make on-line sales.
Some operators of Cyber Cafes (as
public Internet centres are called in
Nigeria) have told me that scammers
have websites where they visit to
generate Credit Card numbers. (I
tried to get them to give me at least
one of these web addresses but they
declined, out of fear and suspicion).
The fraudsters go to these sites and
generate as many numbers as possible, after which they will go to sites
where goods are sold on-line to try
them out. They keep trying all the
numbers until they get a valid one
with enough credit. And the scam is
done!
I was told that the credit card
fraud has minimized because the
credit card companies now require
buyers to supply additional information (such as: name, address, city,
telephone etc). Also I was told that
overseas firms no longer honour orders from Nigeria. Because of this,
Nigerian fraudsters now have and
maintain contacts in neighbouring
African countries (Benin, Ghana,
Togo, Ivory Coast), which they use
for such transactions.

Government action
Recently, there have been several
efforts and initiatives to combat and
eradicate scams in Nigeria. For instance, the Nigerian government has
set up a commission to fight 419 and
other related financial crimes. This
commission has swung into action.
They have made arrests and have
started prosecuting some key suspects. But is there hope that, very
soon, 419 and other financial scams
will be a thing of the past in Nigeria?
Does the Nigerian government really
have the political will to combat this
plague and restore the integrity of
international business transactions
with its citizens? Why is it difficult
or almost impossible to bring to justice Nigeria’s commercial terrorists?
These questions and many others
will be tackled in my subsequent
letters.
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Junior Skeptics

Skeptics
and AltMed
A youthful take on a
popular belief.

Gillian Brown, 13, comes from a long line of
Skeptics and carries the torch admirably.
SkeptoBear’s antecedents are shrouded in
mystery.
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Alternative medicine: Does it really
work? I can see you all groaning
serenely as you read that first sentence, as you’ve seen, read, heard
this a billion times before, but let me
assure you, this article will be different. By the end of it I wish to have
enlightened you somewhat on my
personal views in some alternative
remedies.
During the Skeptics convention
Peter Bowditch gave a talk on alternative medicine. Everyone who talks
about it has something unique to say
about it, and one thing he says that
sticks to my mind is ‘there is no such
thing as alternative medicine, it
either works or it doesn’t’. I agree
fully with this statement. Alternative medicine, I believe, describes a
group of remedies somewhere in the
middle of working or not working
medicines. Some work, some don’t,
but none of them have been tested
enough to give guarantee that they’ll
work. That doesn’t mean to say that
they won’t work, it just means to say
that if they have worked, you’ve
been lucky. Also, is alternative medicine safe to use, when you don’t really have a problem? And is it really
as safe in general as is commonly
believed?
I have four friends aspiring to be
witches. These are four of my very
close friends so it’s a bit of a tight

spot for a skeptic to be in. I remember one time I asked one of these
friends what I could use to help me
relax, and she told me ‘Lavender’. I
was pretty closed-minded on lavender actually working, because it is
an alternative medicine. Therefore, I
didn’t follow up on that for a while.
Then a few weeks later I asked
my Dad about it. I asked him
whether or not lavender works and
he said ‘Oh, yes it does’. And I remembered also a Neighbours episode
(yes I use to watch that tragic show)
where someone offered her friend
lavender oil, saying that it helped
her mother relax.
Why would so many people say
lavender works if it really doesn’t?
Then it occurred to me. There isn’t
an overall guarantee in it working. If
you light a candle with lavender
scent in it, it could relax you, then
again it could not. There isn’t any
way to be sure on how reliable something like lavender is in helping people relax… but the thing is, it really
does work for a lot of people. It’s the
same thing with other herbal remedies. Even a standard cup of tea is
well known for refreshing people and
it really works for some people, including my dad. But for other people
it doesn’t work. There just isn’t a
guarantee. That’s what makes it an
alternative medicine.

So alternative medicine can, in
fact, work, in a lot of cases. However
herbal remedies are one of the more
reliable forms of alternative medicine. You still need to keep a skeptical eye out when it comes to such a
sketchy overall practice, particularly
in the fields of how safe it is.
Chiropractors perform a far more
unreliable source of alternative
medicine then that of herbal remedies.
A lot of people swear by their holy
book that chiropractors work. I
swear by my holy book, Maths made
Easy, that I don’t doubt them for a
second. Chiropractors specialise in
bone manipulation, but a true
chiropractor is someone who believes
that all forms of sickness can be
healed by spinal manipulation, because all injury, according to them, is
caused by certain nerves in your
spine that have a connection with
that injury. Different from physiotherapists because physiotherapists
do things other then manipulate the
spine. I think chiropractors can
work, but not in the way that they
think they work. I have a back problem, and every now and then my
back feels sort of tightened and it
can really hurt, so I manipulate it. It
feels a lot better afterwards.
Chiropractors could work in that
sense: They manipulate, and it feels
a lot better for the patient. They
could work, especially, if you’ve actually got a problem.
But what if you don’t? An episode
of Penn and Teller shows a small,
approximately 7-year-old girl being
treated by a chiropractor. Not only
does the child not have a problem,
but using such tactics on a human
whose bones have not fully developed yet can permanently damage
the skeleton. It’s very much like taking a headache tablet when you
haven’t got a headache. The chemicals in the tablet could make you
sick in some way, just like chiropractics, when not used properly, can
cause damage rather then prevent it.
Adding on from that, a lot of people choose to use alternative medicine, because they view it as being
safer than any R registered medica-

tion or scientifically proven practises. This I doubt. The natural remedy is the most appealing because
what’s more kind than nature? It’s
ironic that cannabis, cyanide and
snake bite all come from nature as
well, isn’t it? An aspirin is artificial
because it has had any toxins or
waste removed, and has been
treated, prepared and tested so
much that there is an absolute guarantee that it will help you, and there
won’t be any dangerous side effects.
Willow bark tea is natural, but because it’s been made from ingredients that might have made contact
with birds or other animals, and its
only means of sterilisation is by boiling water, how much of the active
ingredient you’re taking is anyone’s
guess, and it has no guarantee to
work. Both remedies do the same
thing, but which one is truly safer?
Alternative remedies can work,
but at a risk. There’s a risk to all
practices of medicine, but because of
lack of research into alternative
medicine I think the risk in it is far
greater. Herbal remedies are L registered. They won’t poison you, but
they may not work. If you use this
medicine to treat someone with a
deadly disease, and it doesn’t work,
then it hardly matters that the medicine doesn’t poison them. An untested form of medical practice like
chiropractic could be used on someone with serious back pain. But what
if it doesn’t work? They could be in a
much worse-off condition then when
they arrived. I personally use R registered medication and scientifically
tested practises because I know
these practises have been significantly proven to work, and they will
help my current problem. My friends
tell me about herbal remedies, and I
haven’t actually tried them yet, but
when I’m able to I will try them…
they may work after all. I just won’t
risk my life on them.
I’ll finish off with this conclusion.
My dear friend Belinda Bowditch
said, in her last article, that a
skeptic is someone who questions the
validity of something purporting to
be knowledge, and that a cynic is a
fault finder. The term ‘cynic’ is actu-

ally derived from ancient Greek philosophers who believed virtue to be
the only good and self-control to be
the only means of achieving virtue.
Thus, for me to say that no form of
alternative medicine can work at all
for anybody, would be a cynical view.
So instead, I will give a skeptical
view. Alternative medicine could
work, and in fact does work, for a lot
of people. The thing wrong with it is
that there is not complete evidence,
therefore no guarantee, that it will
work for everyone. Skeptics are not
cynics; that has to be remembered.

Editor’s Note
Gillian raised an interesting point
with her reference to the beneficial
effects of tea. Quite a bit of serious
research is being conducted into the
perceived effects of tea (camellia
sinensis), not by proponents of alternative medicine, but by real medical
researchers. Recently, as reported on
the Science Show (ABC RN), it is
showing up as a possible explanation
for why Chinese men have a significantly lower incidence of prostate
cancer than European men. There
are a number of other investigations
into the remarkable herb, and while
tea is not yet ready to be declared a
miracle cure, results are encouraging.
Gillian also mentioned another
medicine, aspirin (acetylsalicyllic
acid) that also had its beginnings in
herbalism, but which, a century or
more after it was first synthesised is
now being shown to be a far more
useful drug than simply as a cure for
hangovers.
That is the point she was making.
Some herbs are very beneficial, but
unless you do the hard work you will
never know for sure. Anecdotal evidence can give you a clue, but it is
properly conducted research that
will tell the real story.
Good thinking Gillian. I can assure you that without the beneficial
effects of tea, the Skeptic would be a
far lesser journal.
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Creationist Enigma:
An Author Examined
Science fiction in more
ways than one

John Stear is a retired public servant who lives
at the Gold Coast. He maintains the No Answers
in Genesis! website at:
home.austarnet.com.au/stear/default.htm
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Ice; Shane Johnson,
Waterbrook Press, 2002

This is not so much a review of a
book as an examination of an author’s perspective, given his personal
beliefs and professional qualifications. Johnson, according to the
blurb on the rear cover of his book
and on his web site at
www.apollo19.net, is:

While browsing at my local library
recently a book cover caught my eye.
It was a painting by Apollo 12 astronaut Alan Bean of a space suit, the
face plate reflecting an external image. The book, Ice, by Shane Johnson
... a writer, graphic artist and
seemed right up my alley, I’m partial
spaceflight historian … He also
to a good space yarn.
served as producer/director for the
In 1994 NASA’s probe Clementine
video documentary Apollo 13: Flight
located water ice at the lunar south
for Survival, and was a design conpole. This was confirmed later by the
sultant for the award-winning HBO
unmanned satellite Lunar Prospecmini-series From the Earth to the
tor. The novel Ice is centred around
Moon.
this moon ice, but is set well after
He also believes in Noah’s flood
the discovery. Ice, as the author exand a young Earth.
plains in the Afterword to the book:
Early in the story the reader is
... presents an alternate history of
given the first inkling of Johnson’s
American spaceflight, shortly after
strong Christian faith when, fearing
the time of the first lunar landing,
that death is approaching, Gary
that deviates from actual history. In
Lucas asks the inevitable question:
reality, the last manned mission to
If there is a God, why do people sufthe moon —Apollo 17 — landed and
fer and lie dying in hospital and go
returned to Earth in December 1972.
down in plane crashes and get
Ice is the fictional story of the
stranded on the godforsaken moon?
Apollo 19 lunar module and its crew
…What kind of God lets stuff like
who, due to an engine malfunction,
that happen?
are stranded on the moon. The astroIn his reply, Charles Shepherd, a
nauts, stoically accepting their fate,
committed
Christian, typically falls
set out to explore the “vast, mysteriback
on
the
biblical explanation
ous depression at the lunar south
which
posits
the pre-Fall perfection
pole”. They encounter evidence, in
and
post-Fall
imperfection of man.
the form of a huge structure, of a
While
this
biblical
perspective in no
race of giant humans who obviously
way
detracted
from
the excellence of
inhabited the moon eons before, but
the
story,
it
did
cause
me to wonder,
left their “home” intact, still dispensneedlessly
as
it
turned
out, whether
ing a life giving environment which
Johnson’s
fundamentalist
beliefs, in
nurtures the hitherto doomed astrolight
of
the
scientific
tenor
of the
nauts.

unfolding story, might inhibit his
ability to write credibly about space
or lunar exploration.
The Afterword, which I read first,
revealed even more about Johnson’s
fundamentalist beliefs. For example:
This novel paints a picture of the
antediluvian world that lies well
outside the more conventional notions generally held today. The idea
of pre-Flood man having known
spaceflight is indeed speculative and
is derived primarily from the extraordinary nature of man as he
likely existed at the time. Living in
an era so near the time of his
original creation, it is probable
that he was physically superior to
modern man. [my emphasis]
Johnson continued to draw on his
creationist beliefs by suggesting that
these early men were saved from
what he terms “the crippling effects
of long-term solar radiation, …genetic damage and [other] cumulative disorders known today” simply
because of the existence of what
creationists refer to as a ‘protective
water canopy’ that, according to the
Bible, enshrouded the Earth before
collapsing and falling as precipitation during the Noachian flood.
Johnson is in no doubt that man
and other creatures once enjoyed
much greater life spans (as evidenced, he wrongly claims, by the
fossil record and, of course, contained by the scriptures). He hypothesises that, since in those days, man
was smarter, faster, larger and more
advanced than modern man, and
because modern man has perfected
the science of flight, then pre-Flood
man would certainly have the same
capabilities. The only doubt in
Johnson’s mind was whether preFlood man would have chosen to use
his extraordinary powers.
Discussing the biblical life span,
Johnson claims:
... [it] dropped dramatically following the Noachian Deluge, from an
average of almost eight hundred
years to a mere seventy in just a few
generations.
It came as no surprise that his

evidence for this extraordinary claim
was the Book of Genesis. He asserted that it was the Jewish people’s sacred duty to record the deeds
of their God and the history of their
world “both reverently and unwaveringly [Johnson’s emphasis] throughout the centuries.” Because of this he
claimed that life spans of nine hundred and sixty-nine years must be
fact.

In the course of managing my web
site No Answers in Genesis! I correspond with many young Earth creationists (YECs). But there also exist
other creationists who, though they
seem to me to be almost as strange,
at least have some, albeit tenuous,
grip on scientific reality. I refer to
those that subscribe to an old Earth
but who explain the emergence of
life as an act of a God who intervened in the evolutionary process
only two to four million years ago. At
a web site intended primarily for
children called Reasons to Believe
the reader is taken through the
phases of evolution beginning with
the creation (by God) billions of
years ago, of simple single-celled life
in the oceans, followed by plants
using photosynthesis then small
animals such as clams, crabs and
insects. Then follow fish, amphibians
and reptiles leading on to dinosaurs

and their extinction 60 million years
ago. Then, we’re told, God created
birds and mammals.
Here is where the scientific, albeit
God induced, progress of evolution
ceases and the old Earth creationists
feel compelled to produce God again
to meddle with the process: “Starting
about 2 to 4 million years ago God
began creating man-like mammals or
‘hominids.’ These creatures stood on
two feet, had large brains, and used
tools. Some even buried their dead
and painted on cave walls. However,
they were very different from us.
They had no spirit. They did not
have a conscience like we do.
They did not worship God or establish religious practices. In
time, all these man-like creatures
went extinct. Then, about 10 to 25
thousand years ago, God replaced them with Adam and Eve.
From Adam and Eve came all the
people who live on the earth today. God told Adam and Eve and
their descendants that they were
to fill the earth and rule wisely
over all the animals and all the
resources of the earth. [my emphasis]
The vast age of the Earth, the
Moon and the Cosmos is demonstrated in every facet of the science
of space exploration. So one would
assume, given Johnson’s creationist
beliefs, that, despite his familiarity
with scientific principles generally
and the workings of the space industry in particular, he would be uncomfortable in such a climate. That he is
not, owes much to the creationist
ego, an ego shared by such creationist luminaries as Andrew Snelling
and Tasman Walker, both qualified
geologists and Bible believing Christians. One could probably understand it if they (and their few colleagues who hold bona fide science
qualifications) were to embrace an
old Earth creationist philosophy,
which at least recognises the
progress of evolution over immense
geological time, but their adherance
to juvenile pseudoscience, in spite of
having scientific training, is simply
inexplicable.
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Chance and Belief
What are the Chances? Voodoo
Deaths, Office Gossip and Other
Adventures in Probability; Bart K
Holland, Johns Hopkins University Press 2002 141 pp. (hbk)
From page 1, featuring the bubonic
plague as an example of germ warfare, to the last page where a distinguished Australian gets a guernsey,
this charming book blends statistical
instruction on life’s uncertainties
with some unique data such as the
number of soldiers in the Prussian
cavalry kicked to death by horses!
There is some great stuff for skeptics. The section on miracles demonstrates the influence of random coincidences. Claimed proof of psychic
powers relies on failure to accept or
recognise contrary examples. Hexes
are all in the mind. And so on, with
amusing anecdotes making for light
reading.
Astrology gets a splendid
rubbishing. Dr Holland notes that
scepticism towards astrology is nothing new. He cites the Roman Senator
Cicero asking “Did all the Romans
who fell at (the battle of) Cannae
have the same horoscope? Yet all had
one and the same end.” It was a nice
demonstration that horoscopes have
no predictive value.
Stock markets come in for plenty
of flack. Share buyers beware. This
age of instant communication tends
to equalise investors’ judgements and
as a result it is the random fluctua-

Colin Keay
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tions that often determine outcomes
unless there is knowledge not known
to all. That is why insider trading is
a crime. So with the general run of
shares there are about as many losers as winners, as many investors
have discovered the hard way.
Underlying all these diverse examples is the theory of statistics.
Gaussian and Poissonian statistics
are gently introduced and the relation between them is made clear by
well-chosen examples. What Are the
Chances? is an enjoyable read. And
painlessly instructive as well. It
might be a problem obtaining a copy
in this country, but I can recommend
Amazon for on-line purchasing at the
best price.

stage was set for conflict rather than
harmony because Jezebel refused to
give up her worship of Asherah, goddess of fertility. Mosaic law, enforced
by the priests of the Temple, forbade
all such activities.
Alan Gold weaves an enthralling
tale around these ancient events,
portraying Jezebel much more affectionately than the Books of Kings do
in the Old Testament. Homage to
Asherah is described so frankly that
this book would have been banned
not so many years ago, and Jezebel’s
devotion to phallic worship will offend some sensitive souls as it did
the narrow-minded high priests of
Israel all those centuries ago.
However the real interest to unbelievers and skeptics in Gold’s book
lies in the stark contrast of incompatJezebel - A Novel ; Alan Gold, ible religious belief systems; the SaiHarper Collins, Australia 2001 468 Baba-like chicanery of Elijah and his
pp., $17.95 (pbk)
abandonment of his family at the
command of God; and the mental
The dictionary describes a jezebel as
torment of Elijah’s wife Rizpah torn
a shameless, abandoned woman and
between religious opposites. To this
I have heard certain females slurred
day we see tragic examples of such
as jezebels by some folk of religious
conflict in families where one or more
upbringing. The eponymous Jezebel
members are smitten by religious
of the biblical Old Testament was
fundamentalism and become totally
queen of Israel almost nine centuries intolerant of the freedoms of others.
before the time of Christ, in an era
Gold sticks to the historical acwhen the prophets of Yahweh, Elijah count pretty well, departing from it
and his successor Elisha, were openly only as much as his story demands.
challenging civil authority.
In the Old Testament, King Ahab’s
In those days, in the interests of
successor Jehu (former commander
peace and harmony, the various royal of the army and convert to Yahweh)
houses of the eastern Mediterranean ordered Jezebel to be flung from the
region intermarried (as Royals are
palace wall, trampled by horses, and
wont to do today). Poor young Jezher remains eaten by dogs. Gold alebel, daughter of King Ethbaal of
lows her to escape to a far happier
Phoenicia, where multiple gods were future back in Phoenicia. Had he not
worshipped, was given in marriage to done so, barbarism by the godly
Prince Ahab, son of King Omri, of
would have triumphed, as it did all
Israel where Yahweh was worthrough the Old Testament.
shipped.
Jezebel is a compelling read, upYahweh, who earlier had comholding Gold’s deserved reputation as
manded Moses “Thou shalt have no
a master storyteller.
other gods before me” was, by his
own admission, a jealous God. So the

Review

Exploring the Inner
and Outer Worlds
Two books exploring the
mysteries of the world
and the mind.

Rob Hardy is a psychiatrist practising in the
USA and a regular reviewer for the Skeptic

The Seashell on the Mountaintop:
A Story of Science, Sainthood, and
the Humble Genius Who Discovered a New History of the Earth,
Alan Cutler; E P Dutton 2003,
IBSN 0525947086
Probably you have never heard of
Niels Stensen, or Nicolaus Stenonius
as his name was Latinized, or Steno
for short. He has a right to the title
of “Father of Geology,” though, and it
was through his efforts that we
started scientifically assessing the
age of the Earth, rather than relying
on interpreting the Bible as a geological text. But he was no religious
iconoclast; in fact, he was even made
a saint.
In this book, Alan Cutler has not
exactly brought Steno back to life;
there is too little documentation of
his life to do that well. But he has
given basics of the life, and more
importantly has examined the originality of Steno’s thinking and put it
in the context of his times.
Steno, born in 1638, was raised in
Denmark as a Lutheran. He wanted
to study mathematics, but medicine
held hope for a better career. He
became an anatomist, and one of the
best. He actually became famous for
his dissections, and society would
come to his labs to see him work. “I
have never seen such dexterity,”
wrote one French physician. He
found the duct of the parotid gland
which conducts saliva to the mouth,
and medical students still must locate Stensen’s Duct.
Importantly in a time that
stressed authority, especially of the

ancients, in scientific explanations,
he showed the weakness of anatomical ideas from Galen to Descartes.
He theorized that contraction of
muscles, rather than the ballooning
of the entire muscle mass, was responsible for movement; everyone
knows this to be true now, but it was
discredited at the time, only to be
independently rediscovered a century later.
Steno showed up in Florence, because the Medici were sponsoring
the new experimental philosophy; in
fact, he arrived just at the time of
Francesco Redi’s classic experiment
that showed that rotting matter did
not of itself bring forth flies and
worms (spontaneous generation)
when it was protected by cloths or
veils. In Florence, Steno would have
many corpses to dissect, even those
of exotic animals.
When he travelled, Steno took
particular interest in the land he
travelled through. The great puzzle
of the time was how could seashells
be found, far from the sea, embedded
in rock, and at the tops of the mountains? The ancient Greeks said that
the shells were left by a sea that had
originally covered the land. This idea
was rejected by most scholars of
Steno’s time. The prevalent explanation was that shells actually grew
inside the Earth; they were not seashells, but the product of some mystical force, the same sort of thing
that produced the manifestations of
magnetism or made flowers grow.
This got around some scriptural
problems. Christians were already
explaining the shells on mountain
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tops as being left by Noah’s flood (an
explanation still insisted upon by
those connected to Creation Science).
But these seashells were inside
rocks, rocks that had already been
created when the flood happened. It
was easier to think of them as growing in situ.
Steno produced clever and well
reasoned arguments against shells
growing inside rocks. They no longer
seemed to be growing as they used
to. A shell growing inside a rock
would crack the rock, but he never
found such cracks. Tree roots did
grow in the ground, but in harder
ground, they grew differently than in
softer ground; fossils looked the
same in soft ground and in hard.
What’s more, they looked the same
as those that grew in animals.
Steno had been assigned to do a
dissection of the head of a huge
shark, and found that the shark’s
teeth from the jaw looked just like
sharks’ teeth from the rocks. Clearly
the flood explanation and the
growth-within-Earth explanation
failed. Steno worked out his own
explanation, which has stood the test
of time. He stated three important
principles.

•

The Principle of Superposition:
in a stack of rock strata, the oldest
rocks are on the bottom.

•

Original Horizontality: if
strata were born from sedimentation in the waters, they were originally laid down horizontally.

•

Lateral Continuity: sedimentation strata were laid out as
sheets, bound only by the edge of
their water basins.
Steno well knew the persecution
of Galileo by the church, and he worried that his ideas would receive the
same condemnation. For instance,
merely supposing that rock layers
were formed gradually from sediment might be heretical to those who
insisted that God had made the
Earth all at once. Cutler shows that
Steno paid attention to the evidence
he could see on his travels, at the
same time paying close attention to
the scriptures. He was never for-
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mally accused of heresy, and indeed,
he felt that his investigations supported Biblical accounts. They could
not, for instance, give an absolute
age of the Earth, but only relative
times to show what events happened
after others. It may be, however, that
he benefited from his arguments
being too advanced for those who
heard them; they were ingenious,
but they were not accepted during
his lifetime.

Steno was a pious man who, after
much thought, gave up Lutheranism
to become a Catholic; he also largely
gave up his scientific endeavours to
do so. He became a priest, took a vow
of poverty, and stuck to it, destroying
his health and bringing about an
early death. He had risen to Bishop
within the church hierarchy. Pope
John Paul II praised both Steno’s
faith and his scientific work when he
beatified Steno in 1988, although the
scientific work was really all that
had made him famous. The Catholic
Church had long since stopped insisting that seven days of creation
were of twenty-four hours each, and
geologists were using Steno’s principles every day. Cutler, himself a geologist, has written a useful book to
bring a forgotten thinker to our attention, as well as documenting the
beginning of scientific rather than
religious explanations for the forces
that formed our planet.

Rational Mysticism: Dispatches
from the Border Between Science
and Spirituality,
John Horgan; Houghton Mifflin,
2003; ISBN 0618060278
We have a pretty good idea about
how kidneys work, and lungs, although there are always finer details
to be worked out. We have barely
begun to understand the brain, the
most complicated object we know of.
And yet, some researchers are not
only trying to understand the brain,
but to understand it as it does the
strangest things in conditions of
mystical or altered states of mind. In
Rational Mysticism, an entertaining
informal review of such attempts,
John Horgan tells of his visits to
shamans, gurus, neurologists, and
philosophers. There are plenty of
contradictions and paradoxes here
(often fundamental differences between mystics, for instance, but also
sometimes from a singular source),
but there is also a great deal to think
about, and on big, big subjects.
There has always been an idea
that some sort of mystical experience, a direct connection to an ultimate truth, would get us wonderful
benefits, perhaps “an escape hatch in
reality, through which we can wriggle out of our existential plight.”
Horgan himself has had trouble with
metaphysical ideas for decades, and
the discomfort helps him ask the
right questions and present the
reader with plenty of puzzles. He has
himself tried getting to nirvana by
yoga, meditation, and drugs, with
some satisfying results but no particular resolution or insight. He realized that science was our surest way
of finding answers, and he wrote for
such magazines as Scientific American, but he eventually realized that
there were questions that science
could not answer. He may not have
the answers now, but the job of getting them has been enlightening.
For instance, he visits Michael
Persinger, the Canadian psychologist
who experiments with blasting people’s brains with electromagnetic
pulses. The resulting disturbances
might be something like

microseizures, and for centuries,
people have associated epileptics
with having some sort of unusual
perceptions or sixth sense.
Horgan got to test Persinger’s
device, a velcroed helmet called the
Octopus. It has been dubbed the
“God Machine” by the popular press,
as it has supposedly been able to
trigger mystical visions and out-ofbody episodes. During his session, he
felt some sort of energy flow, and
saw some geometric shapes, but
wonders how he is going to turn this
into a scene for his book. Finally a
voice says, “John?” It is not, he reports with some disappointment, the
voice of God, but of the technician to
tell him the experiment was over.
Persinger says that the machine
doesn’t work well on skeptics. It also
turns out that he used Horgan as a
datum for a remote-viewing experiment, the sort of thing ESP believers
pursue, and Horgan is taken aback.
He has found, however, that many
scholars and stolid researchers seem
to think that a mind in a mystic
state might awaken latent paranormal capacities. He remains skeptical.
Horgan interviewed Albert
Hofmann, the discoverer the effects
of LSD in 1943. Hofmann has had
good trips on that and other drugs,
and bad ones, too, but “the gruff old
man” recalls that even the bad ones
gave him “... the feeling of being reborn! To see now again, and see
what a wonderful life we have here!”
But he is disturbed by the metaphysical implications of addling the
brain by drugs. Teensy milligrams of
chemical seem to have profound effects.
Many report that deep spiritual
changes come from such trips; can it
be that such changes are nothing
more than fluctuations in brain
chemistry? “God is a substance, a
drug!” Hofmann says (and no reference is made to religion being the
opiate of the people). An expert in
psychedelic shamanism, Christian
Ratsch, told Horgan that it is a bad,
exploitive lie that decades of meditation or spiritual practice are needed
for enlightenment; it only requires

“the right molecule to hit your
brain.” We cannot do scientific tests
for God, especially, as Persinger
says, if God is “... something that is
invisible, nonphysical, eternal, and
everywhere. If you’re going to define
it that way, then there’s no way you
could ever test it.” But if we perceive
anything like God, we are going to do
it with our neurons, the same neurons that are altered by psychedelic
substances.

Andrew Newberg is a self-described “neurotheologist” who has
been scanning the brains of nuns
and others in deep meditation. He
has found some biological bases for
mysticism, but is in the difficult position that although the scans have
potential in the future for showing a
great deal more detail, neurology
cannot prove or disprove the worth
of such a subjective experience.
Visions may come from tumours
or epilepsy; that does not disqualify
them as worthless. Susan
Blackmore, formerly a believer in
parapsychological affairs and now a
professional skeptic, continues to
practice Zen Buddhism. She has had
intense hallucinations artificially
induced, and has found them interesting and even meaningful, but still
just hallucinations; she has little
patience for the idea that astral projection or other paranormal claims
reflect reality. She thinks religions
are something like very successful

chain letters, but credits her meditations with helping her abandon ideas
like God, an afterlife, and free will.
Buddhism teaches the illusory nature of the self, and so do certain
cognitive scientists.
The climax of the book is Horgan’s
trip to California (surprise) to participate in an ayahuasca ceremony.
Ayahuasca is a psychedelic used for
religious services in Brazil. It looks
like purple-brown spit, and tastes
“astonishingly foul.” Vomiting was
expected, and all participants were
issued buckets. At least his vomit
appeared to have attractive Day-Glo
colours, according to his altered consciousness. There were plenty of
pretty patterns, vertigo, worry about
incipient madness, affection for the
strangers he was with, and eventually existential dread: “The flame of
consciousness had flickered out in
the eternally expanding cosmos, and
it had reverted to dumb, blind, painless, meaningless matter, as it
must.” Not very comforting, but the
best parts were his interactions with
others.
“So what is the final lesson?” he
wonders afterward. “What is the
point of all our mystical searching?
Where does it get us? What truth
does it give us? What consolation?”
Those looking for particular answers
ought to have known beforehand
that, given the subject matter of the
book, particular answers for all the
big questions will not be found here.
In a section mockingly titled “Science and Mysticism Reconciled!”
Horgan finds some comfort in a point
of convergence between the two.
Science is never going to answer
finally the question, “How did something come from nothing?” any more
than mysticism will, but people will
continue to pursue both and those
who are wise will continue to admit
that there is a paucity of answers
from all sources. He quotes Voltaire:
“Doubt is not a very agreeable state,
but certainty is a ridiculous one.”
The reader may not have doubts
extinguished by this exhilarating
look at complicated matters, but the
trip is one to enjoy.
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Competition Winner

And the Winner
is:
In the last issue we invited readers
to devise a brand new form of divination, as we were sick and tired of the
same old tarot, astrology, palm reading, tea leaves and other forms of
necromancy. They were asked to tell
us about their ‘new method of foretelling the future (or even the
present or past) in no (or few) more
than 500 words’.
For our lucky winner we offered a
copy of Ian Rowland’s book, Full
Facts Book Of Cold Reading: a comprehensive guide to the most persuasive psychological manipulation technique in the world and its
application to psychic readings.
We received many excellent entries that attested to the abilities of
our readers to look at the world
through highly skewed perspectives
(and a few that spoke of some extraordinary, not to say disgusting,
personal habits).
Selecting a winner was not easy,
but finally, one entry stood out for
exhibiting every cliche, misplaced
quotation, idiosyncratic Use Of capitals and non sequitur inherent in all
New Age prognostications. We were
almost tempted to believe.
The winner of the book prize was
Matthew Birmingham, who runs a
bookshop in Nowra on the NSW
South Coast. We have no doubt that
if Matthew cared to copyright (or
patent) his invention and move his
premises to the North Coast, he
would soon be rich beyond the
dreams of avarice. Congratulations
to him and we are sure he will benefit from reading Ian Rowland’s
great book.
Two other entries attracted our
notice and are deserving of Honourable Mentions:
David Murdoch for his admirably brief, and utterly cynical, poetic
comment on weather predictions.
Nic Svenson, for managing to
(mis-)use the term “energy” more
times in one brief entry than did all
the other entrants combined.
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Remotomancy Divination for a technical age
To the newest and most accurate
form of divination ever discovered by
mankind I have given the name
Remotomancy. The technique consists of using the television Remote
Control to change from channel to
channel in rapid succession, hearing
from each channel one word which,
when brought together, can be analysed to gain insights encompassing
the past, present and future.
I first discovered Remotomancy by
accident whilst channel surfing in
1997, and through years of careful
research and experimentation have
finally refined the technique into a
leading esoteric science.
Some of those amusing yet sad
people who call themselves “Skeptics” and “Scientists” will predictably
object to Remotomancy, saying that
words are simply mixed in various
combinations until one is found that
suits, and that therefore there is no
objective reality to the message
found. This sounds reasonable until
you learn to appreciate the “scientific” paradigm for what it is, a limited and naively linear view of reality.
On the plane we happen to inhabit, words reach us in a certain
order, ie, as a particular temporal
manifestation that has meaning on
this plane. It does not follow, however, that no other manifestation is
valid for revealing truths on other
planes that intersect and interact
with this one. Indeed, such a narrow
view runs contrary to the findings of
modern physics, for in quantum systems “before” and “after” are meaningless concepts.
“Scientists” admit that all matter
and energy are controlled, at bottom,
by quantum mechanics, yet claim
that things like people, who, in the
scientistic view, are nothing more
the sum of their material parts, are

exempt from these quantum laws!
Does this seem consistent to you?
Victims of Scientistic Indoctrination are ill-equipped to deal with the
Paradigm Shift to the new Quantum
Awareness and perform comical
mental gymnastics in an attempt to
deny its consequences. They find it
easier to accept inconsistent nonsense than to accept that maybe
“there’s more to heaven than Horatio
dreamt of in all his sleep”.
This brief overview of modern
physics has been necessary to provide a coherent theoretical framework for Remotomancy, whilst comprehensively demolishing the
objections of skeptics, but we will
now take a closer look at
Remotomancy itself.
What follows is a real
Remotomantic Sample, or Set, taken
by me and arranged in the order in
which the words were manifested on
this plane:
and
said
you

home Michael here swim
a
don’t
better
want
can for
sleep
that’s

This Set seems a meaningless
jumble, and of course in this reality
it is. But we must remember that it
is only one among many temporal
manifestations of the Set, and only
arrogant presumption would lead us
to conclude that the manifestation
on our plane is the only valid one.
We must also understand that the
words revealed to the Remote Controller will not be totally random,
but will have special relevance for
that person, due to the underlying
Synchronicity in all things.
Synchronicity (synchroi — ‘to be in
step with’; city — ‘place of many
people’) is now recognised by serious
philosophers and researchers as a
very real phenomenon that links all
things via ‘threads’ of meaningful

connectedness. Thus on some unconscious level the Controller of the
Remote chooses words that are relevant,
A number of messages can be constructed from the above set, but only
one will be correct, ie, only at one
point will a temporal manifestation
of words in this set intersect the
synchronistic thread that leads to
the Controller. To find the correct
message the Set must be subjected
to a thorough Numerological Analysis, the many technicalities of which
I do not have the space to go into
here. Note how Remotomancy represents the convergence of independent disciplines and bodies of knowledge — Physical Science,
Synchronicity, Numerology — providing checks and balances to build a
coherent and insightful picture of
the Universe. This is how science is
supposed to operate, but rarely does.
Scientists would be wise to learn
from this example of consilience
rather than cling to their grab-bag of
scientistic beliefs, such as those of
the physicists above.
A full analysis of the set shown
above revealed the message ‘don’t
you swim’. I did not understand the
significance of it until the next week
when, through a chain of several
events, the warning that it gave actually saved me from drowning! It
was this event that persuaded me to
share my knowledge with others.
Unfortunately I am the only person at present with sufficient expertise in the specialised analytic techniques tailored to Remotomantic
sets. These analyses can involve a
good deal of work, but if anyone
wants to send a Set for analysis I am
willing to do so, for a reasonable fee.
The only question is, will you make
use of the emerging science of
Remotomancy, or will you ignore it
and risk drowning, being caught in
an earthquake or, God forbid, being
disembowelled by a cassowary?

Matthew Birmingham
Nowra
(Matthew did confess that his entry was
a bit long, but won us over with his claim
that “few” was such a subjective term.)

Bureauology
I use Bureauology (must be powerful
to have 4 vowels in a row!)
Predicting the weather
Is predictable, whether
You listen or watch the report each
night
Whatever the prediction
Reverse with conviction
And, come rain or come shine, you’ll
be right!

David Murdoch
West Pennant Hills

The ancient art of
Key Ring Reading
When people began locking their
doors, a small group of astute individuals noticed vibrations coming
from keys. They found they could
determine certain personalities —
even predict future events — all
from a person’s key ring.
If you’re one of the lucky few who
have an innate predisposition to
what I called Key Ring Reading
(KRR), you can easily learn how to
harness it for fun and profit. Depending on your level of congenital
talent, a bit of practice is all that’s
required before you too will have the
knack of listening for keys. Under
the instruction of a skilled practitioner, you will learn how to calibrate yourself and discover which
character traits each frequency corresponds to. Gifted students can
expect to start paying off their
course fees very quickly indeed!
The basic principle of KRR is
deceptively simple: when keys are
held, either manually or in a pocket
or handbag, they pick up energy
from their owner. This energy causes
the keys to vibrate, and that’s what
KRRers listen for.
Metal key rings and accoutrements hanging off them, such as
motor vehicle logos and Swiss Army
knives, enhance this effect — like a

tuning fork on a table. But, even if
the keys are kept on separate hooks
in a wallet, the dedicated diviner
will have no trouble detecting them.
So long as keys are with their
owner they will gain energy and
vibrate at steadily higher frequencies. It’s worth noting that there’s no
known limit to the amount of energy
keys can absorb. Also, there’s no
danger of the frequency becoming
too high for humans to hear because
KRR does not rely the traditional
appendages over which we hook
spectacles; rather it utilises the socalled “third ear”.
Energy starts leaking out as soon
as keys become separated from their
owner. The longer they’re apart, the
more energy is lost and the lower the
frequency at which they vibrate. It is
important to realise that this separation is a psychic one. The keys could
physically be right under their owner’s nose, but if they can’t be seen,
they are presumed to be lost. While
the house/office/car/handbag is being
turned upside down, precious energy
will be seeping from them.
Each instance of losing (leaking
energy) then finding (gaining energy) leaves an indelible mark on
keys — a bit like the line of shells
left on a beach by the receding tide.
While these marks are not visible to
the naked eye, someone experienced
in KRR can “hear” the way they distort the signal.
These marks form a complex pattern which, when read properly (and
for an appropriate fee!), can reveal a
lot about their owner. For example,
long periods of energy gained, followed by short periods of loss, might
imply a stressful time, or a momentary loss of something else, usually a
marble.
Put simply: a person who regularly loses their keys will have a key
ring that sounds (to the experienced
and deservedly expensive expert)
distinctly off-key.

Nic Svenson
Erskineville
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Letters
Apology

interpret it in any way they wish. They
have no imposed dogma other than a
commitment to peace and non-violence. They also have no priests or pastors. My late wife certainly had no
faith in a personal deity, nor in biblical miracles. Whilst she could be quite
eloquent in English I never heard her
speak “gibberish”.
Latter Day Saints and Mormons?
Aren’t they the one and same? Pentecostalists are charismatics, along with
quite a few other ratbag sects, but I’ve
never heard of a sect called
Charismatics. I think they are all
wrong, but respect their right to be so.
I think Karen is wrong but do not
respect her right to be so and publish
inaccuracies. On behalf of my Quaker
(Society of Friends) friends I await an
apology.

Earlier this year we received a letter
to the editor (published below) from Mr
T R Edgar, in which he sought to make
some corrections to an article (“Hair
Today”, 23:2) written by Karen
Stollznow, and requesting an apology
on behalf of Quakers, whom Karen had
listed among Christian groups who
spoke in tongues. At about the same
time we received another letter making some similar corrections from Tony
Blake, which we published in 23:3.
Mr Edgar has since written again,
expressing his concern that no apology had been made by Karen in the
last issue. The fault lay not with Karen
but with the editors who, in compiling
the last issue, both failed to recall that
we had received two letters on the subject and failed to pass on Mr Edgar’s
complaint to Karen.
We therefore unreservedly apoloThanks
gise to Mr Edgar for overlooking his
letter and to his Quaker friends for any
false implications contained in the Ian Rowland
original article.
London, UK

Editor

Quakers maligned
T R Edgar
Glen Aplin QLD
Karen Stollznow should get her facts
right (Hair Today, 23:2).
I’ve been an atheist all my life (77
years). Married for 46 of them to a
Quaker, have attended their meetings,
which in the main are conducted in absolute silence unless moved to speak,
in clear English, on any subject. Australian Quakers are free to believe, or
disbelieve, any or all of the Bible or
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May I place on record my sincere
thanks to everyone who helped to
make my recent visit to Australia so
pleasant and enjoyable.
I felt very honoured to be invited to
take part in the Annual Convention in
Canberra, and I could not have hoped
to meet better people, or to enjoy finer
hospitality, or to have more fun.
It’s always a bit awkward to name
names, for fear of accidentally missing out someone equally deserving, but
I must give due thanks to Richard
Saunders, Alynda Brown (and the entire Brown clan, including Mr
Skeptobear), Barry Williams, Peter

Bowditch, Steve Walker and Peter
Rodgers for all that they did for me
during my stay in Sydney.
May I also say that the Canberra
Convention itself was very well organised by, among others, Peters Griffith
and Barrett and the tireless Vicki
Moss, and I learned a lot from the brilliant array of speakers (with special
thanks to Lynne Kelly for spider identification services and Annie
Warburton for the ‘fins’ joke!).
As for my own small contribution,
well, they say a performer is only as
good as his audience, and I had a
VERY good audience! This was my
first visit to your fine country, and I
am sure it will not be the last.

Scaling the heights
Bernard Howard
Christchurch, NZ (NZCSICOP)
Your correspondent Andrew Conomy
(23:3) is right to correct the
misattribution of the phrase “because
it’s there” to Edmund Hillary. Nonetheless, our beloved Sir Ed has a claim
to a place in a collection of quotations.
On descending from the summit of
Everest, the first words he spoke to his
fellow-climbers are reported to have
been, “Well, George. We knocked the
bastard off!” Not surprisingly, this remark was not repeated in the official
account of the expedition (The Ascent
of Everest, 1953) by Brigadier Sir John
Hunt, CBE, DSO, with Foreword by
His Royal Highness, etc, etc.
PS Thank you for letting Richard
Lead off the leash to attend our Conference. A highlight of the gathering.

Immunisation
Eran Segev
Ryde, NSW
Local health authorities have reported
that a child at my children’s school has
been diagnosed with pertussis (whooping cough). Since the school is very
small, it took me about ten minutes to
find out who the child was and the
obvious fact that his family is a strong
opponent of immunisation. Makes
one’s blood boil. There are several
problems here:
1. These freeloaders would not be able
to save their children the discomfort
and pain of vaccination if they were
not a minority. I also hate the vaccinations, but I realise that the balance
is significantly in favour of having
them. Basically, they are using my
children’s pain to their advantage.
2. While there can be some debate
about the right of parents to endanger their own children by not immunising them, there can be NO debate
about parents NOT having the right
to endanger MY children. While
vaccines in general are not 100% effective, the chance of contracting pertussis in a fully immunised
environment is close to nil. Having
unvaccinated children around significantly raises the risk of infection.
3. Some children have medical conditions that make vaccination either
riskier than usual or otherwise undesirable. Parents who choose not to vaccinate their children are putting these
children at great risk.
From the information I have so far,
parents are required to either provide
an immunisation certificate or a form
called something like “informed abstention from vaccination” when they
enrol children at schools in NSW.
There is no legal right for the school,
as far as I know, to stop unvaccinated
children from enrolling; not even a
private school.
I submitted to School Council that
there should be zero tolerance with
unimmunised children — at first sign
of symptoms of any of a list of diseases
that are usually covered by vaccina-

tion, the kids should be sent home
until cleared, rather than stay at
school until final diagnosis is made,
which in most cases would be too late.
I don’t count on it being accepted, but
at least I’ve made my point.

Radiation question
Bernie Doran
Caboolture Qld
In his interesting article ‘Look For a
Happy Medium’ (23:3) Colin Keay suggests that the medical concept of
hormesis also applies to nuclear radiation, with good health apparent from
very low levels to quite high levels of
exposure.
Obviously, we humans and other
species must have evolved in the presence of some background radiation
from both space and terrestrial
sources. I can understand that the
spectre of radiation sickness may have
compelled regulators to be overcautious in setting maximum safe exposure levels; but that’s a matter of convincing the regulators.
But how would too little radiation,
apart from sunlight, produce a deficiency disease and how would moderate levels of exposure promote better
health through beneficial hormesis?

planet where radiation levels are up
to one hundred times those we experience in coastal Australia are just as
healthy and long-lived as we are.
Radiation protection authorities are
ultra-conservative, and not amenable
to relaxation, because of the litigious
nature of many of those they are
obliged to protect. Give a prayer of
thanks for ionising radiation. Without
it we may not be here.

Warnings about what?
Greg Keogh
Cheltenham Vic
Those damned announcements that
precede every TV show warning us
about what adult themes and horror
we’re about to encounter reached a
new level of trite idiocy recently. While
flipping channels I caught one just
before the show Charmed which
warned of a single category...
This show contains Supernatural
themes
What the hell is that? Who would
possibly care about such a thing?

“Spirit Of Diana” ....?!
Lin Meads
Toongabbie

And an answer
Colin Keay
New Lambton
Research has shown that organisms
can suffer a deficiency of ionising radiation. This is due to an amazing ability that evolved over aeons of time in
living organisms. It is called the immune system. Like most organic systems it needs regular exercise.
That means the presence of modest
amounts of ionising radiation keep it
healthy. Not surprising when you remember that our ancestral organisms
survived much higher radiation levels
than are usual today. It also explains
why the inhabitants of regions on our

After watching ten minutes of the last
quarter of that appalling tripe (and
let’s face it, tripe is appalling) on Channel Nine last night, I think Nine
should be publicly shamed for airing
such exploitative, manipulative, monstrous and offensive garbage. And after watching that bleached-blonde bint
giving out her ‘messages’ from this
poor dead woman, I was so angry and
offended that Diana’s memory could be
so blatantly exploited this way, I had
to change the channel.
Channel Nine should be the Oscar
winner of the Bent Spoon Award, and
if not, at least an article in the next
Skeptic slamming them totally.
If I have to see or hear of one more
smarmy patronizing ‘psychic’ preachthe Skeptic, Summer 2003 - Page 67
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ing their particular poisonous piffle I’ll
have to sue for psychological abuse and
downright fraud.
But what really leaves you openmouthed and gaping is how those people the bleached-blonde ‘channelled
Diana’ to, accepted all of her guff without question, how they were so willing to embarrass themselves so totally
on television, and how sad they were
to allow themselves to be so manipulated.
Of course one of the poor suckers at
the end had to say the standard, “I was
amazed how she (the ‘psychic’) knew
only what Diana could know.”
Well, der... how would he know if
only Diana knew it?
I’m feeling quite sick now. So will
sign off, saying thank the powers-thatbe (tongue-in-cheek) for the Australian Skeptics. Without you guys, I
would be tearing my hair out in despair by now.
PS: I really can’t be sure, because we
could all be communicating with dead
people right now, including ourselves,
but I have an odd sensation in my inner being that the world didn’t end on
May 15th ... yet who am I to say?
Maybe a psychic could channel some
dead scientists to tell me?

Diana again
Brian Miller
Adelaide SA
Ten months before her death, Diana
wrote:
This particular phase in my life is the
most dangerous. ... (name removed) is
planning “an accident” in my car,
brake failure and serious head injury
in order to make the path clear for
Charles to marry.
This letter is astonishing in its prescience and accuracy in every respect,
apart from the following trivial details:
That particular phase in her life was
not the most dangerous; ten months
later was;

Let us leave the final word for the year
to Joan, our Poet Laureate from the Blue
Mountains.

Santa Claus
Every year as Christmas comes again
The pulpit and the pious will complain
About old Santa, really without reason,
Because he is the favourite of the season.
They say he’s just a great commercial man
(Though nothing to the wealthy Vatican)

It was not “an accident”; it was an ac- Then add that he is just a story told
cident;
(But myths about a God are manifold).
It was not her car;
This jolly fellow never seeks for power.
It was not brake failure;
It was not a head, but a chest injury;
Charles did not remarry.
Apart from that she was spot on.
Coincidence? I think not.

His flying reindeer never hit a tower.
In fact I cannot think of Santa Claus
As causing any terror, tears or wars.
His image has evolved with history A symbol now of fun and mystery.
Just once a year, suspend all disbelief
Our time for fantasy is very brief.
Enjoy a little magic for a while.
Bring to young and old a happy smile.

Joan Vaughan-Taylor

We wish our readers all the best for the
holiday season and look forward to
having you back with us in 2004.
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Notices

A Competition and a Freebie
Get a bag, you mug!
(Anon - The Hill, SCG, 20th C.)
Never let it be said that Skeptics
are not right out there on the cutting edge when in comes to capturing the Zeitgeist, environmentwise.
For a start, it’s an appalling piece of
jargon and we would expect much
better from our highly literate readers, but it does, in its own barely
comprehensible way, lead us to the
theme of our new Reader’s Competition.
We have decided to produce a
cloth carry-bag which we will be
sending as a gift to prompt
resubscribers at the end of 2004 and
also to sell at reasonable prices on
our website. We hope the bags will
not only help spread the Skeptics
message but will also allow our
loyal readers to do their shopping
without contributing to the spread
of plastic bags (the bane of dolphins
and other furry creatures everywhere).
This is your chance to exercise
your industrial design and intellec-

tual skills. We need a design or a
slogan to decorate the bag and we
are relying on you to give us the
ideas. As our official logos have already established themselves, we
would probably wish to continue
using one of them on one side of the
bag (see examples) but we would
also like to consider some alternatives as well as a catchy slogan to
express our message.
Slogans we have used in the past
are “Seek the Evidence”, “Don’t Believe, Think” and “Challenging the
Claims”, but we are open to catchy
and witty alternatives. Please keep
the designs simple and the slogans
brief (and clean, if possible).
We ask that your suggestions
reach us by 20 February; we will
then select finalists and ask for votes
in the Autumn issue (24:1). Winners
will be announced in the Winter issue (24:2). The winners will receive a
book and the pleasure of seeing their
work in everyone’s hands.
Address your entries, marked
“Bagman”, to skeptics@bdsn.com.au
or PO Box 268 Roseville 2069.

Gift offer
One of the tribulations that besets
those of us who labour beneath the
dreaming spires adorning the headquarters of the vast Skeptics empire
at this time of year, is the problem of
how to ensure that subscription renewals reach us in time for the first
edition of the new year. In the past
we have tried, with some success,
offers of reduced fees, scarcely veiled
threats, appeals to the better nature
of the subscribers, pathos, and indeed, bathos. This year we have
opted for the naked bribe.
If your subscription is due for
renewal — and you will know if it is
because the magazine will contain a
loose page headed “Subscription
Renewal” (original, eh?) — and if you
remit to us the appropriate emolument per medium of cheque, credit
card, cash, gold bullion, title deeds
on your house or indenture papers
on your children, before the end of
February 2004, your first issue of the
Skeptic for that year will contain not
one, but two tastefully designed
cards (see illustration above) entitling you to refer to yourself thereafter as a “Card-Carrying Skeptic”.
Naturally, if your subscription is
still current, you will also receive
this special gift with the first issue
and you can bask in the added selfsatisfaction of knowing that your
fiscal foresight has paid off.
Further, this year we will continue to offer the Special Half-Price
Gift Subscription ($22) to any renewing subscriber who wishes to introduce a new subscriber. And they too
will get the Card.
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